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Foreword   
In   the   late   1980s,   subcultures   and   their   art   were   facing   a   seismic   shift   caused   by   generational   turnover.   Comic   
books   were   experiencing   a   brutal   reckoning   through   Alan   Moore   and   Frank   Miller.   Punk   rock   was   spasming   
from   the   rise   of   hardcore.   Even   Star   Trek   was   in   the   throes   of   a   relaunch   with   a   new   generation.   In   these,   and   
half   a   dozen   other   cases,   the   hand   at   the   creative   helm   was   guided   by   smart,   hungry,   unabashed   super-fans   
that   were   the   first   to   grow   up   on   the   thing   they   were   now   running.   These   second   generations   were   there   to   
build   something   new   and   daring   from   a   place   of   deep,   abiding   love   with   a   perspective   even   its   pioneers   
couldn’t   hope   to   have.     

  
At   the   same   time   all   of   that   was   going   on,   LARPing   (live   action   roleplaying)   was   finding   its   legs   in   North   
America   in   its   most   recognizable   form:   foam   swords,   spell   packets,   costumes   and   makeup   helping   people   exist   
as   strange   creatures   in   a   distant   world.   It’s   not   a   coincidence   that   Convergence   is   happening   now,   as   LARP   
hits   that   same   major   generational   turnover.   
  

The   founders   of   this   game   have   been   on   a   near   thirty-year   steady   diet   of   LARPing   together   as   a   chosen   family.   
They   are   part   of   LARP’s   first   full   generation   that   has   now   arrived   to   shape   the   thing   that   shaped   them.   What   
comes   next   is   the   culmination   of   something   like   120+   years   of   combined   LARP   experience,   half   a   dozen   
systems,   and   at   least   one   full   blown   formal   education   in   game   design.   Never   forget   though,   under   all   the   new   
ideas,   the   evolving   social   awareness,   and   scores   of   new   kinds   of   monsters,   Convergence   is   here   to   give   you   
what   LARPing   gave   them:   laughter,   tears,   adrenaline   spikes,   bad   sleep   habits,   great   stories,   and   just   maybe,   a   
family.   
  

You’re   in   for   a   treat.   
  

Introduction   
Convergence   LARP   is   a   nationwide   live   action   roleplaying   game   that   focuses   on   an   immersive   fantasy   
roleplaying   experience.   It’s   played   in   a   variety   of   venues   with   costumes,   makeup,   foam   swords,   and   packets   
(filled   with   bird   seed).     

Convergence   Rules   of   Conduct   
Convergence   LARP   is,   at   its   core,   a   community   and   we   strive   to   make   the   game   a   fun   and   welcoming   place   for   
everyone.   While   most   of   this   should   be   obvious,   it   deserves   the   emphasis   .   
  

The   most   important   rule   of   Convergence   is   this:    Everyone   is   LARPing   to   have   fun.    We   try   to   foster   a   great   
community   in   Convergence,   as   such,   you   should   consider   how   your   behavior   and   character   choices   could   
affect   others.   We   encourage   you   to   play   a   game   that   brings   up   other   people   and   allows   them   to   participate   in   
your   fun,   rather   than   remove   or   limit   them   and   their   opportunities.   Naturally,   LARPing   can   be   filled   with   
situations   that   are   tense   or   combative   with   other   players.   Conflict   is   part   of   the   game,   and   villainy   is   a   viable   
choice,   but   always   remembering   to   consider   other   folks’   fun   in   addition   to   your   own   should   help   you   help   keep   
the   community   a   thriving,   welcoming   place.     

  
With   that   established,   let’s   go   into   some   specifics.   
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Marshal   Rulings     
Marshals   are   common   in   LARPs,   though   they   may   have   other   names.   They   are   sort   of   like   a   referee   in   sports,   
and   can   make   rulings   on   behalf   of   plot   and   the   owners.   To   sustain   the   flow   of   the   game   and   to   avoid   long   
pauses   from   a   disagreement   over   rules,   calls,   etc.   the   marshal   on   the   field's   word   is   final.   If   a   player   believes  
the   marshal   made   the   wrong   call,   they   may   bring   it   up   to   the   plot   team,   their   chapter’s   general   manager,   or   
owners   after   the   module   or   fight.     

Updating   Battle   Board   and   Tags   
Tags   issued   by   Convergence   are   what   make   items   “real”   in   the   game.   Battleboards   are   sheets   players   
have   to   help   keep   track   of   skill   use.    It   is   the   players’   responsibility   to   make   sure   their   battle   board   and   tags   
are   updated   after   an   encounter.   A   marshal   has   the   right   to   check   any   character   card   and/or   battle   board.   If   a   
player   is   found   to   be   consistently   not   updating   skill   uses,   the   marshal   might   give   them   a   warning.     

Staying   in   Character   
At   games,   players   should   do   their   best   to   stay   in   character.   Breaking   character   can   cause   others   to   do   the   
same   and/or   break   someone   else’s   immersion.   Please   respect   other   players.   If   a   player   must   speak   out   of   
game,   they   should   put   on   a   white   headband   and   go   somewhere   where   there   are   no   in-game   players.     

Harassment   and   Discrimination     
Convergence   is   committed   to   an   in   and   out   of   game   environment   that   is   free   from   harassment.   Harassment   or   
discrimination   based   upon   an   individual's   race,   sex,   gender   identity,   orientation   ethnicity,   national   origin,   
disability,   age,   religion   will   not   be   tolerated.   Body   shaming   and   bullying   will   also   not   be   tolerated.   If   you   see   or   
experience   harassment   or   discrimination,   please   report   it   to   the   general   manager,   a   marshal,   or   the   owner(s)   of   
your   chapter.   Everyone   has   the   right   to   feel   safe   and   welcomed   at   our   game.     

Temperature   Gauge   
Convergence   LARP   uses   a   temperature   gauge   system   for   moments   of   high   roleplay   or   stress.   Sometimes,   
intense   moments   can   bleed   from   in-game   (the   experiences   of   our   characters)   to   out-of-game   (the   feelings   of   
us   as   players).   Or,   a   player   can   become   frustrated,   emotionally   hurt,   or   otherwise   upset.   To   allow   folks   to   
communicate   this   we   use   a   thumbs   up   and   down   system.   If   someone   looks   at   you   and   shakes   their   fist   thumb   
out   between   up   and   down,   they’re   asking   you   if   you’re   ok.   You   can   respond   with   a   thumbs   up   for   “I’m   ok”,   a   
thumbs   down   for   “I’m   not   ok”,   or   something   in   between   for   mixed   feelings.   If   you   find   yourself   in   a   bad   place   
out-of-game,    please   remove   yourself   from   the   game   and   find   a   marshal.   They   will   be   able   to   assist   you   with   
any   problems.     
  

For   more   specifics,   please   refer   to   the   Convergence   Code   of   Conduct   

Core   Rules   and   Safety   
Before   we   cover   the   specifics   of   character   creation,   and   details   of   playing   in   the   game,   we   need   to   cover   the   
core   rules   and    basic   safety   protocols   of   the   game.     

Pause   
Pause   is   one   of   the   single   most   important   safety   rules   in   the   game.   If   you   see   or   are   in   an    out-of-game    (real   
world)   unsafe   or   outright   dangerous   situation,   calling   “Pause!”   loudly   will   stop   all   nearby   game   play.   Everyone   
must   stay   where   they   are   and   drop   to   a   knee   (or   sit   down   if   unable   to   kneel),   close   their   eyes   and   look   down.   
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Do   not   look   around   or   speak.   You   do   not   want   to   make   an   unsafe   situation   worse   by   moving   and   stepping   on   
an   injured   player   or   someone’s   missing   glasses,   nor   by   cheating   and   looking   behind   you   to   see   if   someone   
was   sneaking   up   on   you   in   the   game.   If   a   player   is   unable   to   kneel   (due   to   unsafe   conditions,   medical   reasons   
etc.)   they   should   bow   their   heads   and   close   their   eyes.   
  

The   one   exception   to   this   restriction   is   for   those   involved   in   the   unsafe   situation   to   remove   themselves,   or   be   
removed   from   the   circumstances   that   led   to   the   pause   call.   For   example,   if   someone   is   injured,   a   medical   
marshal   may   move   to   help   the   injured   person   and   speak   to   each   other.     
  

Once   the   situation   for   a   Pause   has   been   resolved,   the   person   who   called   a   Pause   should   call   a   lay-on   (return   
to   play).   They   do   this   by   calling   out   to   check   if   everyone   is   ready   to   resume   play.   If   there   are   no   objections,   the   
player   who   called,   “Pause!”   Will   say,   “3,   2,   1,   .   .   .Lay-on!”   This   will   bring   everyone   back   into   the   game   at   the   
moment   the   Pause   was   called.   

Charging   
Coming   into   physical   contact   with   a   target   is   not   allowed   in   Convergence.   If   you   are   so   close   to   your   opponent   
that   they   need   to   take   a   step   back   to   avoid   physical   contact,   you   are   charging.   

Physical   Contact   
There   is   no   hitting,   grabbing,   biting,   kicking   etc.   allowed   in   combat.   You   should   only   make   contact   with   
weapons   and   packets.   For   contact   that   is   deemed   friendly   (touching   someone   on   the   shoulder,   bandaging,   
picking   someone   up   in   battle,   always   check   to   see   they   accept   your   physical   contact   first.   If   the   player   does   
not,   you   may   hover   your   hand   by   them   to   roleplay   the   contact.   Note   that   even   if   a   player   does   accept   physical   
contact,   they   can   revoke   it    at   any   time.   

Pinning   Weapons   
“Pinning”   a   weapon   refers   to   a   move   in   combat   where   you’ve   trapped   an   opponent's   weapon   so   that   it   cannot   
be   used.   This   tactic   is   unsafe   and   not   allowed   in   Convergence.   Weapons   built   in   a   way   that   makes   them   
designed   to   do   so   are   not   allowed.   

Legal   Hit   Targets   
For   safety   reasons,   it   is   not   legal   to   hit   an   opponent's   head,   groin,   or   throat/neck   with   a   melee   weapon.   If   you   
are   hit   accidentally   in   one   of   these   areas   by   a   weapon,   you   do   not   take   damage.   This   does   not   mean   you   can   
intentionally   block   a   hit   by   putting   an   illegal   hit   target   in   its   path.   While   hands   are   technically   a   legal   target,   any   
weapon   hit   on   hands   currently   holding   weapons   that   are   valid   for   blocking,   the   hit   counts   as   blocked.     
  

If   you   are   holding   two   weapons   (or   more)   in   one   hand,    you   cannot   attack   or   block .   If   the   weapons   in   that   
hand   are   hit   with   a   weapon   blow,   you   take   the   damage   as   if   hit   on   a   legal   hit   target.   This   includes   holding   a   
shield   and   a   weapon   in   one   hand.   You   may   hold   non-weapon   items   in   the   same   hand   as   a   weapon,   as   long   as   
it   is   safe   to   do   so.   These   items   can   be   spell   packets,   coins,   potion   vials   (if   they   are   not   made   of   glass)   etc.     

Machine   Gunning  
When   swinging   a   melee   weapon,   you   should   only   swing   as   fast   as   you   can   say   the   verbals.   You   should   also   
switch   the   spot   in   which   you   are   swinging   or   wait   1   seconds   between   swings.   Finally,   you   are   required   to   pull   
back   a   full   45   degrees   between   each   swing   of   your   rep.     
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Safe   Fighting   
Convergence   is   a   game   about   finesse,   not   strength.   Your   swings   with   a   weapon   should   only   be   as   hard   as   they   
need   to   be   felt.   Safe   fighting   is   about   control,   and   not   swinging   at   your   opponent   with   the   most   force   possible.   If   
an   opponent   lets   you   know   you’re   hurting   them,   or   you   seem   them   react   in   a   way   that   indicates   that.   Take   a   
moment   to   center   yourself   and   ease   up   on   the   force   you’re   using.     

Packet   Attacks   
Some   abilities   are   delivered   via   “packets.”   Packets   are   bundles   of   birdseed   wrapped   in   fabric,   generally   tied   up   
with   a   rubber   band.   (See   Players   Guide    for   packet   making   instructions).     

Multi   Packet   Attacks   
Some   abilities   let   characters   throw   multiple   packets   at   once.   If   you’re   hit   by   more   than   one,   it   counts   as   a   single   
attack,   and   may   be   defended   against   as   such.     

Counted   Actions  
To   represent   actions   that   players   are   physically   incapable   of   performing   or   may   not   be   able   to   do   safely,   
players   should   instead   count   their   actions   out.   (For   example,   dragging   a   wounded   friend   out   of   danger,   or   
climbing   a   cliff).   Generally   speaking   most   counted   actions   take   3   seconds.   Using   the   prior   example,   a   player   
would   say,   “1   I   drag   you,   2   I   drag   you,   3   I   drag   you.”   Counted   actions   always   end   if   the   character   chooses   to   
use   a   skill   or   reaction.   However,   in   the   case   of    dumb    reactions,   like   an   imbued   guard,   the   player   may   state   the   
effect   and   continue   counting.     

Out   of   Game   
If   you   need   to   go   out-of-game   (OOG),   you   are   required   to   put   on   a   white   headband   to   show   others   you   are   
out-of-game   and   your   character   is   not   there.   To   facilitate   this,   all   pPlayers   should   attempt   to   carry   a   white   
headband   with   them   during   the   game   at   all   times.   A   player   may   temporarily   place   their   hand   or   weapon   on   
their   head   to   denote   that   they   are   out   of   game   while   they   put   on   a   white   headband   and/or   move   away   from   
other   players.   Once   out-of-game,   you   should   do   your   best   to   stay   away   from   other   in-game   players,   so   as   not   
to   ruin   their   immersion   or   cause   out-of-game   distractions.     
  

Players   cannot   normally   use   going   out-of-game   as   an   in-game   tactic   to   avoid   combat   or   an   in-game   situation,   
though   there   are   some   skills   that   specifically   enable   this   tactic.   If   you   are   instructed   to   go   out-of-game   by   a   
marshal   or   plot,   players   should   follow   those   instructions   promptly.   Some   effects   and   skills   may   instruct   players   
affected   by   them   to   go   out   of   game,   such   as    travel .   These   skills   will   provide   additional   details   on   how   to   
behave.     

Metagaming   
Metagaming   is   a   term   for   a   type   of   cheating   where   you   use   out-of-game   knowledge   in-game   as   your   character   
who   does   not   know   these   things.   For   example,   if   you   overheard   a   plot   team   member   or   know   specific   monster   
stats,   this   is   metagaming.   At   the   same   time,   there   is   a   benevolent   way   to   use   OOG   knowledge   that   is   more   
acceptable:   enriching   the   game   for   beginners.   More   experienced   players   can,   and   should   be   able   to   recognize   
encounters   designed   for   new   players   and   avoid   them,   or   better   yet,   find   new   players   to   engage   with   it   
themselves.   
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Restricted   Items   
Alcohol   and   Drugs   
Alcohol   and   drugs   that   affect   your   ability   to   safely   play   the   game   are   not   allowed   in   Convergence   games   (this   
includes   parking   lots   or   imbibing   off-site   and   coming   to   game   under   the   influence).   You   will   be   removed   from   
the   game   if   you’re   suspected   of   being   under   the   influence   of   anything   that   could   make   game   play   unsafe   for   
yourself   or   others.     
  

Smoking   and   Vaping     
You   may   only   do   this   in   designated   out   of   games   areas.     
  

Real   Weapons   
For   obvious   safety   reasons,   real   weapons   are   not   allowed.   
  

Anachronistic   Items   
Other   than   items   that   are   required   for   a   safe   and   healthy   experience   (for   example:   eye   glasses,   or   medical   
equipment),   anachronistic   items   should   be   avoided.   Modern   gadgetry   is   not   allowed.   If   you   absolutely   need   to   
use   your   phone,   you   must   go   out-of-game   where   you   will   not   disturb   other   players.     
  

Whenever   possible,   do   your   best   to   avoid   pop   cans,   snacks,   or   other   food   and   beverages   in   wrappers,   bottles,   
or   cans.   If   you   are   able,   pour   your   drinks   into   mugs   or   chalices,   put   your   food   on   plates   or   in   bowls   that   are   less   
anachronistic.   
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Damage   Interactions   
Players   announce   out   loud   any   effects   their   characters   can   do.   For   example,   swinging   a   sword   would   coincide   
with   calling   “1   normal.”     
  

Calls   are   broken   up   in   the   following   order:   Special   Delivery   Type,   Numeric,   Qualifier,   effect,   Description,   
duration.   (All   of   these   terms   are   explained   in   greater   detail   later   in   this   section.)   Not   all   calls   have   all   of   these   
components.   For   example,   the   above   example   of   “1   normal,”   a   standard   weapon   attack,   only   has    numeric    and   
qualifier    components   to   its   call.     

Numeric   
This   is   the   amount   of   damage,   healing,   or   amount   an   effect   delivers.   The   “1”   in   “1   normal.”   

Qualifier   
This   represents   the   way   in   which   the   effect   is   delivered.   The   “normal”   in   “1   normal.”   This   can   include   the   kind   of   
sword   used   in   a   weapon   attack,   or   the   flavor   of   a   spell   a   wizard   casts.   Qualifiers   are   also   known   as   delivery   
types.   There   are    6    qualifiers.     
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Qualifiers     

Normal   
These   are   attacks   delivered   with   weapons,   monster   claws,   or   some   other   type   of   
mundane   means.   These   are   considered   physical   attacks   and   can   be   blocked   by   
weapons,   shields,   etc.   regardless   of   delivery   method   (packet   or   weapon).   

Strike   These   are   attacks   delivered   through   weapons,   monster   claws,   or   some   other   type   of   
mundane   means.   They   still   count   as   physical   attacks,   but   they   cannot   be   blocked   by   
weapons,   shields,   etc.   

Magic   
These   are   attacks   that   are   delivered   via   spell   or   are   magical   in   nature.   These   magical   
attacks   cannot   be   blocked   by   weapons,   shields,   etc.   

Poison   
These   attacks   are   poisonous   in   nature   or   hazardous   to   the   touch.   These   poisonous   
attacks   cannot   be   blocked   by   weapons,   shields,   etc.   

Devastating   These   attacks   may   be   magical   or   physical,   but   are   so   overwhelming   that   they   are   
particularly   hard   to   defend   against.   This   could   include   a   giant   making   a   huge   attack,   or   
a   spell   that   is   particularly   expansive,   like   a   massive   fireball.   These   attacks   are   blocked   
by   special   defenses   like   “Guard   <all>,”   “Avoid   <All>,”   and   “Reflect   <all>”.   These   
devastating   attacks   cannot   be   blocked   by   weapons,   shields,   etc.   

Social   
These   attacks   are   always   delivered   via   a   player’s   voice.   The   person   generating   the   
effect   should   be   in   direct   conversation   with   the   target,   and   should   point   as   they   deliver   
the   effect   or   in   some   way   directly   indicate   it’s   intended   for   the   target.   



Special   Delivery   Types  
Effects   are   delivered   in   three   primary   ways.   Via   weapon,   via   packet,   and   via   voice.   The   qualifier   (explained   
above),   specifies    how    interactions   with   those   work.   For   example,   if   you   can   block   it   with   a   weapon,   as   is   the   
case   with   the   “normal”   qualifier,   or   if   you   have   to   use   a   specific   defense,   as   is   the   case   with   the   “devastating”   
qualifier.     

  
The   delivery   type   may   be   changed,   for   example,   to    affect   everyone   in   a   room.   This   next   section   will   cover   how.   

Radius   
Instead   of   a   packet   or   weapon,   anyone   who   hears   the   call   and   is   within   approximately   five   feet   of   the   caster,   
takes   the   effect.   When   a   player   or   creature   uses   radius,   they   are   not   affected   by   it,   unless   a   skill   specifically   
notes   otherwise.    Casters   should   limit   their   volume   to   be   reasonably   heard   by   targets   within   five   feet.   If   a   target   
hears   a    radius    delivery   that   is   clearly   outside   of   that   range,   they   should   ignore   it;   it   is   up   to   the   individual   player   
to   determine   if   they   are   within   range   of   a   radius   effect,   if   in   doubt,   the   player   should   take   the   effect.   A    pause   
shouldn’t   be   called   to   resolve   a    radius    effect.   
Example:   “Radius   magic   charisma   trust   me   5   minutes”   

Boundary   
Instead   of   a   packet   or   weapon,   this   effect   is   delivered   by   means   of   a   flag   attached   to   a   rope   on   the   ground.   The   
rope   may   represent   a   free   standing   barrier,   in   which   case   the   effect   named   on   the   flag   will   be   a   valid   standard   
effect   that   is   taken   by   characters   breaking   the   plane   with   any   part   of   the   player’s   body   or   their   possessions.   It   
also   may   represent   a   special   feature   that   will   be   marshalled   by   the   caster.   Effects   delivered   by   a   barrier   are   
delivered   for   every   second   spent   breaking   the   plane.   

Intent   <Name   or   Description>   
Instead   of   a   packet   or   weapon,   if   the   specified   player/players   hears   the   call,   they   take   the   effect.   This   
description   or   name   needs   to   remain   fully   in   game.   Multiple   targets   can   be   specified   by   this   delivery   type   such   
as:   “intent   elves”   which   would   target   all   characters   with   an   elven   race;   “intent   enemies”   which   would   target   
anyone   the   caster   considers   an   enemy;   or   even   “intent   everyone”   which   would   affect   everyone   capable   of   
hearing   the   caster’s   voice.   A   player   plugging   their   ears   and/or   yelling   to   limit   the   effectiveness   of   an    intent   
attack   is   not   in   the   spirit   of   the   game   and   is   considered   cheating.   
Example:   “Intent   you   in   the   black   shirt   10   magic   fire”   
Example:   “Intent   Henry   10   magic   heal”     

Explosion   
This   type   is   delivered   by   regular   means,   (such   as   a   packet   or   weapon),   but   the   player   hit   by   the   packet   or   
weapon   doesn’t   take   the   effect   as   normal.   If   they   fail   to   use   a   defense   (guard,   avoid,   or   reflect),   they   must   
instead   announce   radius   <effect>   in   a   conversational   tone.     
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Effects   
The   following   section   contains   Convergence’s   17     total   effects.   All   mechanical   ways   the   game   can   affect   your   
character,   and   all   ways   your   character   can   affect   the   game,   are   made   up   of   the   following   list   in   different   
combinations.   In   many   cases,   a   spell   or   attack   will   be   used   as   an   example   to   help   familiarize   new   players   with   
how   verbal   calls   work,   or   to   add   context   to   the   effect   descriptions.   If   you   find   yourself   unsure,   don’t   worry:   each   
of   these   example   calls   will   be   explained   in   greater   detail   later   in   the   book.     

  
  

Charisma   
offensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:    <Qualifier>   Charisma   <Description>   <Duration>   

  
Targets   of   charisma   want   to   satisfy   the   description.   However,   unlike   command   effects,   they   will   only   rarely   
expend   skills   or   items   to   do   so.   Charisma   effects   are   delivered   by   voice   and   therefore   using   them   in   combat   
may   not   be   effective.     
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● Calm   

○ Do   not   attack   anyone   unless   targeted   with   a   damaging   effect   
● Be   Honest   

○ Tell   the   truth   without   attempting   to   hide   information   
● Trust   Me   

○ Believe   the   caster   has   the   target’s   best   interests   in   mind   
● Help   Me   

○ Provide   reasonable   non-combat   assistance   
● Leave   

○ Leave   the   situation   

Command   
offensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:    <Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Command   <Description>   <Duration>   
  

Targets   of   command   effects   want   to   satisfy   the   description   (covered   below)   and   will   expend   skills   and   Items   to   
do   so.   
  

Numeric   may   only   be   used   for   “forget,”   which   describes   the   amount   of   prior   minutes   forgotten.     
  

Valid   Descriptions     
● Attack   Everyone   
● Attack   Me   
● Attack   <Target>   

○ causes   the   affected   to   become   violently   angry   at   the   <target>   attempting   to   kill   them.   
● Don’t   Attack   Me   
● Don’t   Attack   <Target>   
● Run   Away   
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● Protect   <Target>   
○ causes   the   affected   to   become   unreasonably   protective   of   the   <target>   and   do   everything   

possible   to   either   protect   them,   this   includes   healing   them   if   able.   
● Confusion     

○ Wander   slowly,   cannot   use   any   skills.   
● Forget   

○ Remember   nothing   of   the   interaction   for   the   last   <numeric>   minutes.   Nothing   will   make   a   target   
remember   what   they   forgot.   

● Obey   Me   
○ The   target   will   follow   any   command   on   the   above   list   given   by   the   caster   for   the   duration.   

  
Note:   any   commands   not   on   the   list   are   ignored.   

Execute   
offensive   
Verbal   Components:    <Qualifier>    Execute   <Description>   
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● To   Breaking   Point   

○ Takes   the   target   to   their   breaking   point,   if   they’re   above   it,   and   their   armor   to   0.   
● Under   Breaking   Point   

○ Takes   the   target   0   HP   and   0   Armor   if   they   are   at   their   breaking   point   or   under   it.     
● To   Death   

○ Takes   the   target   to   0   HP   and   0   Armor.     
● Unarmored   

○ Takes   the   target   to   0   HP   if   they   have   no   armor.     

Fire   /   Stone   /   Ice   /   Lightning   
offensive,   Healing   
<Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Fire   /   Stone   /   Ice   /   lightning    

  
Generally   speaking,   these   elemental   effects   function   like   normal   damage   calls.   However,   they   may   have   an   
increased   effect   on   certain   monsters   and   players,   or   even   heal   them.     

Hasten   
defensive   
Hasten   effects   reduce   the   time   a   skill   takes   to   complete   by   half.     
<Qualifier>   Hasten   <task>   <Duration>   
If   no   duration   is   specified   the   character’s   next   use   of   the   task   is   hastened.   
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Heal   
healing   
<Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Heal   <Description>   

  
The   target   is   healed   for   the   numeric   or   to   their   maximum   if   this   would   push   them   above   it.     
Valid   Descriptions   

● To   Breaking   Point   
○ Heals   to   breaking   point   if   the   targeted   player   is   below   it.     

● To   Full   
○ Heals   to   full.   

● Armor   
○ Heals   armor   points   instead   of   health.   

Imbue   
offensive/defensive,   cannot   be   stacked   
  

Verbal   components:   <Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Imbue   <Reaction/Effect/Qualifier>   <Weapon/Spell>   
Example:   “20   Magic   Imbue   Armor!”     
  

● Imbued   effects   are   always   added   to   another   effect.   A   player   may   not   have   more   than   one   of   any   
specific   Imbued   effect,   but   can   have   unlimited   different   Imbued   effects.   An   Imbued   effect   allows   the   
player   to   replicate   the   named   effect   once.   
    

Note    Imbued    guards    are   considered   “dumb”   and   are   expended   before   any   other   defense.   (Smart   and   
dumb   guards   are   covered   in   more   detail   in   the   Reactions   section   later   on.)   

  
● Imbues   are   only   one   shot   or   expendable   effects.     

  
A   single   Imbue   cannot   stack   with   others   of   the   same   type,   however   if   a   character   is   affected   by   a   second   
Imbue   effect   of   the   same   type   the   player   may   choose   to   allow   the   second   effect   to   override   the   first   effect.   

For   example:   Keeva   is   under   the   effect   of   a   “20   Magic   Imbue   Armor”   increasing   her   armor   by   20   points,   
(which   cannot   be   refit).   This   effect   expires   when   Keeva   takes   20   points   of   damage   but   if   she   is   affected   
by   a   second   “20   Magic   Imbue   Armor”   after   taking   10   points   of   damage   she   may   choose   to   have   the   
second   effect   override   the   first   effect   to   gain   10   points   of   armor.     

  
Valid   Descriptions   

● HP   
○ Adds   the   numeric   hitpoints   to   the   target’s   maximum   HP.   These   hit   points   are   lost   first   and   cannot   

be   healed.     
● Armor   

○ Adds   the   numeric   armor   the   target’s   maximum.   These   armor   points   are   lost   first   and   cannot   be   
healed.     

● Normal   Weapon   
○ Allow   a   single   weapon   attack   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Normal .   

● Normal   Spell   
○   Allow   a   single   spell   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Normal .   
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● Strike   Weapon   
○   Allow   a   single   weapon   attack   to   change   it’s   qualifier   to    Strike .   

● Strike   Spell   
○   Allow   a   single   spell   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Strike .   

● Magic   Weapon   
○   Allow   a   single   weapon   attack   to   change   it’s   qualifier   to    Magic .   

● Magic   Spell   
○   Allow   a   single   spell   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Magic .   

● Poison   Weapon   
○   Allow   a   single   weapon   attack   to   change   it’s   qualifier   to    Poison .   

● Poison   Spell   
○ Allow   a   single   spell   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Poison .   

● Devastating   Weapon   
○ Allow   a   single   weapon   attack   to   change   it’s   qualifier   to    Devastating .   

● Devastating   Spell   
○ Allow   a   single   spell   to   change   its   qualifier   to    Devastating .   

● <Specific   Effect   Call>   
○ Allows   a   whole   call   to   be   imbued   and   used.   
○ Example:   “magic   imbue   20   magic   fire”   or   “magic   imbue   double   healing”   
○ If   weapon   or   spell   are   specified,   they   may   only   be   delivered   in   that   way.   

Pierce   
<Numeric><Qualifier>   Pierce     
offensive   
Pierce   is   a   damage   effect   that   bypasses   any   armor   a   character   wears   and   does   damage   directly   to   HP.     

Potent   
offensive   
<Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Potent   
  

Potent   is   a   damage   effect   that   bypasses   any   form   of   damage   immunity   that   a   character   has.   It   may   still   be   
defended   against   using   other   skills   and   abilities,   including   those   that   use   the   Reduce   effect.     

Shatter   
offensive   
<Qualifier>   Shatter   <Target>   
  

Shatter   effects   break   a   targeted   item,   reducing   armor   to   0,   making   weapons   useless   in   combat,   and   rendering   
enhancements    on   the   item   unusable.   Certain   skills   and   spells   can   restore   partial   use   of   a   shattered   item   during   
an   encounter,   but   regaining   use   of   an   item’s   enhancements   requires   an   artisan   to   repair   the   item.     
Valid   Targets   

● Armor   
○ Effects   all   the   target’s   armor,   reducing   armor   to   0.   Characters   can   refit   their   non-phys-repped   

armor   without   repairing   the   shattered   armor.   
● <Item>     

○ Effects   any   designated   item   up   to   the   size   of   a   single   door.     
● Weapon>     
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○ Effects   a   weapon   or   shield   designated   by   the   user   or   a   weapon   of   the   target’s   choice   if   no   
specific   weapon   is   designated.   The   shattered   weapon   is   useless   for   attacking   and   attacks   that   
strike   the   weapon   are   treated   as   though   they   were   not   blocked.   

Remove   
remove   status   
<Qualifier>   Remove   <Description>   

  
Remove   will   instantly   end   a   specified   effect.   It   can   be   specific   enough   to   target   one   thing,   or   generic   enough   to   
target   everything.   
  

Valid   Descriptions   
Any   effect,   this   can   be   specific   like   stun   arm   or   generic   like   stun.   

  
Remove   also   has   3   unique   descriptions   

● Positive   
○ This   will   remove   any   effect   or   end   any   per   use   skills   that   increase   the   character's   effectiveness.     

● Negative   
○ This   will   remove   any   effects   that   hinder   the   character’s   effectiveness.   

● All   
○ This   will   remove    any   effect   or   end   any   per   use   skills   that   increase   or   decrease   the   character's   

effectiveness.   

Renew   
defensive   
Verbal   Components:    <Qualifier>   Renew   <Description>   
  

Renew   causes   a   player   to   renew   a   single   skill   of   the   type   or   lower.   These   are   immediately   available   to   the   
player.   If   the   all   description   is   provided,   instead   a   character   regains   all   their   skills   and   spells.     
When   receiving   a   renew   effect,   characters   may   change   their   spell   memorizations,   so   long   as   they   are   capable   
of   resting.   Otherwise   they   must   keep   the   same   spell   in   memory.   They   may   also   apply   a   higher   skill   level   
renewal   to   a   lower   tier.   For   example,   if   a   character   receives   a   Renew   Novice,   they   may   instead   renew   a   basic   
or   innate   skill   or   spell.   However,   if   they   receive   an    Renew   Innate,   they   may   only   renew   an   innate   skill,   as   there   
is   no   tier   lower   than   innate.   

  
Skill   levels   are   discussed   in   greater   detail   in   the   “Skills”   section.     
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● All   

○ All   skills   that   can   be   renewed   are   renewed,   with   the   exception   of   any   skills   that   also   provides   a   
renew   all.   This   prevents   the   “genie   effect,”   i.e.   wishing   for   more   wishes.   

● Innate   
○ A   single    innate    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.   

● Basic   
○ A   single    basic    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.   

● Novice   
○ A   single    novice    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.   
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● Apprentice   
○ A   single    apprentice    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.   

● Expert   
○ A   single    expert    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.   

● Master   
○ A   single    master    skill   or   spell   is   renewed.     

Repel   
offensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:    <Qualifier>   Repel   <Duration   Steps>   
  

Repel   effects   cause   the   affected   player   to   take   steps   away   from   the   source   of   the   effect   in   the   number   of   the   
numeric   in   an   approximate   straight   line.   If   the   affected   player   runs   into   a   solid   structure   while   taking   steps,   the   
effect   ends   immediately.     

Strengthen   
defensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:   <Numeric>   <Qualifier>   Strengthen   <Description>   <Duration>     
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● HP   

○ The   character’s   max   HP   is   increased   by   the   numeric   for   the   duration.   The   new   max   is   
immediately   filled   by   the   effect.   This   effect   will   bring   a   character   back   from    dying    if   they   are   at   0   
HP.   

● Armor     
○ The   character’s   max   armor   is   increased   by   the   numeric   for   the   duration.   Characters   may   still   

wear   the   armor   even   if   it   is   above   their   limit.   The   new   max   is   immediately   filled   by   the   effect.     
● Damage     

○ Increases   the   character’s   passive   damage   by   the   numeric.   If   a   character   is   using   skills   subject   
to   the   passive   damage   cap,   this   will   not   allow   them   to   exceed   the   cap.   

● Healing   
○ Doubles   the   amount   of   healing   received   by   the   target   from   any   source   that   would   provide   

healing.   No   numeric   is   ever   used   with   this   description.     
● Resting   

○ Every   15   minutes   spent   resting   counts   as   double   time   for   each   skill   currently   renewing.   If   this   
effect   causes   you   to   gain   2   increments   when   you   only   need   one   such   as   with    basic    and    innate   
skills,   you   discard   the   second   increment.   Ultimately   this   means    strengthen   resting    has   no   effect   
on    basic    and    innate    resting.   No   numeric   is   ever   used   with   this   description.     
  

  

Stun   
offensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:   <Qualifier>   Stun   <Description>   <Duration>   
  

Stun   causes   a   player   to   lose   the   use   of   the   target   for   the   duration   in   seconds.   The   affected   player   has   the   
responsibility   of   keeping   track   of   the   duration.   
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Valid   Descriptions   

● Left/Right   Arm   
○ Handheld   objects,   including   weapons,   are   dropped.   Tha   named   arm   cannot   be   used   for   casting   

spells.   
● Left/Right   Leg     

○ The   player   cannot   run.   
● Legs   

○ The   player   cannot   move,   even   to   pivot,   except   to   the   extent   needed   to   avoid   falling   down   or   
getting   injured   out-of-game.   

● Arms   
○ Handheld   objects,   including   weapons   are   dropped,   neither   arms   cannot   be   used   for   casting   

spells.   
● Offense     

○ The   player   may   not   make   a   weapon   attack   for   damage,   use   offensive   skills,   or   cast   offensive   
spells   for   the   duration.   

● Defense   
○ The   player   may   not   block,   use   defensive   skills,   or   cast   defensive   spells   for   the   duration.   

● Mind   
○ The   player   may   only   use   innate   and   passive   skills   for   the   duration.   

● Body   
○ The   player   cannot   move,   speak,   or   use   any   skills   for   the   duration.     

● Voice   
○ The   player   cannot   talk   or   use   skills   that   require   talking   

● Consciousness   
○ Player   acts   as   if   they   are   at   0   HP,   with   no   death   count,   for   the   duration   of   the   effect.   (See   section   

on   Life,   Death   and   Resurrection   for   more)   

Travel   
smart   

  
I   Travel   (3   count,   “1   I   travel,   2   I   travel,   3   I   travel.”)   
I   appear   (may   require   a   counted   action)   
  

Travel   is   used   to   represent   any   form   of   non-standard   movement,   regardless   of   the   source   of   the   ability.This   
includes,   but   is   not   limited   to,   teleportation,   magical   portals,   and   invisibility.   Players   using   or   affected   by   a    travel   
ability   or   skill   must   complete   the   required   count   (typically   a   3   count,   though   some   abilities   will   require   more   and   
others   are   instantaneous)   before   going   out-of-game.   When   ending   a    travel    effect   players   announce,   “I   appear”   
and   depending   on   the   source   of   the   effect   this   may   require   a   counted   action.   
  

Some   forms   of    travel    do   not   instantly   transport   character   to   a   new   location   and   instead   grant   a   limited   form   of   
“invisibility”   where   many   others   will   not   be   able   to   observe   the   character.   Characters   affected   by   these   uses   of   
travel    must   wear   a   yellow   sash   and   white   headband   while   under   the   effect.   This   indicates   to   other   players   that   
they   cannot   be   seen   or   heard,   but   can   themselves   see,   hear,   and   possibly   interact   with   the   environment   and   
other   players.   While   characters   under   this   form   of    travel    are   not   generally   observable   by   other   players,   they   are   
affected   by   weapon,   packet,   and   voice   attacks   as   normal.   The   skill    heightened   senses    allows   a   character   to   
observe   a   character   with   a   yellow   sash   as   if   they   were   not   under   the    travel    effect.   
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Weaken  
offensive,   status   
Verbal   Components:   <Qualifier>   Weaken   <Description>   <Duration>  
  

Reduces   the   effectiveness   of   the   target’s   skills.   While   a   character   is   weakened,   some   numerics   of   the   target   
type   (listed   below)   are   halved,   rounded   down,   or   effects   are   doubled.   
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● Damage   

○ All   the   target’s   numeric   damage   calls   are   halved.   
● Healing   

○ The   target   is   only   half   affected   from   healing   received.   
● Body   

○ The   target   takes   2x   numeric   damage.     
● To   Breaking   Point   

○ Target’s   max   HP   is   reduced   to   their   breaking   point.   Any   HP   above   their   breaking   point   is   lost.     

Durations   
When   not   specified,   durations   are   always   in   seconds.   Some   effects   have   specific   durations   that   must   be   met,   
such   as   repel’s   duration   is   steps.     
  

Durations   can   also   be   specified   in   minutes,   hours,   days.   If   it’s   a   time   effect   the   call   will   include   the   name   of   the   
duration   if   it’s   not   seconds,   for   example,   “Magic   stun   arms,   5   minutes!”   
  

There   are   also   a   few   unique   durations.     

Encounter   
The   effect   persists   until   the   end   of   the   current   encounter.   On   modules,   this   normally   means   until   the   end   of   the   
module   or   until   removed,   however   if   a   module   has   multiple   distinct   parts,   Plot   may   determine   that   there   is   more   
than   one   encounter.   During   encounters   outside   the   context   of   a   clearly   defined   module   (e.g.,   monsters   
attacking   the   town   or   a   feast   with   the   local   nobles),   the   effect   can   be   removed   by   completing   a   15   minute   rest.   

<Numeric>   Steps   
The   target   must   make   the   required   number   of   steps   to   end   the   effect.   If   they   are   trapped   such   as   by   a   wall,   
they   may   step   in   place.    

Until   Sunset   /   Until   Sunrise   
This   effect   ends   at   sunrise   or   sunset,   no   numeric   is   said.   Sunrise   and   sunset   are   always   at   6:00.     

Forever   
This   effect   does   not   have   a   duration   and   must   be   removed   by   other   means.     
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Crafted   Items   and   Effects   

Finally,   crafted   items   allow   players   to   use   a   variety   of   effects   and   reactions   to   augment   their   character’s   skills.   
While   in   certain   instances   crafted   items   act   similar   to   an    imbue    or   a    strengthen,    the   benefits   of   crafted   items   
are   distinct   from   those   effects   and   therefore   provide   an   increased   benefit.   
For   example,   Mary   has   a   sharpening   charm   on   her   long   sword,   adding   1   to   the   base   damage.   She   also   is   
under   the   effect   of    to   arms !,   strengthening   her   damage   by   another   2.   Finally,   she   knows   the   skill   weapons   
training,   adding   1   to   her   passive   damage.   All   of   these   instances   of   increased   damage   stack   to   allow   Mary   to   
swing   her   long   sword   for   5   normal.   This   will   be   explored   in   greater   detail   later   in   this   book   as   well   as   in   the   
Crafting   Compendium.   Reaction   Calls   
Reactions   are   calls   made   in   response   to   an   effect.   If   the   target   has   an   active   imbue   that   is   triggered   by   the   
effect,   for   example,   someone   having   an   active    guard   vs   magic    that   is   expended   when   they’re   hit   with   a   magic   
effect,   the   call   is   “Guard!”   neutralizing   that   effect.   Any   “smart”   reaction   calls,   calls   that   can   be   reserved   and   do   
not   automatically   trigger   that   would   mitigate   the   effect,   can   also   be   called   by   the   target.   If   the   target   has   no   
triggered   reaction,   no   “smart”   reaction,   or   chooses   not   to   use   a   “smart”   reaction,   the   target   should   verbally   
confirm   the   effect   with,   “Got   it,”   “Taken,”   or   some   other   acknowledgement   of   the   effect.     

  
Reaction   Calls   

  
  

Guard   <Qualifier   or   effect>   

defensive,   dumb   
  

A    guard    stops   the   matching   effect   from   resolving   on   a   target.   Guard   defenses   are   expended   automatically   
when   a   target   is   hit   with   a   matching   effect   by   announcing   “guard.”   

Avoid   <Qualifier   or   effect>  
defensive,   smart   
An    avoid    stops   the   matching   effect   from   resolving   on   a   target.   Because    avoid    is   a   smart   defense,   the   player   
using   the    avoid    decides   when   to   expend   it   on   the   matching   effect.   When   an    avoid    is   called,   it   means   an   attack   
was   not   taken.   Players   do   this   by   announcing   “Avoid!”   after   an   attack   lands.   For   the   sake   of   simplicity,   while   
some    avoids    may   have   specific   triggers   such   as   an    avoid   <normal> ,   the   player   always   just   announces   “avoid.”     

Intercept   <Qualifier   or   effect>   
defensive,   smart   
An    intercept    allows   a   player   to   cause   an   effect   to   resolve   on   themselves.   Intercepts   can   be   used   to   redirect   an   
effect   from   another   target   or   to   cause   a   missed   effect   to   resolve   on   the   player.   The   player   may   never   intercept   
an   attack   that   lands   on   themselves   or   is   about   to   land   on   themselves.   Nor   may   they   intercept   a   touch   effect.   
The   player   using   Intercept   can   use   an   additional   reactions   to   impact   the   effect   once   it   targets   themselves,   i.e.   
“Intercept,    avoid! ”   In   this   example,   they   ensured   the   attack   hit   them   instead   of   their   friend,   and   then   neutralized   
it   with   an   avoid.   
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Reflect   <Qualifier   or   effect>   
defensive/offensive,   smart   
A    reflect    is   triggered   when   a   targeted   effect   resolves   on   a   player.   Radius   and   multi-target   intent   effects   can   be   
used   as   a   trigger   for   a    reflect ,   however   only   the   player   using    reflect    is   protected   from   the   effect.   The   targeted   
player   uses    reflect    as   a   reaction,   negating   the   original   effect.   Additionally,   the   player   expending   the    reflect   
creates   an   effect   the   attacker   automatically   takes.   
The   effect   is   specified   after   stating    reflect ,   and   does   not   need   to   replicate   the   effect   which   triggered   the    reflect ,   
however   if   the   player   does   not   announce   a   specific   second   effect,    reflect    resolves   the   original   effect   on   its   
source.   
  

Reflected   effects   cannot   be   reflected   again,   i.e.   no    reflect    duels.     

Reduced   <Details>   
defensive,   smart   
Reduced    indicates   that   an   effect   has   a   reduced   or   otherwise   altered   impact   on   the   target   calling,   “Reduced!”  
The   effect   can   include   additional   details   if   there   is   a   visual   difference   observable   by   others,   such   as   halved,   
damage   taken,   or   to   an   HP   number.   
  

Valid   Descriptions   
● Half   

○ Numeric   reduced   by   one-half   rounded   up.     
● <Number>   

○ Numeric   capped   at   the   specified   number   
● <Number>   Hit   Point(s)   

○   The   number   of   hit   points   the   target   has   remaining,   generally   1,   but   is   valid   for   any   number.   
● To   Breaking   Point   

○ The   target   was   reduced   to   half   HP   by   the   effect.   
● Half   duration   

○ Effects   duration   is   halved,   rounded   up.   
● Altered   effect   

○ The   target   has   taken   a   different   effect   instead   of   the   effect   that   resolved.   

Healed   
healing,   defensive   
Healed    is   called   when   an   effect   without   “heal”   in   the   verbal   or   description   causes   the   target   to   regain   HP.     

No   effect   
defensive,   dumb   
Indicates   that   the   target   is   not   taking   the   effect,   and   expends   nothing   to   do   so.     
Some   things   may   be   immune   to   effects,   some   monsters   might   require   that   you   have   a   special   weakness,   or   
that   some   other   condition   is   met,   such   as   having   a   numeric   damaging   effect   above   a   certain   point.     
  

Touch   Effects   
Any   effect   can   be   delivered   as   a   touch   effect.   This   lets   it   go   around   any   “dumb”   reaction   calls,   such   as   a    guard   
<magic> .   For   example,   someone   can   choose   to   allow   touch-casted   healing   through   a   dumb   defense,   as   
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opposed   to   someone   who   has   a   healing   spell   thrown   at   them,   there   is   no   way   to   allow   this   through   those   
defenses.   If   you   wish   to   deliver   an   effect   as   a   touch   effect,   ask   the   targeted   player,    “<valid   call>   Do   you   accept   
my   touch   effect?”   The   player   can   then   respond   with,   “Yes,”   “No,”   Or,   “Yes,   but   no   contact.”   

Players   who   have   a   character   who   is   unconscious   can   allow   folks   to   attempt   a   touch   cast   but   must   still   call   any   
applicable   guards   as   the   character   is   unable   to   allow   the   effect   through.   

● If   a   player   says   “ No ,”   The   effect   is   not   used.     
● If   a   player   says   “ Yes ,”   In   the   case   of   magic,   you   must   touch   them   with   the   packet   (the   shoulder   or   hand   

are   good   places   to   do   this).     
● If   a   player   says   “ Yes ,”   And   it’s   a   social   effect,   you   must   touch   them   with   your   hand   (the   shoulder   or   

hand   are   a   good   place   to   do   this).     
● If   a   player   says   “ Yes,   but   no   contact ,”   You   should   put   your   packet   (magic)   or   hand   (social)   within   6   

inches   of   the   player.     
  

Players   may   agree   to   always   accept   touch   casts   from   other   players,   as   long   as   they   accept   contact.   However,   
this   must   be   arranged   and   negotiated   ahead   of   time,   and   should   never   ever   be   assumed.   That   acceptance   can   
also   be   revoked    at   any   time .     

Concentration   Mechanic   
Some  skills  require  a  player  to  focus  on  their  actions  to  the  exclusion  of  other  actions.  Any  skill/effect  which                     
requires   concentration   is   subject   to   the   following   limitations   

● Characters   must   remain   in   a   limited   area   (~5’   radius),     
● Additional   requirements   to   begin   or   maintain   the   concentration   may   exist   for   a   given   skill   or   spell.   
● Concentration   ends   if:   

○ a   character   uses   any   skill   or   ability   that   does   not   have   the   “modifies   concentration ”    tag;     
○ a   character   uses   any   reaction   except   a    guard;   
○ a   character   is   affected   by   any   effect;   
○ a   character   chooses   to   end   concentration.   

● When   a   concentration   ends   the   skill   is   expended,   even   if   the   character   did   not   use   the   skill   effectively.   

Passive   Damage   Caps   
Passive   damage   refers   to   a   character’s   ability   to   make   a   weapon   attack   for   a   certain   amount   of   damage   
without   any   additional   modification   from   effects,   hence   the   term   passive.   passive   damage   can   be   increased   
through   a   number   of   means,   both   crafted   weapons   and   skill-buy.    In     Convergence,   players   using   weapons   
are   typically   subject   to   a   maximum   passive   damage   of   10.     
  

This   means   that   any   skill   or   item   that   grants   a   passive   bonus   will   only   allow   a   player   to   go   to   a   maximum   of   10.   
Skills   and   items   subject   to   this   will   be   marked   with   the    passive   damage   cap    tag.   Any   effects,   including   spells   
and   enhancements,   that   have   a   duration   of   encounter   or   longer   are   included   in   this   cap.     

Creating   your   Character   
Character   creation   in   Convergence   is   typical   of   many   point-buy   LARPs   in   the   United   States   and   Canada.   
Characters   start   with   20   experience   points   (EXP)   to   spend   and   gain   more   EXP   as   they   are   played   at   more   
games.   Players   may   spend   their   accrued   points   on   any   skills   they   qualify   for.   
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Character   Health,   Armor,   and   Breaking   Point   

HP   
Your   character   in   Convergence   starts   with   10   health   points   ( HP) .   This   number   is   the   number   of   damage   your   
character   is   capable   of   withstanding   (not   counting   armor   points)   before   they   start   to   die.   You   can   read   more   
about   that   in    Life,   Death   and   Resurrection .   Your   race   may   increase   or   decrease   this   number.   This   number   
can   be   raised   by   purchasing   various   skills   or   receiving   buffs   in   game.   However,   this   number   does   not   increase   
as   you   gain   more   experience.     

Bandaging   
Any   character   can   spend   time    bandaging    another   character.   This   allows   the   character   being   bandaged   to   
recover   1   HP   per   minute.   When    bandaging ,   a   character   must   roleplay   the   act   of   inspecting   and   treating   
wounds.   Characters   can   not   be   bandaged   past   their   breaking   point.   The   act   of   bandaging   will   also   pause   a   
character’s   bleed   out   time   if   they   are   at   0   HP   while   the   character   is   being   bandaged.   Some   skills   may   increase   
the   efficacy   of   bandaging.     
  

The   player   wishing   to   bandage   another   must   follow   the   touch   effect   rules   by   announcing,   “Begin   bandaging,   do   
you   accept   my   touch   effect?”   Once   completed   the   player   should   inform   the   player   whose   character   was   being   
bandaged   that   they   have   completed   by   announcing   “Bandaging   complete,   1   HP.”   

Breaking   Point   
Your   breaking   point   is   half   of   your   character's   HP   at   the   beginning   of   an   event.   This   value   will   be   listed   on   your   
character   card.   Breaking   Point   is   important,   as   some   skills   both   positive   and   negative   only   affect   you   when   
you’re   below   your   breaking   point.   Breaking   point   does   not   change   over   the   course   of   an   event,   even   if   your   HP   
is   raised   or   lowered   by   other   effects.     
  

Increasing   your   HP   through   passive   skills   increases   your   breaking   point   accordingly.     

Armor   
Armor   allows   characters   to   withstand   more   damage.   Damage   done   to   a   character   is   first   taken   against   their   
armor   and   then   damages   their   HP.     

Refitting   Armor   
Refitting   is   the   term   for   restoring   armor   points.   Any   character   can   refit   their   own   armor   or   the   armor   of   another   
character,   returning   it   to   its   full   value.   Refitting   armor   requires   a   character   to   spend   60   seconds   sitting   down,   
kneeling,   or   otherwise   being   stationary   while   roleplaying   the   readjustment   of   their   clothing   and   armor.   Refitting   
the   armor   of   another   character   is   a   touch   effect,   so   remember   to   ask   if   that   player   accepts   the   touch   effect   and   
respect   their   right   not   to   be   touched.     

Wearing   Armor   
All   characters   in   Convergence   start   with   the   ability   to   wear   a   phys-rep   that   provides   up   to   20   points   of   armor   
(for   more   information   on   armor   phys-reps,   see   the    Armor    section   towards   the   back   of   this   book).   Players   can   
increase   their   character’s   armor   maximum   in   two   ways:   
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● The   skill    armored    allows   a   player   to   increase   the   amount   of   armor   their   character   can   wear,   letting   them   
make   use   of   heavier   armor   phys-reps.   For   example,   Ardos   purchases   10   levels   of    armored    and   can   
then   use   an   armor   phys-rep   that   provides   30   points   of   armor.   Ardos   will   still   need   to   find   an   Item   Tag   for   
a   30   point   suit   of   armor   and   wear   a   phys-rep   that   represents   that   amount   of   armor.   

● Character    races ,    archetypes ,   and   other   skills   can   all   grant   an   amount   of   armor   to   a   character,   
regardless   of   whether   that   character   wears   an   armor   phys-rep.   These   increases   represent   the   agility   of   
a   character,   their   training   in   avoiding   damage,   or   the   ability   to   create   a   magical   barrier   of   protection.   For   
example,   Chain   is   an   Elf   and   all   Elf   characters   start   with   6   armor.   Chain   also   knows   the   skill    Dexterity   
Armor ,   which   gives   a   character   10   armor.   This   means   Chain   has   16   armor    without    wearing   an   armor   
phys-rep.   

  
Wearing   an   armor   phys-rep   always   increases   a   character’s   armor.    If   Chain   wears   a   chainmail   shirt   and   has   
an   Item   Tag   for   a   20   point   suit   of   armor,   Chain   then   has   36   points   of   armor,   all   of   which   he   can   refit.   

  
Classes   
Characters   don’t   pick   a   class   at   character   creation   in   Convergence.   Instead,   they   spend   their   exp   in   class   
areas.   Each   class   area   has   two   specialities.   For   example,    Warrior    has    Defender    and    Bruiser.    The   more   time   
you   spend   in   a   class,   the   more   skills   are   unlocked   for   you.   However,   nothing   is   stopping   you   from   exploring   
other   areas   with   your   character   if   you   wish.   For   the   sake   of   terminology   and   organization,   spending   10   exp   
entirely   in   a   class   is   considered   taking   a   level   in   it.   So,   a   character   with   50   EXP   spent   in    Warrior    skills   is   
considered   to   have   taken   5   levels   of    Warrior .     

Races   
What   follows   is   a   breakdown   of   races,   archetypes,   and   how   they   work   in   Convergence.   This   system   is   
designed   to   be   an   opportunity   for   creative   expression,   with   limited     mechanical   support   to   help   build   and   inhabit   
your   unique   ideas.   Convergence   has   all   of   the   traditional   fantasy   tropes   that   can   offer   guidance   to   players   
unsure   where   to   begin   or   just   looking   to   be   the   elf,   dwarf,   ogre   of   their   dreams.   At   the   same   time,   from   a   lore   
perspective,   the   opportunities   the   system   offers   are   nearly   endless:   the   book   does   not   offer   "gargoyle"   explicitly   
on   this   list,   but   it's   easily   created   by   combining   Agrestral   or   Draconic   with   Monolith   or   Forged.   Both   would   be   
viable,   depending   on   the   goals   and   style   of   the   player.   
  

That   said,   please   note   that   in   Convergence,   races   and   archetypes   are   still   limited   mechanically   by   what   you   
see   in   this   book,   with   no   exceptions.   For   example,   as   a   player,   even   if   you   style   yourself   as   Baroness   Triskelia,   
the   world   weary   elder   vampire,   your   racial   stats   and   abilities   would   still   be   the   same   as   your   friend   playing   
Geech,   the   freshly-dead   zombie   farrier.   So,   let   your   creativity   run   wild   and   play   to   your   bliss,   but   set   your   
expectations   appropriately.   Always   remember:   boundaries   allow   for   a   more   balanced   cooperative   game   while   
supporting   creativity.   

Racial   Skill   Selection   
The   first   skill   purchased   is   done   so   without   having   to   select   a   weakness.   Every   racial   skill   purchase   after   that   
requires   the   selection   of   a   racial   weakness   as   well.   Any   given   weakness   can   only   be   selected   once,   if   a   
character   has   no   weaknesses   to   select,   they   may   no   longer   select   racial   skills.   Even   if   a   character   has   
available   weaknesses   to   select,   the   maximum   number   of   racial   skill   selections   that   any   character   can   have   is   
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six.   Purchasing   a   racial   skill   allows   a   character   to   spend   EXP   on   that   skill.   Racial   skill   selections   are   completely   
optional   for   characters   and   can   be   selected   at   any   time   between   events   in   your   character's   development.   Once   
chosen   however   they   cannot   be   unlearned   without   using   ritual   magic   to   perform   a   race   change.     
    

Convergence   characters   can   be   made   up   of   a   primary   race   alone,   a   combination   of   two   primary   races,   or   a   
combination   of   a   primary   race   and   an   archetype   race.   If   the   character   has   an   archetype   race,   they   are   required   
to   take   the   listed   creature   type   weakness.   This   automatic   weakness   counts   as   a   chosen   weakness   for   the   
purposes   of   selecting   another   racial   skill.   No   skill   or   weakness   of   the   same   name   can   be   taken   more   than   
once.     

Creature   Type   Selections   
Creature   types   indicate   a   sort   of   animal   kingdom   that   a   creature   of   the   Convergence   world   could   belong   to   one   
or   more   of.     

Primary   types   

Archetypes   
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Type   Description   

Agrestral   Animal   folk   

Commonfolk   Humans   

Draconic   Dragons,   Drakes   

Faeweld   Fairy   folk   

Forged   Golems,   magical   constructs   

Stouted   Dwarves,   Gnomes,   Halflings   

Sylvan   Elves   

Warborne   Orcs,   Goblins,   Ogres   

Type   Description   

Cursed   Undead,   mutated,   magically   cursed   

Frigid   Ice   infused   

Sparked   Lightning   infused   

Monolith   Stone   infused   

Radiant   Fire   infused   



Recognized   Races   of   the   Convergence   World   
The   Convergence   race   system   has   many   ways   to   play   a   given   race   that   may   exist   in   another   fantasy   setting,   
below   are   suggested   combinations   for   playing   commonly   found   fantasy   races.   
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Flora   Plant   life   

Hidden   Creatures   of   The   Underdark   

Race   Type   Combination   

Dark   Elf   Sylvan   -   Hidden   

Drugar   Stouted   -   Hidden   

Dryad   Faeweld   -   Flora  

Gnoll   Agrestral   -   Warborne   

Half   Elf   Sylvan   -   Commonfolk   

Hobgoblin   Warborne   

Homunculus   Forged   -   Commonfolk   

Kolbold   Warborne   -   Agrestral   

Lizard   Folk   Agrestral   

Minotaur   Agrestral   -   Warborne   

Water   Nymph   Faeweld   -   Frigid   

Satyr   Faeweld   -   Agrestral   

Sea   Elf   Sylvan   -   Frigid   

Treant   Flora   -   Forged   



Agrestral   
primary   race   
The   Agrestral   are   humanoid   animals,   whether   unique   magical   creations   or   
fully   developed   societies.   They   can   range   from   people   with   slight   animal   
aspects   such   as   feathers   or   patches   of   fur,   to   full   on   animals   with   
advanced   intelligence.   It   is   only   somewhat   uncommon   to   find   villages   
populated   by   many   different   types   of   Agrestral.   Agrestral   animal   aspect   
races   are   made   up   of   mammals,   many   types   of   lizards,   and   avian   
creatures.   Other   creatures   such   as   insect   type   creatures   and   aquatic   
creatures   are   hybrids   of   Agrestral,   mixing   with   Faeweld,   Elementals,   and   
so   on.   

Skills   

Weaknesses   
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Costume/Makeup   Description   

Painted   skin,   prosthetics   and/or   fur,   animal   features   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   III   8   +8   Armor   

Innate   Physical   Training   III   8   +8   HP   

Novice   Packmate   3   Bandage   heal   to   breaking   point   

Apprentice   Hunt   4   Tracking   skill,   cannot   counter   track   

Apprentice   Hightail   6   Avoid   Explosion   

Apprentice   Rend   3   Change   effect   with   unarmed   attack   to   pierce   

Apprentice   Scavenger   4   Search   material   node   for   half   benefit   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Agrestral   5   

Double   damage   with   mace,   spear,   unarmed   
combat   

Weakness   Description   

Credulous   Unable   to   use   avoid   defense   against   charisma   effects   

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   

Skittish   Repel   also   applies   a   normal   stun   defense   

Slight   Stun   left/right   arm/leg,   legs,   arms,   body   effects   also   deal   2   points   of   HP    



Commonfolk   
primary   race   
Once   known   as   Humans,   the   Commonfolk,   or   simply   “Folk”   are   the   most   prolific   race   
of   the   Convergence   world.   While   there   may   be   small   physical   differences   that   identify   
a   particular   group,   such   as   their   clothing,   cultural   norms,   or   hairstyles,   humanoids   
tend   toward   similarity.   While   individual   cultures   focus   on   different   aspects,   giving   
them   advantage   in   certain   areas,   these   tend   to   be   small.   Humans,   barbarians,   
nomadic   humanoids   all   fall   under   this   race.     

Skills   

Weaknesses   
Commonfolk   have   no   selectable   weaknesses.   
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Costume/Makeup   Description   

None   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   I   4   +4   Armor   

Innate   Ironclad   0   Starting   armor   maximum:   15   

Innate   Physical   Training   I   4   +4   HP   

Basic   Assassin   1   
Attacking   with   a    poison    qualifier   also   grants   a   
guard   normal   

Novice   Buttress   3   Reduced   casting   time   to    heroic   talk   

Apprentice   Adept:   Weaponsmith   3   
Reduce   cost   of   basic   weapon   enhancement   by   
2   materials   

Apprentice   Avoid   Charisma   3   Avoid   Charisma   

Apprentice   Avoid   Normal   5   Avoid   Normal   

Apprentice   Empower:   Evocation   4   
Double   damage   to   any   instant   cast   evocation   
spell   with   usage    packet   

Apprentice   Entertainer   4   Strengthen   resting   when   using   gaming   



Draconic   
primary   race   
Draconic,   and   most   of   those   that   are   kin   to   the   Draconic   race,   are   often   
identified   with   scaled   skin   and   a   pair   of   wings   they   all   possess   though   
none   are   gifted   with   flight.   Draconic   don’t   represent   a   single   unified   
race   but   rather   folks   with   various   levels   of   dragon’s   blood   in   their   veins.   
Draconic   scales   come   in   many   colors.   Draconic   have   no   known   society   
but   they   make   homes   almost   anywhere   in   the   world.   While   an   
imperfect   description   the   color   of   a   Draconic’s   scales   will   often   allude   
to   what   their   general   temperament   might   be.   Regardless   of   what   is   
said   about   actual   dragons   there   is   no   such   thing   as   a   “good”   or   “evil”   
race   of   drakes.     

Skills   

Weaknesses   
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Costume/Makeup   Description   

Scaled   skin.   Wings   extending   at   minimum   12   inches   in   over   all   length   from   their   point   of   origin   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Ironclad   0   Starting   armor   maximum:   15   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   II   6   +6   armor   

Innate   Physical   Training   II   6   +6   HP   

Apprentice   Breath   Weapon   5   Multi-packet   (3),   5   strike   fire   

Apprentice   Empower:   Divination   4   
Double   to   any   instant   cast   divination   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   Rend   3   Change   effect   with   unarmed   attack   to   pierce   

Apprentice   Resist   Execute   3   Avoid   execute   

Apprentice   Resist   Magic   5   Avoid   magic   

Weakness   Description   

Aloof   Cannot   call    avoid    reactions   to   attacks   from   behind   

Bullheaded   Unable   to   rest   more   than   1   skill   at   a   time   when   under   breaking   point   

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   



Faeweld   
primary   race   
The   Faeweld   are   the   mortal   children   of   the   Fae   or   Fairy   kingdoms.   Their   natural   instincts   when   it   comes   to   
magic   make   them   especially   astute   magic   users.   There   are   three   general   types   of   Faeweld   representing   
loosely   the   three   kingdoms   of   the   Fae.   Their   ancestry   can   have   a   variable   affect   over   their   behavior   and   
attitude.   Each   and   every   one   of   the   Faeweld   see   entertainment   and   games   as   life   affirming   though   each   in   
their   own   way.   Faeweld   must   have   sparkly   skin,   and   either   insect   wings,   feathered   wings,   or   horns.     

Skills   

Weaknesses   
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Hoarding   Must   rest   on   a   treasure   horde   to   rest   soundly   

Named   Cannot   defend   against    Intent    qualifiers   if   their   name   is   used   

Poison   Blood   Half   effect   from   healing   potions   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Must   have   sparkly   skin   with   colored   hues   and   either   horns,   insect   wings,   or   feathered   wings   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Apprentice   Adept:   Inscriber   3   
Reduce   the   cost   of   a   basic   inscriber   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   Adept:   Runesmith   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   runesmith   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   Babble   5   Intent   <target>,   social   command   confusion   10   

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Conjuration   4   

Double   to   any   instant   cast   conjuration   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Enchantment   4   

Double   to   any   instant   cast   enchantment   spell   
with   usage   packet   

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Transmutation   4   

Double   to   any   instant   cast   transmutation   spell   
with   usage   packet   

Apprentice   Fae   Games   4   Strengthen   resting   renewal   while   gaming,   self     

Apprentice   Rejuvenate   4   Magic   heal   to   breaking   point   

Apprentice   Renew   Magic   4   Renew   apprentice   spell   slot   

Weakness   Description   

Aloof   Cannot   call    avoid    reactions   to   attacks   from   behind   



Forged   
primary   race   
The   origin   of   the   Forged   is   a   mystery   to   many,   even   themselves.   Some   are   
deliberate   constructions   of   material   and   magic.   Others   have   been   formed   
somehow   out   of   natural   circumstance   and   have   simply   awoken   in   their   place   
of   birth.   Regardless   of   the   circumstances   they   are   all   representative   of   a   
creature   made   of   a   certain   material   bonded   with   a   living   spirit   to   create   a   
functional   living   creature.   Despite   being   composed   of   different   materials   the   
Forged   requires   food,   rest,   and   all   other   necessaries   of   any   living   creature.   
Forged   must   wear   sufficient   makeup/prosthetics/masks   so   they   appear   to   be   
made   up   of   non-living   matter:   metal,   stone,   gem,   or   organic   material   such   as   
wood.   

Skills   
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Fae   Law   Physically   unable   to   lie   

Frail   Breaking   point    cannot   exceed   5   HP   

Hindered   -   4   HP   

Named   Cannot   defend   against    Intent    qualifiers   if   their   name   is   used   

Toxic   Metals   Double   damage   from    peirce    effects   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Forged   must   wear   sufficient   makeup/prosthetics/masks   so   they   appear   to   be   made   up   of   non-living   matter   
(rock,   metal,   wood,   crystal,   etc.)   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   
Convenient   
Contraption   3   

Character   enhancement   slots   count   as   armor   
and   tool   enhancements   

Innate   Ironclad   0   Starting   armor   maximum:   15   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   III   8   +8   Armor   

Apprentice   Heart   Furnace   6   Use   materials   to   renew   expert   Artisan   skills,   self    

Apprentice   Iron   Spine   3   Avoid   Shatter   effect   for   10   HP   damage   

Apprentice   Positive   Charge   6   Magic   remove   all,   self   

Apprentice   Renew   Magic   4   Renew   apprentice   spell   slot   

Expert   Brilliant   Facets  6   Reflect   magic   stun   mind   10   

Expert   Entrench   5   Can   use   weapons   to   block   the   strike   qualifier   



Weaknesses   

  Stouted   
primary   race   
Stouted   are   boastful,   jovial,   honor   bound,   long   lived   people.   They   
often   hail   from   regions   rich   in   mountains   or   hill   covered   lands.   The   
stouted   people   have   an   eye   for   detail   and   they   are   truly   artisans   at   
heart.   Stouted   cultures   place   a   strong   emphasis   on   patience   and   
perseverance   in   all   things,   with   great   respect   given   to   
achievements   completed   over   long   periods   of   time.   In   everyday   
terms   this   is   reflected   in   their   hair   and   beards.   Halflings,   Gnomes   
and   Dwarves   all   fall   under   the   category   of   Stouted   and   are   
distinguishable   by   their   facial   hair.   Dwarves   usually   have   beards   
measuring   at   least   6   inches   long   with   braiding   and   other   
decorations.   Dwarves   without   beards   have   long   braids   in   their   hair   
that   are   heavily   decorated.   Halflings   have   bushy   eyebrows   and   
large   or   decorated   sideburns.   Gnomes   display   fancy,   colorful   hair,   
goatees,   and   mustaches   (for   example   the   handlebar).   Players   with   
beards   this   long   in   real   life   who   choose   to   play   Dwarves   should   
include   decorations/braiding   sufficient   to   indicate   their   Dwarven   nature.     

Skills   
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Weakness   Description   

Avalanche   Take   a   normal   stun   defense   1   min   when   the   Forged   starts   to   run   

Crumble   Shatter   Armor   effects   generate   an   execute   under   breaking   point   effect   

Disrepair   When   armor   is   at   0,   cannot   use   any   skill   with   usage:   packet   

Fracture   Pierce   effects   deal   damage   to   both   HP   and   Armor   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Facial   hair   and/or   Braids   (often   decorated)   at   least   6   inches   long   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Ironclad   0   Starting   armor   maximum:   15   

Innate   Physical   Training   II   6   +6   HP   

Apprentice   Adept:   Armorsmith   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   armorsmith   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   Adept:   Runesmith   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   runesmith   
enhancement   by   2   



Weaknesses   

  
  

Sylvan   
primary   race   
Sylvan   are   proud,   long-lived   people.   They   can   often   be   viewed   as   arrogant   
or   out   of   touch   by   other   races   because   of   how   their   lifespan   has   shaped   
their   outlook   and   demeanor.   Their   long   life   often   gives   them   an   affinity   for   
magic   or   nature.   People   of   Sylvan   ancestry   represent   the   second   most   
prolific   people   in   the   world   of   Convergence.   Sylvan   players   are   required   to   
have   pointed   ears.   Sylvan   skin   tone   matches   the   player’s,   but   they   may   
use   makeup   to   have   shades   and   markings   of   different   colors   applied   in   
some   areas.     
  

Skills   
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Apprentice   Adept:   Tinkerer   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   tinkerer   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   Adept:   Weaponsmith   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   
weaponsmith   enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Transmutation   4   

Double   to   any   instant   cast   transmutation   spell   
with   usage   packet   

Apprentice   Resist   Charisma   3   Avoid   Charisma   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Stouted   5   Double   damage   with   axes,   hammers,   crossbows  

Weakness   Description   

Bullheaded   Unable   to   renew   more   than   1   skill   at   a   time   when   under   breaking   point   

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Pointed   Ears   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   II   6   +6   armor   

Basic   Buttress   3   Hasten   Heroic   Talk   

Apprentice   Adept:   Infuser   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   infuser   
enhancement   by   2   



Weaknesses   

Warborne   
primary   race   
Warborn   represents   orc,   goblins,   trolls,   ogres,   kobolds,   gnolls   as   well   as   
other   races.   A   rugged   and   strong   race   known   to   inhabit   the   most   hostile   
environments   the   world   over.   Most   tribes   deeply   valuing   personal   strength   
and   fortitude,   the   Warborne   often   live   a   life   of   conflict.   Many   tribes   are   
nomadic   and   war   with   each   other   or   any   would   be   invaders   to   their   
territory.   They   are   seen   as   short   lived   but   it   is   only   due   to   their   
impassioned   way   of   life   that   their   lives   may   be   cut   short.   A   cost   they   
willingly   pay   to   try   and   become   the   greatest   of   their   kind.   Warborne   must   
have   fully   painted   skin,   and   either   tusks,   large   ears,   or   facial   prosthetics.   
Like   all   races,   Warborne   are   not   limited   by   their   name   and   can   be   
peaceful,   socially   cunning,   etc.   

Skills   
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Apprentice   Adept:   Inscriber   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   inscriber   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   Empower:   Healing   4   
Double   to   any   instant   cast   healing   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   Hunt   4   Tracking   skill,   cannot   counter   track   

Apprentice   Resist   Command   3   Avoid   Command   

Apprentice   Resist   Normal   5   Avoid   Normal   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Sylvan   5   

Double   damage   with   bows,   spears,   thrown   
weapon   

Weakness   Description   

Aloof   Cannot   call    avoid    reactions   to   attacks   from   behind   

Slight   Stun   left/right   arm/leg,   legs,   arms,   body   effects   also   deal   2   points   of   HP    

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Earth   tone   skin   (green,   gold/yellow,   orange)   skin,   ears   or   tusks   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Racial   HP   1+1   Per   Gain   additional   permanent   HP   



Weaknesses   

Cursed   
archetype   
Many   creatures   have   been   afflicted   by   the   force   of   Chaos.   Its   powers   
disfigure,   brand,   and/or   warp   living   creatures.   Some   of   these   afflictions   are   
easier   to   hide   than   others,   but   they   are   always   present.   Cursed   people   are   
not   exactly   rare   in   the   world,   more   of   an   uncommon   find.   Due   to   this   there   is   
no   known   social   structure   or   familial   understanding   between   them.   If   a   
society   accepts   them   they   make   their   home   wherever   they   find   it,   same   as   
anyone   else.   Since   several   narrow   minded   cultures   reject   them,   many   
Cursed   lead   more   nomadic   lifestyles.     

Skills   
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Innate   Two   Weapons   0   Gain   the   two   weapons   1   skill   

Apprentice   Resist   Normal   5   Avoid   Normal   

Apprentice   Resist   Stun   4   Avoid   Stun   

Apprentice   Scavenger   4   Search   material   node   for   ½   benefit   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Warborne   5   Double   damage   with   axes,   maces,   spears   

Expert   Crush   5   
Change   effect   of   a   melee   weapon   attack   to   
devastating   

Expert   Double   Time   8   Normal   hasten   war   drums,   self   only   

Weakness   Description   

Bullheaded   Unable   to   renew   more   than   1   skill   at   a   time   when   under   breaking   point   

Credulous   Cannot   call    avoid    reactions   to    charisma    effects   

Crushable   
Execute:   to   breaking   point    and    execute:   below   breaking   point    are    execute:   
death   

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Cursed   can   appear   in   a   wide   variety   of   ways.   The   expectation   is   to   represent   twisted   and   unnatural   effects   
on   living   creatures   and/or   a   rotting   undead   appearance.   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   



Weaknesses   

Flora   
archetype   
Creatures   of   Flora   are   a   hybrid   of   some   form   of   plant   life   and   another   
primary   race.   Flora   can   come   from   many   different   kinds   of   plant   life   from   
rose   bushes,   to   trees,   to   moss,   to   lily   pads,   to   grass,   and   so   on.   Their   
personal   world   overviews   are   often   significantly   different   from   one   another   
depending   on   the   principled   race   that   makes   up   their   other   half.   The   most   
famous   of   Flora   creatures   are   the   Dryads;   a   Flora/Faeweld   combination.   
Another   famous   example   would   be   a   Flora/Forged   which   most   often   
produce   a   treents.   Regardless   how   they   personally   go   about   it   the   Flora   
revel   in   life   and   the   Force   of   Nature.   Flora   characters   must   appear   to   
grow   vines   or   other   plant   matter   from   their   bodies.   While   makeup   can   be   
used   to   enhance   the   effect   the   plant   matter   must   be   physically   worn   or   
adhered   to   the   character   in   some   way,   such   as   leaves   in   hair,   or   on   skin,   
or   vines   coming   through   the   costume.     
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Novice   Conduit:   Potent   2   Change   the   qualifier   of   damage   effects   to   potent  

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Conjuration   4   X2   to   any   instant   cast   spell   with   usage   packet   

Apprentice   Life   Drain   5   Attack   with   peirce   to   imbue   HP   

Apprentice   Practical   Madness   5   Reflect   Command   

Apprentice   Resist   Command   3   Avoid   Command   

Apprentice   Resist   Poison   5   Avoid   Poison   

Apprentice   Toxic   Spit   5   Poison   Command   attack   everyone   10   

Master   Commune:   Dead   5   Perform   an   empowered   lore   ritual   on   the   dead   

Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Unstable   Form  Immune   to   Race   Change,   -4   HP   

Frenzy   Durations   for   command:   attack   effects   are   doubled   

Rotten   The   effects   of   bandaging   are   reduced   to   1   

Unlucky  The   character   is   unlucky   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Must   have   vegetation,   vines,   or   some   other   costuming   piece   physically   part   of   their   costume,   ie   leaves   in   
hair,   wrapping   vines     



Skills   

Weaknesses   

Frigid   
archetype   
The   Frigid,   bound   by   the   element   of   water   and   ice,   are   calm   and   collected   under   
the   most   trying   of   circumstances.   Slow   and   steady   they   approach   any   challenge   
with   often   very   logical   purpose   and   poise.   Should   anything   rattle   their   thickly   
protected   core,   either   physically   or   emotionally,   their   response   can   be   terribly   
dramatic   and/or   violent.   Many   have   mistaken   the   Frigid   as   lazy   or   uncaring   but   in   
reality   their   focus   on   detail   make   them   experts   in   combat   tactics   as   well   as   craft   
and   trade.   The   Frigid   have   patches   of   light   blue   or   entirely   light   blue   skin,   
sometimes   with   bits   of   white.   These   features   often   extend   to   their   hair   and   
clothing.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   III   8   +8   Armor   

Innate   Regrowth   8   Can   target   self   with   the   bandaging   skill   

Apprentice   Conduit:   Poison   4   Change   qualifier   of   damage   effects   to   poison   

Apprentice   Empower:   Healing   4   
Double   to   any   instant   cast   healing   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   Resist   Stun   4   Avoid   Stun   

Apprentice   Scavenger   4   Search   material   node   for   ½   benefit   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Flora   5   Double   damage   with   hammer,   mace,   staff   

Expert   Regenerate   4   Bandaging,   normal   heal   to   full   

Master   Commune:   Nature   5   Can   perform   the   scry   ritual   to   forests     

Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Fracture   Pierce   effects   deal   damage   to   both   HP   and   Armor   

Peacemonger   No   game   skills   if   holding   a   weapon,   including   shields   and   unarmed   combat   

Poison   Blood   Half   effect   from   healing   potions   

Vulnerable:   Fire   Cannot   call    avoid    reactions   to    fire    effects   

Costume/Makeup   Description   



Skills   
  

Weaknesses   
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Light   blue   and   white   patches   of   skin,   optional   white/clear   crystals   on   skin   and   hair   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Crystalize   3   +1   per   Guard   stun   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   II   6   +6   armor   

Basic   Conduit:   Ice   1   Change   damaging   effects   to   ice   

Apprentice   Consume:   Ice   6   Alternate   effect   against   execute,   heal   armor   all   

Apprentice   Resist   Stun   4   Avoid   stun   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Frigid   5   

Double   damage   with   axes,   swords,   unarmed   
combat   

Expert   Glacier   5   3   second   armor   refit,   imbue   armor   

Master   Commune:   Water   5   
Perform   a   ritual   to   communicate   with   a   body   of   
water   

Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Flammable   All   fire   numeric   damage   effects   do   double   damage   to   the   character   

Disquiet   Command   effect   also   apply   normal   stun   defense   

Chilled   All    charisma    effects   also   apply   the    charisma:   calm   

Crumble   Shatter   armor   effects   generate   an   execute   under   breaking   point   effect   



Hidden   
archetype   
The   Hidden   represent   denizens   of   the   Underdark.   The   most   famous   
are   the   Dark   Elves   and   Drugar   cousins   to   the   Sylvan   and   Stouted,   
respectively.   Creatures   of   the   underdark   live   lives   of   stealth   to   
survive   in   the   harsh   underground   environment,   and   are   weakened   by   
sunlight   but   empowered   by   darkness.   Their   societies   and   kingdoms   
are   complicated   in   their   laws   and   alien   in   their   customs   compared   to   
the   surface   kingdoms,   but   like   the   people   of   the   surface,   they   have   
no   overarching   moral   inclination.   While   many   underdark   cultures   
shun   the   surface   entirely   there   are   many   who   trade   openly   with   
them.   The   Hidden   societies   play   an   important   role   in   maintaining   the   
ecology   of   the   subterranean   world,   these   groups   ensure   that   the   
dangers   lurking   underground   remain   contained.   Creatures   born   of   
one   of   the   most   hostile   environments   known   are   a   hardy   and   
resourceful   lot   which   should   never   be   underestimated.   

Skills   
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Costume/Makeup   Description   

Medium   to   Dark   blue,   grey,   or   purple   skin   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Darkness   6   Sunset/sunrise   +4HP   +4   armor   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   II   6   +6   armor   

Innate   Physical   Training   I   4   +4   HP   

Basic   Assassin   1   
Imbue   guard   normal   whenever   the   poison   
qualifier   is   used   

Apprentice   Adept:   Infuser   3   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   infuser   
enhancement   by   2   

Apprentice   
Empower:   
Enchantment   4   

Double   to   any   instant   cast   enchantment   spell   
with   usage   packet   

Apprentice   Resist   Poison   5   Avoid   poison   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Hidden   5   

Double   damage   with   short   weapons,   thrown   
weapons   and   spear   

Expert   Reflect   Magic   4   Reflect   magic   



Weaknesses   

Monolith   
archetype   
Monolith’s   are   those   that   are   infused   with   the   element   of   Stone.   Infused   with   the   
stubborn   elemental   energies   of   strength,   Monoliths   tend   to   be   patient   and   
deliberate   in   their   actions.   They   don’t   fuss   with   delicate   details   and   speak   plainly.   
However,   they   can   react   with   great   anger   if   sufficiently   provoked.   The   Monolith   
have   patches   of   grey,   brown,   and/or   gemstones   on   their   skin.   These   features   
often   extend   to   their   hair.     

Skills   
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Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Daylight   Cannot   be   healed   above    breaking   point    from    sunrise    to    sunset   

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   

Skittish   Repel   also   applies   a   normal   stun   defense   

Slight   Stun   left/right   arm/leg,   legs,   arms,   body   effects   also   deal   2   points   of   HP   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Patches   of   grey   and   brown   (rock-like)   and   often   colored   gemstones   on   their   skin   or   hair   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Dexterity   Training   II   6   +6   armor   

Basic   Conduit:   Stone   1   Change   damaging   effects   to   stone   

Novice   Stone   Form   3   Refit   armor   upon   completed   bandaging   effect     

Apprentice   Consume:   Stone   4   Alternate   effect   against   stone,   normal   imbue   HP  

Apprentice   Fortify   4   Cast   the   harbor   spell   with   the   still   cast   skill   

Apprentice   
Weapon   Affinity:   
Monolith   5   

Double   damage   with   hammers,   maces,   
unarmed   combat   

Expert   Stomp   5   Radius   normal   stun   legs   10   

Master   
Commune:   
Mountains   5   Perform   an   empowered   Lore   ritual   on   stone   



Weaknesses   

Radiant   
archetype   
Creatures   bound   to   the   element   of   fire   are   known   as   the   Radiant.   These   are   
highly   spirited   and   daring   lovers   of   life   and   the   conflict   that   comes   with   living   it.   
Reveling   in   the   energy   of   fire   they   take   on   a   tireless   approach   to   whatever   calling   
they   have   devoted   themselves   too.   While   the   most   famous   Radiant   may   have   
distinguished   themselves   as   master   evocationists   or   warrior   mages   there   are   just   
as   many   in   politics   and   trade.   The   Radiant   are   quick   to   make   friends   and   quick   to   
make   enemies.   The   Radiant’s   skin   is   covered   in   red   and   yellow   patches,   and   they   
often   have   golden   or   red   hair.     

Skills   
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Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Vulnerable:   Lightning   Cannot   use   avoid   reaction   against   Lightning   effect   

Avalanche   Running   causes   a   weakened   defense,   1   min   

Credulous   Unable   to   use   avoid   defense   against   charisma   effects   

Crumble   Shatter   armor   effects   generate   an   execute   under   breaking   point   effect   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

Red,   orange,   yellow   patches   and/or   flame   markings,   often   gold   or   red   hair   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Intangible   3   +   1   per   Guard   radius   

Innate   Physical   Training   II   6   +6   HP   

Basic   Conduit:   Fire   1   Change   damaging   effects   to   fire   

Apprentice   Consume:   Fire  4   
Alternate   Effect   against   Fire,   imbue   20   Fire   
packet/weapon   

Apprentice   Empower:   Evocation   4   
Double   to   any   instant   cast   evocation   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   Recursion   4   Re-cast   a   taken   radius   effect   

Expert   Detonation   4   Intent   20   normal   fire   



Weaknesses   

Sparked   
archetype   
Sparked   are   bound   to   the   element   of   lightning.   Sparked   believe   in   exploring   
every   facet   of   life.   Often   becoming   a   master   in   an   area   only   to   leave   it   and   start   
anew   in   a   different   craft.   Beyond   their   incredible   physical   energy,   Sparked   tap   
into   the   largest   source   of   divination   energy   there   is.   This   sometimes   makes   them   
appear   distracted.   Instead   their   minds   are   privy   to   many   lines   of   thought   and   
they   are   excellent   at   discerning   their   meanings.   .   .   even   if   they   are   not   always   
capable   of   explaining   it   to   others.   Their   skin   is   covered   in   white,   blue,   and   yellow   
patches,   often   in   lighting   markings.     
  

Skills   
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Master   Commune:   Fire   5   Perform   an   empowered   lore   ritual   on   fire   

Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Vulnerable:   Ice   Cannot   use   avoid   defense   against   stun   effects   

Burn   Positive   effects   that   have   duration    sunrise/sunset    are   reduced   to    encounter  

Frenzy   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   are   doubled   

Hindered   -4   HP   

Costume/Makeup   Description   

White,   blue,   and   yellow   patches   and/or   lightning   marking   

Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Claws   0   Gain   the   unarmed   combat   skill   

Innate   Physical   Training   II   6   +6   HP   

Basic   Conduit:   Lightning   1   Change   damaging   effects   to   lightning   

Apprentice   Consume:   Lightning   4   
Alternate   effect   against   lightning,   imbue   normal   
stun   body   10   weapon/packet   

Apprentice   Empower:   Divination   4   
Double   to   any   instant   cast   divination   spell   with   
usage   packet   

Apprentice   Fulmination   4   Multi-packet   attack   (5)   5   normal   lightning   



Weaknesses   
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Apprentice   Inner   Power   5   Normal   renew   apprentice   

Expert   Blur   5   Bandaging   and   armor   repair   is   hastened,   lasting  

Master   Commune:   Lightning   5   
Perform   an   empowered   vision   ritual   once   per   
event   without   material   cost   

Weakness   Description   

Creature   Type   Weakness:   
Vulnerable:   Stone   Cannot   use   avoid   reactions   against   stone   effects   

Dazed   
If   the   character   is   interrupted   while   using   a   concentration   skill,   they   take   a   
normal   stun   defense   10   

Hindered   -4   HP   

Kinetics   
Whenever   the   character   takes   a   stun   effect   they   take   an   additional   normal   
stun   offense   



Advancing   Your   Character   
Everytime   you   attend   an   event,   you   get   a   Game   Credit   (often   referred   to   as   GC),   which   is   applied   to   the   
character   you   played.   Events   may   have   multiple   Game   Credits   depending   on   their   length   and   importance.   As   
your   character   grows   in   power,   the   rate   at   which   GCs   translate   into   EXP   slows   down.   This   slow   down   happens   
by   level.   
  
  

  
    

Skills   
Skills   in   Convergence   fall   into   one   of   five   class   areas   ( artisan,   envoy,   mage,   rogue,    and    warrior )      which   each   
have   six   levels:   innate,   basic,   novice,   apprentice,   expert,   and   master .     
  

A   skill’s   tier   (Innate,   Basic,   etc.)   indicates   how   advanced   a   skill   is   within   a   class.   It   also   determines   the   amount   
of   renewal   points   a   character   needs   to   spend   in   order   to   recharge   a   use   of   that   skill.   

Learning   Skills   
In   order   to   learn   a   skill   in   a   class   level,   characters   must   have   spent   a   minimum   amount   of   EXP   on   skills   in   that   
class,   this   is   the    level   gate .    The    innate    gate   is    0    EXP.   Characters   can   always   buy   innate   skills   from   any   class   
without   restriction.  

The   cost   of   all   skills   a   character   knows   within   a   class   are   added   together   when   determining   whether   the   
character   is   through   a   level   gate   or   not.    There   is   no   difference   between   the   skills   in   different   class   
specializations   when   it   comes   to   level   gate   calculations .   So,   for   example,    shade    and    ranger    skills   all   count   
toward   getting   through   the    rogue    level   gates .     

Once   a   character   makes   it   through   a   level   gate   for   a   given   class,   that   character   can   learn   as   many   different   
skills   from   the   new   level   as   they   choose.   One   purchase   of   all   relevant   rogue   skills   are   open   to   a   character   that   
has   passed   the   apprentice   rogue   gate.   However,   in   order   to   learn   a    second   use   of   a   skill   in   the   level    (without   
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EXP   

EXP   per   Game   
Credit   (GC)   

0-50   5   

60-100   4   

110-150   3   

160-200   2   

210-250   1   

260-300   0.8   

310-350   0.6   

360-400   0.4   

410-450   0.2   

460+   0.1   



regenerating   skills),   the   character   must   once   again   spend   enough   EXP   to   make   it   through   the   level   gate.     
  

In   this   regard,   the   EXP   gates   are   sequential,   in   that   they   open   doors   to   new   skills,   and   also   cumulative,   in   that   
you   can   pass   through   them   multiple   times   to   purchase   additional   uses   of   skills   at   a   given   level.   

  

For   example:    Julie   has   learned    eagle   eye   I    and    II    off   of   the   ranger   skill   subspecialty,     and   has   now   spent   25   
EXP   on   rogue   skills   for   her   character.   She   has   passed   the   rogue    apprentice    gate   (which   was   at   20   EXP),     and   
can   now   purchase   her   rogue     skills   in   the   apprentice   level   with   her   available   EXP.   

Julie’s   character   learns    daze    off   of   the   shade   subspecialty     as   her   first   apprentice    rogue    skill .    For   now,   Julia   has   
a   single   use   of    daze ,   but   each   time   she   passes   through   the   level   gate   for   the   skill,   she   can   purchase   an   
additional   use.   Put   another   way,   if   Julia   spends   another   25   EXP   on   rogue   skills   (50   total),   she   passes   through   
that    apprentice    gate   again.     

Because   the   cost   of    daze    counts   toward   the   total   EXP   spent   for   the   rogue   skill   gates,   putting   her   at   30   EXP   
spent   total   on   rogue   skills.   So,   once   Julie   spends   10   more   EXP   on    rogue    skills,   she   reaches   the    expert    gate   
and   can   buy   expert   skills.   She   is   also   now   20   EXP   away   from   reaching   the    apprentice    gate    again ,   which   allows   
her   to   purchase   a   second   use   of   her   apprentice   skills,   like    daze .   In   the   meantime,   Julie   learns    magic   trick    (5   
EXP)   and    frighten   prey    (5   EXP),   which   are   also   apprentice    rogue    skills.   This   gives   her   new   skills   to   use,   and   
satisfies   the   second    apprentice    gate   requirement.   She   can   now   learn   a   second   use   of    daze    or   any   of   her   other   
apprentice   skills .    This   will   also   bring   her   to   within   10   EXP   of   the    expert    gate.   

Skill   Levels   

Innate   
Innate   skills   are   the   most   basic   aspect   of   a   class’s   nature.   They   are   the   foundation   on   which   everything   else   
about   the   class   is   built.   Innate   skills   require   no   amount   of   class   exp   to   learn.   They   are   often   passive   but   some   
classes   may   have   per   day   skills.    A   character   can   spend   15   minutes    resting    to   renew   all   their    innate   
skills.(resting   has   a   mechanical   benefit   in   Convergence   and   is   covered   in   more   detail   in   the   next   section).   

Basic   
Basic    skills   represent   the   initial   tricks   and   advantages   gained   by   a   character   who   focuses   their   attention   on   that   
path   of   learning.    Basic    skills   require   5   class   exp   per   each   purchase.   A   character   can   spend   15   minutes    resting   
to   renew   a   single    basic    skill.     

Novice   
Novice   skills   represent   the   first   stages   of   advanced   learning,   in   order   to   learn   them   a   character   must   have   
spent   a   certain   amount   of   EXP   on   other   skills   from   that   class.    Novice    skills   require   10   class   exp   per   each   
purchase.   A   character   can   spend   30   minutes    resting    to   renew   a   single    novice    skill.     

Apprentice   
Apprentice    skills   represent   common   advanced   skills   from   the   class,   they   require   higher   amounts   of   EXP   spent   
on   class   skill   to   learn.    Apprentice    skills   require   20   class   exp   per   each   purchase.   A   character   can   spend   45   
minutes    resting    to   renew   a   single    apprentice    skill.   
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Expert   
Expert    skills   represent   the   highest   level   of   a   class’s   skills   that   most   characters   ever   learn.    Expert    skills   require   
40   class   exp   per   each   purchase.   A   character   can   spend   1   hour    resting    to   renew   a   single    expert    skill.   

Master   
Master    skills   represent   knowledge   that   only   a   character   of   great   experience   and   focus   is   likely   to   learn   after   
years   of   study.    Master    skills   require   100   class   exp   per   each   purchase.    Master    skills   may   not   be   rested   to   
recover   on   their   own.   They   require   another   character   who   is   capable   of   enhancing   the   character’s   resting   to   
recover   a    master    skill.   When   this   condition   is   met   a   character   can   spend   2   hours    resting    to   renew   a   single   
master    skill.   

Skill   Types   

Passive   
Passive    skills   are   always   usable   as   long   as   the   player   is   not   under   an   effect   that   prevents   them   from   using   
skills   at   all   (e.g.   stunned   body   or   mind   from   paralysis).   They   never   need   to   be   recovered,   and   are   always   
available.   Players   still   have   the   choice   to   use   these   skills,   and   may   choose   to   use   some   part   or   all   of   them.   For   
example,   a   character   with   3   levels   of   “Weapons   Training”   may   choose   to   make   an   attack   for   “2   Normal”   instead   
of   using   all   three   levels   of   “Weapons   Training.”   

Per   Use   
Per   Use    skills   are   considered   expended   after   being   used   and   need   to   be   recovered   either   via    resting    or   a   
renew    effect   before   being   used   again.   Note   that   multiple   purchases   allow   additional   uses.   If   a   character   has   
purchased   “Break   Shield”   twice,   and   uses   the   skill   once,   one   is   expended,   the   other   is   still   available.     

Per   Event   
Per   Event    skills   are   expended   after   use,   and   may   not   be   used   again   for   the   duration   of   the   event.   Note   that   like   
Per   Use    skills,   multiple   purchases   allow   additional   uses   per   event.    Nothing   over   the   course   of   the   event   will   
allow   a   character   to   regain   a   use   of   an   expended   per   event   skill .     

Skill   Usage   
Each   skill   lists   their   usage   type.   These   are   the   requirements   that   must   be   met   for   a   skill   to   activate.   For   
example,   skills   that   note,   “Usage:   weapon”   require   a   weapon   in   the   player’s   hand   to   use   the   skill.   You   cannot   
use   a   skill   if   the   requirements   are   not   met.   Other   than   that,   skills   may   be   used   whenever   a   player   wants   if   they   
are   able   and   requirements   are   met.   Additionally,   some   skills   have   conditions   that   must   be   met.   For   example,   
“Thanks   for   the   Tip!”   requires   the   character   to   receive   a   tip   prior   to   use.     
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Many   skills   have   verbal   calls   attached   to   their   use.    Any   skills   with   verbal   calls   will   have   them   written   in   quotes   
at   the   end   of   the   skill   description   in   the   rulebook.   Many   skills   may   still   be   used   even   if   the   character   is   unable   to   
talk.    However,   some   of   those   skills,   such   as   spell   casting   and   envoy   skills,   require   the   character   to   be   able   to   
actually   talk.   

  
Note:    If   a   player   has   made   a   mistake   with   the   verbal   call,   they   should   let   the   person   they’re   interacting   with   
know   not   to   take   the   effect   of   the   skill   and   then   try   again.    Unlike   other   games,   in   Convergence,   a   verbal   call   
mistake   does   not   expend   the   skill.   
    

Most   skills   require   the   character   to   be   conscious   to   use.   Any   skill   or   effect   that   results   in   a    guard    being   called  
for   example,   will   still   be   used   even   if   the   character   is   unconscious.   Additionally,   there   are   some   skills,   “Inner   
Strength,”   or   “Headstrong,”   that   can   be   used   even   if   the   character   would   normally   be   unable   to   use   skills.     
  

Finally,   if   a   skill   modifies   a   reaction   to   provide   a   different   result,   such   as   turning   an    avoid   <normal>    into   a   
reflect ,   the   player   must   satisfy   the   condition   of   the   skill,   in   the   example’s   case,   being   struck   with   a   normal   
attack,   to   be   able   to   use   the   skill   that   provides   the   reflect.     

  
In   practice,   this   means   that   a   modified   reaction   will   still   work   like   the   unmodified   version   of   this   skill   in   regard   to   
what   it   can   defend   against.   That   means   you   couldn’t   expend   the    avoid   <normal>    from   the   example   to   reflect   a   
magical   attack.   It   would   only   reflect   a   normal   attack.     
  

Some   skills   do   in   fact   modify   the   scope   of   what   a   reaction   can   cover.   These   skills   explicitly   say   that,   such   as   
with   "Spell   Parry"   allowing   a   guard   or   avoid   to   specifically   block   the   magic   qualifier.     

Skill   Stacking   and   Modification   
Much   like   the   example   above,   where   an    avoid   <normal>    could   be   modified   into   a    reflect   <normal> ,   many   skills   
in   Convergence   can   be   combined   to   a   character’s   benefit.   There   is   a   limit,   though.    Players   may   combine   no   
more   than   3   per   use   or   per   event   skills   at   once.    For   example,   a   character   with   “Basic   Mighty   Blow”,   
“Assassinate”   and   “Ranged   Assasination”   could   combine   those   3   skills   into   an   attack   with   a   bow   for   “20   
Normal”.   However,   if   the   character   also   had   the   “Disregard”   skill   letting   them   change   the   qualifier   to    strike ,   they   
would   have   to   choose   not   apply   one   of   those   previously   mentioned   skills   in   a   single   attack.    
  

Note:    Any   skill   that   allows   you   to   retry   a   skill   does    not    count   as   part   of   the   three   skill   limit.   These   skills   tend   to   
be   situational,   such   as   an   opponent   blocking   an   attack   and   a   player   using   “Second   Chance,”   or   a   packet   
missing   and   a   player   using   “Overcast”.     
  

Finally,   force   multipliers   do    not    stack.   If   a   skill   ever   grants   a   force   multiplier,   such   as   2x   or   3x.   You   simply   take   
the   highest   value   and   ignore   the   other   multiplier.       
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Resting   
When   a   player’s   character   is   outside   of   danger   they   can   begin   regaining   skills.   This   is   referred   to   as    resting.   
Resting    is   different   then   the    renewal    effect   in   that   it’s   not   instant,   although   they   have   similar   outcomes.   A   
character   can   never   rest   during   an   encounter,   or   when   combat   is   taking   place   nearby.   This   is   most   often   done   
in   the   tavern,   in   their   cabin,   or   around   a   campfire.   While   resting   they   may   not   use   any   skills   either.   Given   
enough   time   the   character   can   rest   to   recover   all   of   their   skills.   However,   this   is   often   impractical   over   the   
course   of   the   event   without   help   from   a   character   with    bard    skills.   Characters   rest   to   recover   any   skill   level   on   
their   own   with   the   exception   of    master.     Master    skills   cannot   be   recovered   from   resting   without   the   
assistant   of   a   character   with    bard    skills.     
  

Resting   always   returns   skills   after   the   skill-level   designated   amount   of   time   (see   the   chart   above).   Time   is   
measured   in   15   minute   increments,   and   over   the   course   of   resting   to   renew   a   skill,   the   player   should   mark   the  
amount   of   15   increments   they’ve   rested.   If   something   causes   them   to   stop   resting,   such   as   being   attacked,   or   
having   to   leave   the   area,   they   should   mark   where   they   left   off.   This   should   be   rounded    down    to   the   last   15   
minute   increment,   so   they   can   pick   up   where   they   left   off.     
  

If   a   character   is   in   a   situation   where   they   would   recover   more   than   one   increment   at   a   time,   such   as   through   a   
strengthen   resting    effect,   if   they   ever   end   up   with   more   increments   then   it   would   take   to   recover   a   used   skill   of   
a   given   level,   the   additional   rest   is   wasted.   Practically   speaking,   this   means   these   effects   do   not   affect    basic   
and    innate    skills   because   of   the   rapidity   of   their   renewal   (again,   see   the   chart   above).   
  

A   character   gains   no   benefits   to   resting   if   they   have   no   skills   to   renew.   
  

If   a   character   wishes   to   regain   more   than   one   skill   at   a   time,   they   must   find   a   character   with    bard    skills,   who   is   
performing.   They’ll   have   on   display   pins   with   the   letters   B,   N,   A,   E,   M,   referencing   skill   levels   (B=basic,   
N=novice,   etc.).   If   they   find   a   character   performing   and   they   are   resting,   they   may   renew   a   second   skill   during   
the   rest.   This   skill   cannot   be   of   the   same   level   as   another   skill   they   are    resting    to   recover,   as   characters   may   
only   rest   to   recover   a   single   skill   level   at   one   time.    Multiple    bards    can   allow   a   character   to   recover   multiple   
skills   at   once   provided   they   are   not   at   the   same   level .   Ultimately,   this   means   a   character   who   has   an   empty   
skill   at   every   level   can   only   ever   recover   6   levels   of   skill   at   once,   with   enough   bards.    Nothing   in   Convergence   
will   allow   a   character   to    rest    to   recover   two   skills   of   the   same   level   at   the   same   time.   
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Skill   Level   Level   Gate   Resting   to   Recover   Time   Strengthen   Recover   Time  
Innate   0   exp   spent   15   minutes    (recovers   all   innate)   15   minutes    (recovers   all   innate)   

Basic   5   exp   spent   15   minutes   15   minutes   

Novice   10   exp   spent   30   minutes   15   minutes   

Apprentice   20   exp   spent   45   minutes   30   minutes   

Expert   40   exp   spent   1   hour   30   minutes   

Master   100   exp   spent   2   hours   (requires   help)   1   hour   



Characters   who   have   bard   skills   will   be   performing   in   some   manner.   They   will   be   displaying   a   pin   with   the   level   
that   a   character   may   recover   skills   at.   A   character   may   begin   recovering   any   expended   skill   at   that   level   or   
lower.   So   a   character   displaying   an   “A”   pin   will   allow   recovery   of    innate,   basic,    and    apprentice    skills.   A   
character   with   an   “M”   pin   will   allow   recovery   of   any   skill.     
  

There   are   3   types   of   performances,    entertaining ,    gaming ,   and    one   on   one .    Entertaining    performances   allow   a   
character   to   benefit   from   the   performer   just   by   listening,   such   as   singing   or   playing   an   instrument.    Gaming   
allows   a   character   to   get   benefit   by   participating   in   the   game.   Lastly,    one   on   one    allows   a   character   to   get   
additional   benefit   by   interacting   directly   with   the   bard.   
  

For   example:   Phoenix   has   used   two    basic    skills,   and   an    apprentice    skill.   Keeta   is   performing,   and   is   displaying   
an   “N”   pin.   This   means   Keeta   is   only   capable   of   assisting   in   the   recovery   of    innate,   basic,    and    novice    skills .   
Although   Keeta   is   incapable   of   assisting   with    apprentice    skills,   Phoenix   can   recover   one   of   any   skill   on   her   
own.   While   resting,   Phoenix   may   recover   her    basic    skill   during   the   first   15   minutes   because   of   Keeta’s  
assistance.   She   may   also   mark   a   chunk   off   of   the    apprentice    skill   because   as   a   player   she’s   capable   of   
recovering   one   of   any   skill   at   a   time.   During   the   next   15   minutes,   Phoenix   may   now   recover   the   second    basic   
skill,   and   mark   one   more   chunk   off   of   her    apprentice    skill.   Finally,   after   the   3rd   15   minute   interval,   Phoenix   may   
recover   the   entirety   of   her    apprentice    skill.   At   this   point,   she’s   unable   to   rest   anymore   as   she   has   no   unused   
skills.     
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Skill   List   

Racial   Skills   

Advantages   

Adept:   Armorsmith   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    stouted   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   armor   
enhancement   by   2.   

Adept:   Infuser   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    hidden   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   infuser   
enhancement   by   2.   

Adept:   Inscriber   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    faeweld   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   inscriber   
enhancement   by   2.   

Adept:   Runesmith   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    faeweld   or   stouted   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   runesmith   
enhancement   by   2.   

Adept:   Tinkerer   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    stouted   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   tinkerer   
enhancement   by   2.   

Adept:   Weaponsmith   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   stouted   
Usage:    self   
Reduces   the   material   cost   of   a   basic   weaponsmith   
enhancement   by   2.   

Assassin   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   imbued   with   1    guard   normal   
anytime   they   perform   an   attack   with   the    poison   
qualifier.   

Resist   Charisma   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   stouted   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   charisma    reaction.   

Resist   Command   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    cursed   or   sylvan  
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   command    reaction.   

Resist   Execute   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    draconic   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   execute    reaction.   
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Resist   Magic   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    draconic   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   magic    reaction.   

Resist   Normal   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    commonfolk,   sylvan   or   warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   normal    reaction.   

Resist   Poison   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    cursed,   forged   or   hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   poison    reaction.   

Resist   Stun   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    frigid,   flora   or   warborne  
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an    avoid   stun    reaction.  

Recursion   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   immediately   cast   a   radius   effect   
that   they   are   affected   by.   The   radiant   only   needs   to   
voice   the   effect   call   itself,   and   does   not   need   to   
have   use   of   their   voice   or   have   a   free   hand   to   use   
this   ability.   They   are   not   affected   by   the   recursed   
effect.   
“Radius   <effect>”   

Blur   
per   use,   expert,   lasting,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
All   bandaging   and   armor   repair   is   hastened   for   the   
character.   

Buttress   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   use   the   effect   
normal     hasten   heroic   talk .   
“Normal   hasten   heroic   talk”   

Breath   Weapon   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    draconic   
Usage:    packet   
The   character   throws   three   packets   for   the   effect    5   
strike   fire .   A   target   hit   by   any   of   these   packets   
would   take   the   effect   per   normal,   a   single   target   hit   
by   more   than   one   of   these   packets   would   still   only   
take   the   effect   one   time.   
“5   strike   fire”   

Brilliant   Facets   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a   use   of   the   reaction    reflect   
stun   mind   10    triggered   by   the   magic   qualifier.   
“Reflect   magic   stun   mind   10”   

Claws   
passive,   innate,   racial,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    agrestral,   cursed,   draconic,   frigid,   
monolith,   radiant   or   sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   skill    unarmed   combat .   
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Commune:   Dead   
per   use,   master,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   been   through   the   veil   and   can   
gain   knowledge   by   reaching   across   it;   they   may   
perform   a   powerful   version   of   the    divination    ritual   
spell    lore    and   receive   information   on   any   object   
related   directly   to   death   or   the   dead.   Possible   
targets   could   be   a   dead   body,   a   coffin,   a   grave   or   a   
murder   weapon;   but   arbitration   of   vaild   targets   is   
left   to   the   local   plot   team.   Targeting   a   non-valid   
target   will   cause   the   ritual   to   fail   upon   completion,   
at   the   cost   of   the   skill   use,   but   without   consuming   
the   material   components.     

Commune:   Fire   
per   use,   master,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   close   relationship   with   the   
element   of   fire   and   may   delve   it’s   secrets;   they   may   
perform   a   powerful   version   of   the    divination    ritual   
spell    lore    and   receive   information   on   any   object   
related   directly   to   fire.   Possible   targets   could   be   a   
torch,   a   fire   infused   artifact,   a   piece   of   burning   
wood   from   a   forest   fire;   but   arbitration   of   valid   
targets   is   left   to   the   local   plot   team.   Targeting   a   
non-valid   target   will   cause   the   ritual   to   fail   upon   
completion,   at   the   cost   of   the   skill   use,   but   without   
consuming   the   material   components.     

Commune:   Lightning   
per   event,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   close   relationship   with   the   
element   of   lightning   and   may   use   it’s   insights;   they   
may   perform   the    divination    ritual   spell    vision   once   
per   event   without   paying   its   material   cost .   

  

   

Commune:   Mountains   
per   use,   master,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   close   relationship   with   the   
element   of   stone   and   may   delve   it’s   secrets;   they   
may   perform   a   powerful   version   of   the    divination   
ritual   spell    lore    and   receive   information   on   any   
object   related   directly   to   stone.   Possible   targets   
could   be   a   rock,   a   stone   infused   artifact,   a   piece   of   
stone   from   an   avalanche;   but   arbitration   of   valid   
targets   is   left   to   the   local   plot   team.   Targeting   a   
non-valid   target   will   cause   the   ritual   to   fail   upon   
completion,   at   the   cost   of   the   skill   use,   but   without   
consuming   the   material   components.     

Commune:   Nature   
per   use,   master,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   close   relationship   with   the   
forest   and   may   view   through   the   eyes   of   the   trees;   
they   may   perform   the    divination    ritual   spell    scry    with   
any   forest   they   have   ever   personally   visited   as   a   
focus.   The   caster’s   point   of   view   will   be   from   a   
large   tree   in   the   targeted   forest.     

Commune:   Water   
per   use,   master,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   close   relationship   with   the   
element   of   water   and   may   communicate   with   any   
body   of   water;   they   may   perform   a   powerful,   
non-forbidden,   version   of   the    divination    ritual   spell   
merge   with   the   void    and   communicate   with   the   
body   of   water.   Possible   targets   could   be   a   lake,   a   
puddle,   or   even   a   bucket   drawn   from   a   larger   body   
of   water;   but   arbitration   of   valid   targets   is   left   to   the   
local   plot   team.   Targeting   a   non-valid   target   will   
cause   the   ritual   to   fail   upon   completion,   at   the   cost   
of   the   skill   use,   but   without   consuming   the   material   
components.     
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Conduit:   Fire   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   any   
damaging   call   to    fire.   

Conduit:   Ice   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   any   
damaging   call   to    ice.   

Conduit:   Lightning   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   any   
damaging   call   to    lightning.   

Conduit:   Poison   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   change   the   qualifier   of   any   
damaging   call   to    poison.   

Conduit:   Potent   
per   use,   novice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   any   
damaging   call   to    potent.   
d   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   any   
damaging   call   to    stone.   

Consume:   Fire   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a   per   use    alternate   effect   
ability   against    fire;    the   alternate   effect   is    normal   
imbue   20   normal   fire   packet/weapon   
“Alternate   effect”   

Consume:   Ice   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a   per   use    alternate   effect   
ability   against    execute;    the   alternate   effect   is   
normal    heal   armor   all.   
“Healed”   

Consume:   Lightning   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a   per   use    alternate   effect   
ability   against    lightning;    the   alternate   effect   is   
normal   imbue   normal   stun   body   10   weapon/packet   
“Alternate   effect”   

Consume:   Poison   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a   per   use    alternate   effect   
ability   against    poison;    the   alternate   effect   is    10   
normal   heal   HP.   
“Alternate   effect”   
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Consume:   Stone   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    self   
Character   gains   a   per   use    alternate   effect    ability   
against   a    stone    damaging   attack ;    the   alternate   
effect   is    <numeric   of   stone   damage>   normal   imbue   
HP   
“Alternate   effect”   

Convenient   Contraption   
passive,   innate,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The    forged’s    character   enhancement   slots   count   as   
armor,   character   and   tool   for   purposes   for   adding   
enhancements.   

Crush   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    melee   weapon   
The   character   can   change   the   effect   of   a   melee   
weapon   attack   to    devastating .   

Crystalize   
per   use,   innate,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   +   1   purchase   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   a    guard   stun    reaction.   

Darkness   
passive,   innate,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    hidden   
Usage:    self   
Sunset   to   sunrise   the   character   has   +4   HP   and   +4   
armor.   

Detonation   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    intent   
The   character   can   call   to   the   flames   to   harm   an   
enemy   within   line   of   sight.   
“Intent   20   normal   fire”   

Dexterity   Training   I   
passive,   innate,   racial,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    commonfolk   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   +4   armor.   

Dexterity   Training   II   
passive,   innate,   racial,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    draconic,   frigid,   monolith,   hidden   or   
sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   +6   natural   armor.   

Dexterity   Training   III   
passive,   innate,   racial,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    agrestral,   cursed,   flora   or   forged   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   +8   natural   armor.   

Empower:   Conjuration   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    cursed   or   faeweld   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   a    conjuration   
spell.   
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Empower:   Divination   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    draconic   or   sparked  
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   a    divination    spell   

Empower:   Enchantment   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    faeweld   or   hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   an    enchantment   
spell   

Empower:   Evocation   
per   use,   apprentice   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   an    evocation    spell   

Empower:   Healing   
per   use,   apprentice   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    flora   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   a    healing    spell   

Empower:   Transmutation   
per   use,   apprentice   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    faeweld   or   stouted   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   an   effect   produced   by   a    transmutation   
spell   

Entertainer   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    commonfolk   
Usage:    touch   
The   character   has   a   knack   for   putting   people   at   
ease   while   resting   in   their   presence.   
“Social   strengthen   resting   15   minutes”     

  

Entrench   
per   use,   expert,   lasting,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The   forged   gains   the   ability   to   use   an    avoid   strike   
reaction   for   any   attack   that   is   blocked   by   their   
weapon.   Using   this   skill   will   end   any   other    lasting   
skills.   Once   activated,   this   ability   lasts   for   the   rest   of   
the   encounter.   Anything   that   removes   positive   
effects   will   end   this   skill.     
“Avoid”   

Babble   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:    intent   
The   faeweld   is   proficient   at   spouting   nonsensical   
phrases   and   causing   confusion.   After   15   seconds   
of    concentration    while   making   no   sense,   they   can   
confuse   a   target.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   command   confusion   
10”   

Fae   Games   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:   self   
The   faeweld’s   love   of   games   helps   them   relax,   they   
may   apply   a    normal   strengthen   resting   15   to   
themselves   effect   active   when   they   are   the   target   of   
the   gaming   skill.   
“Normal   strengthen   resting   15”   
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Fortify   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    self   
The   monolith   gains   a   use   of   the   spell    harbor   cast   a s   
if   it   were   cast   with   the    still   cast    skill.   

Fulmination   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    packet   
The   character   throws   five   packets   for    5   normal   
lightning.     A   target   hit   by   any   of   these   packets   
would   take   the   effect   per   normal,   a   single   target   hit   
by   more   than   one   of   these   packets   would   still   only   
take   the   effect   one   time.   
“5   normal   lightning”   

Glacier   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   character   utilizes   ice   to   fill   the   cracks   in   their   
damaged   armor   quickly,   and   provide   additional   
protection.   They   may   refit   their   armor   on   a   3   count,   
at   the   end   of   which   they   gain   an    normal   imbue   
armor    effect   for   the   amount   of   their   repaired   armor   
total.   
“Refit   armor   1,   refit   armor   2,   refit   armor   3,   
normal   imbue   armor   <armor   total>”   

Heart   Furnace   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The   Forged   has   an   internal   source   of   power   that  
can   be   fueled   by   materials.   For   consuming   six   
points   of   material   they   receive   the   effect    normal   
renew   expert    that   can   only   be   used   on    artisan   
skills .   

Hightail   
novice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    agrestral   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   adept   at   moving   in   packs,   and   so   
has   learned   to   react   quickly   to   threats   that   would   
harm   the   group.   They   gain   an    avoid   explosion.   
“Avoid”   

Hunt   
apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    agrestral   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   the    tracking    skill.   This   version   
of   tracking   cannot   be   used   for    counter   tracking .   

Inner   Power   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   utilize   their   connection   to   
elemental   lightning   to   renew   one   of   their   skills.   
“Normal   renew   apprentice”   

Intangible   
per   use,   innate,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3+1   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   elemental   nature   allows   them   an   
automatic   reaction   to   briefly   slip   out   of   phase   with   
reality,   just   long   enough   to   not   be   harmed   by   area   
effects.   They   gain   a    guard   radius.   

Ironclad   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    commonfolk,   draconic,   forged   or   
stouted   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   starting   max   wearable   armor   
becomes   15.   
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Iron   Spine   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The   forged   is   capable   of   transferring   force   that   
would   damage   items   on   them   through   their   body   
instead.   They   can   avoid   a   shatter   effect   at   the   cost   
of   10   HP.   The   character   may   not   use   this   reaction   if   
they   have   less   than   10   HP.   
“Alter   effect“   

Life   Drain   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   cursed   has   learned   to   inflict   a   portion   of   their   
nature   on   another   for   a   benefit   to   themselves.   They   
may   make   a    20   normal   pierce    attack ,    if   the   attack   is   
not   negated   with   a   reaction   the   cursed   gains   a   20   
normal    imbue   body.   
“20   normal   peirce”   

Packmate   
per   use,   novice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    agrestral   
Usage:    self   
The   character   understands   what   it   means   to   work   
together.   At   the   conclusion   of    bandaging    they   may   
touchcast   a    normal   heal   breaking   point    on   the   
bandaged   character.   
“Normal   heal   breaking   point”   

Physical   Training   I   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    commonfolk   or   hidden   
Usage:    self   
This   character   has   engaged   in   difficult   physical   
labor   and   so   is   more   resilient   to   damage.   They   gain   
+4   HP.   

  

   

Physical   Training   II   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    draconic,   stouted,   radiant   or   
sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   physical   makeup   that   allows   
them   to   take   advantage   of   serious   endurance   
training,   causing   them   to   be   more   resilient   to   
damage.   They   gain   +6   HP.   

Physical   Training   III   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    agrestral   
Usage:    self   
The   rigors   of   a   difficult   life   have   made   this   character   
more   resilient   to   damage.   They   gain   +8   HP.   

Positive   Charge   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:   f orged   
Usage:    self   
‘The   forged   is   made   of   materials   that   hold   a   positive   
charge,   allowing   the   character   to   cast   the   
transmutation    spell    dispel    without   the   incant.   
“Magic   remove   all”   

Practical   Madness   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   suffering   of   the   curse   afflicting   the   character,   or   
perhaps   the   nature   of   the   curse   itself   has   twisted   
the   mind   of   the   cursed   to   such   a   degree,   attempts   
to   ply   them   forcibly   causes   repercussions.   They   
gain   a    reflect   command   reaction .   
“Reflect”   
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Racial   HP   
passive,   innate,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    1   +   1   per   purchase   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   warborne   grows   tougher   through   battle.   They   
gain   1   additional   permanent   HP.   

Reflect   Magic   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   hidden   is   adept   at   redirection   by   necessity.   
They   gain   a    reflect   magic    reaction.   
“Reflect”   

Regenerate   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    touch   
The   flora   can   promote   healing   while   bandaging.   At   
the   end   of   using   the    bandaging    skill   they   may   
touchcast   a    normal   heal   to   full.   
“Normal   heal   to   full”   

Regrowth   
passive,   innate,   sing   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   flora   taps   directly   into   nature   to   heal   
themselves.   The   character   gains   the   ability   to   use   
the    bandaging    skill   on   themselves.   

Rejuvenate   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:    touch   
The   faeweld   can   channel   magic   through   
themselves   to   ease   suffering,   whether   they   were   
the   cause   of   that   suffering   is   another   matter   
entirely.   
“Magic   heal   to   breaking   point”   

Rend   
per   use,   basic,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    agrestral   or   draconic   
Usage:    unarmed   
The   character   has   honed   their   claws   to   pierce   
armor   and   damage   the   flesh   underneath.   They   gain   
the   ability   to   change   the   effect   of   any   damaging   
attack   made   unarmed   to    pierce.   

Renew   Magic   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:    self   
The   feweld   has   spent   time   studying   magic,   casting   
spells   becomes   second   nature.   They   may   use   this   
ability   to   renew   any   spell   slot   apprentice   or   lower.   
The   renew   follows   all   magical   renew   rules,   and   so   
the   spell   cannot   be   changed.   Signature   spell   
charges   are   not   spell   slots   and   so   are   not   valid   for   
use   of   this   skill.   

Scavenger   
per   use,   novice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    agrestral   or   warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   adept   at   collecting   trinkets.   They   
can   search   a   node   for   half   material   benefit.   

Stomp   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    radius   
The   monolith   can   cause   the   ground   itself   to   hold   
everyone   in   an   area   in   place.   
“Radius   normal   stun   legs   10”   
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Stone   Form   
per   use,   novice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    self   
Bandaging   the   monolith   also   refits   armor   upon   
completion.   

Toxic   Spit   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    packet   
The   cursed   can   spew   a   toxin   that   drives   aggression   
in   others.   
“Poison   command   attack   everyone   10”   

Two   Weapons   
passive,   innate,   racial,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   warborne   was   raised   with   weapons   from   an   
early   age.   They   gain   the    two   weapons   training   I   
skill.   

Double   Time   
per   use,   expert,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   warborne   knows   how   to   make’a   da   drums   go   
real   fast.   They   gain   a    normal   hasten   war   drums    that   
can   only   target   self.   
“Normal   hasten   war   drums”   

Weapon   Affinity:   Agrestral   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    agrestral   
Usage:    mace,   spear,   unarmed   
The   methods   of   the   agrestral   favor   mace,   spear,   
and   unarmed   combat.   They   gain   the   ability   to   
double   the   numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   
with   these   weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Flora   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    hammer,   mace,   staff   
The   methods   of   the   flora   favor   hammer,   mace,   and   
staff.   They   gain   the   ability   to   double   the   numeric   of   
any   damaging   attack   made   with   these   weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Frigid   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    axe,   sword,   unarmed   
The   methods   of   the   frigid   favor   axe,   sword,   and   
unarmed.   They   gain   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   with   these   
weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Hidden   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    hidden   
Usage:    short   weapons,   spear,   thrown   weapons   
The   methods   of   the   hidden   favor   short   weapons,   
spear,   and   thrown   weapons.   They   gain   the   ability   to   
double   the   numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   
with   these   weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Monolith   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    hammer,   mace,   unarmed   combat   
The   methods   of   the   monolith   favor   hammer,   mace,   
and   unarmed   combat.   They   gain   the   ability   to   
double   the   numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   
with   these   weapons.   
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Weapon   Affinity:   Stouted   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    stouted   
Usage:    axe,   crossbow,   hammer   
The   methods   of   the   stouted   favor   axe,   crossbow,   
and   hammers.   They   gain   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   with   these   
weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Sylvan   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    sylvan   
Usage:    bows,   spears,   thrown   weapons   
The   methods   of   the   sylvan   favor   bows,   spears,   and   
thrown   weapons.   They   gain   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   with   these   
weapons.   

Weapon   Affinity:   Warborne   
per   use,   apprentice,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    axes,   maces,   spears   
The   methods   of   the   warborne   favor   axes,   maces,   
and   spears.   They   gain   the   ability   to   double   the   
numeric   of   any   damaging   attack   made   with   these   
weapons.   
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Weaknesses   

Aloof   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    draconic,   faeweld   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   sylvan   believes   themselves   better   than   their   
enemies,   to   a   fault.   They   are   unable   to   use    avoid   
reactions   to   attacks   from   behind.   

Avalanche   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    monolith   or   forged   
Usage:    self   
Once   in   rapid   motion,   the   character   loses   control   of   
their   momentum.   If   the   character   begins   to   run   they   
immediately   take   a    normal   stun   defense   1   minute   
effect,   this   effect   cannot   be   subverted   by   a   reaction.   

Bullheaded   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    draconic,   stouted   or   warborne   
Usage:    self   
If   the   character   is   injured   they   can’t   stop   thinking   
about   the   battle   that   caused   them.   They   are   unable   
to   use   resting   to   renew   more   than   one   skill   at   a   time   
if   their   HP   total   is   below    breaking   point.   

Burn   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    radiant     
Usage:    self   
The   radiant’s   nature   to   destroy   takes   its   toll   on   
positive   effects.   Any    positive    effect   placed   on   the   
radiant   that   has   the   duration    sunrise/sunset    is   
reduced   to    encounter .   

  

   

Chilled   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   frigid   is   unemotional.   All    charisma    effects   also   
apply   the    charisma:   calm    effect   for   the   same   
duration.   

Credulous     
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    agrestral,   monolith   or   warborne   
Usage:    self   
The   character   will   believe   anything.   They   are   
unable   to   use    avoid    reactions   against    charisma   
effects.   

Crumble   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    frigid,   monolith   or   forged   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   made   up   of   easily   breakable   
materials.   Any    shatter   armor    effect   taken   by   the   
character   has   the   additional   effect    execute   under   
breaking   point.   

Crushable   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    warborne   
Usage:    self   
Years   of   injury   have   left   the   warborn   vulnerable   to   
overwhelming   force.   The   effects    execute   to   
breaking   point    and    execute   under   breaking   point   
have   the   altered   effect   of    execute   death .   
“Altered   effect”   
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Daylight   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   sun   is   a   burning   disk   of   sky   pain.   From   sunrise   
to   sunset     the   hidden   cannot   be   healed   above   their   
breaking   point .   

Dazed   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   spark   is   unusually   focused.   If   the   character   is   
interrupted   while   using   a   concentration   skill,   they   
take   a    normal   stun   defense   10    effect,   this   effect   
cannot   be   mitigated   by   a   reaction.   

Disquiet   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
The   frigid’s   self   control   is   important   to   their   personal   
defense.   Whenever   they   take   a    command    effect   
they   also   take   an   additional    normal   stun   defense    for   
the   duration   of   the   command   effect,     this   additional   
effect   cannot   be   mitigated   by   a   reaction.     

Disrepair   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    forged   
Usage:    self   
The   forged   is   not   well   put   together,   damage   to   their   
armor   can   cause   additional   deficiencies.   When   the   
forged   armor   is   at   0   they   cannot   use   any   skill   with   
the   usage    packet.   

  

   

Fae   Law   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:    self   
Through   blood   or   choices,   the   faeweld   has   found   
themselves   bound   by   the   Laws   of   The   Other   World.   
They   are   physically   unable   to   knowingly   lie   under   
any   circumstances.   

Flammable   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    frigid   
Usage:    self   
Frigid   are   inherently   vulnerable   to   damage   dealt   by   
their   opposing   element.   They   take   double   damage   
from    fire    effects.   

Fracture   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    flora   or   forged   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   integrated   into   their   armor   to   some   
degree.    Pierce    effects   do   their   numeric   in   damage   
to   both   HP   and   armor.   If   the   damage   done   to   the   
armor   would   drop   the   armor   past   zero   the   
additional   damage   is   lost.   

Frail   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:   f aeweld   
Usage:    self   
The   faeweld   has   hollow   bones.   Their   breaking   point   
cannot   be   higher   than   5   HP.   
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Frenzy   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    agrestral,   cursed,   radiant,   draconic,   
hidden,   stouted,   or   warborne   
Usage:    self   
By   their   nature   the   character   can   easily   be   pushed   
to   violence.   Durations   for    command:   attack    effects   
are   doubled   for   the   character.   

Hindered   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    radiant,   sparked   or   faeweld   
Usage:    self   
By   their   nature   the   character   has   a   weakened   
constitution.   They   have   -4   max   HP.   

Hoarding   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    draconic   
Usage:    self   
Must   sleep   on   or   immediately   next   to   materials.   The   
amount   of   materials   required   is   proportionate   to   the   
character's   total   EXP.   
Quality-1   =   5   EXP   
Quality-2   =   15   EXP   
Quality-3   =   25   EXP   
Quality-4   =   35   EXP   
Multi-category   materials   multiply   their   value   times   
the   number   of   categories.   Without   sleeping   on   a   
horde   a   draconic   becomes   restless   and   receives   
only   half   of   their   sleeping   resting   renewal.   

Kinetics   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
The   character   feels   a   strong   need   to   stay   in   motion,   
any   disruption   of   that   motion   throws   their   combat   
abilities   into   disarray.   Whenever   the   character   takes   
a    stun    effect   they   take   an   additional    normal   stun   
offense    for   the   same   duration.   This   additional   effect   
cannot   be   mitigated   by   a   reaction.   

Named   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    draconic   or   faeweld   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   magically   connected   to   their   name,   
they   cannot   use   avoid   reactions   on    intent    delivered   
effects   if   their   name   is   included   in   the   delivery.   The   
player   must   submit   their   character’s   name   to   plot   to   
take   this   weakness.   

Peacemonger   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   flora   is   appalled   by   physical   violence   and   
cannot   imagine   participating   in   it   directly.   While   
holding   any   weapon,   shield,   or   unarmed   combat   
weapon   reps   they   may   not   use   any   game   skills.   

Poison   Blood   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    flora,   or   draconic   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   blood   is   of   an   alien   makeup.   
Healing   potions   have   a   reduced   effect.   
“Reduced”   

Rotten   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   cursed   is   a   corpse,   or   their   curse   directly   
hinders   their   well   being.   The   effects   of   bandaging   
are   reduced   to   1.   
“Reduced”      
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Skittish   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    agrestral   or   hidden   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   difficult   time   being   pushed   
around   a   battlefield.   While   under   the   effects   of   a   
repel    they   also   suffer   the   effect    normal   stun   
defense .   This   additional   effect   cannot   be   mitigated   
by   a   reaction.   

Slight   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    agrestral,   hidden,   or   sylvan   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   small   physical   frame,   allowing   
stun   effects   to   directly   harm   them.   The   effects    stun:   
left/right   arm,   stun:   arms,   stun:   left/right   leg,   stun:   
leg,    and    stun:   body    also   deal   2   HP   damage   to   the   
character.     

Toxic   Metals   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    faeweld   
Usage:    self   
The   faeweld   is   allergic   to   metals.    Pierce    effects   
deal   double   damage.   

Unlucky   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   curse   causes   them   bad   luck.   The   
player   must   roll   on   the    unlucky   table    at   the   start   of   
each   event.   

Unstable   Form   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    cursed   
Usage:    self   
The   cursed   is   locked   into   their   form,   life   is   unkind.   
They   have   -4   max   HP   and   are   immune   to   the   
transmutation    spell    race   change ,   without   special   
considerations   determined   by   plot.   

Vulnerable:   Fire   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    flora   
Usage:    self   
The   flora   is   made   up   of   materials   that   are   
vulnerable   to   fire.   They   are   unable   to   use    avoid   
reactions   to    fire    effects.   

Vulnerable:   Lightning   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    monolith   
Usage:    self   
Monoliths   are   inherently   vulnerable   to   damage   
dealt   by   their   opposing   element.   They   cannot   use   
avoid    reactions   against    lightning    effects.   

Vulnerable:   Ice   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    radiant   
Usage:    self   
Radiant   are   inherently   vulnerable   to   the   primary   
weapon   of   their   opposing   element.   They   cannot   
use    avoid    reactions   against    stun    effects.   

Vulnerable:   Stone   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase,   racial   
EXP   Cost:    0   
Requirements:    sparked   
Usage:    self   
Sparked   are   inherently   vulnerable   to   damage   dealt   
by   their   opposing   element.   They   cannot   use    avoid   
reactions   against    stone    effects.   
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General   Skills   

  
  

Enhancement   Training   
passive,   innate   
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per     additional   purchase,   maximum   
5   
Requirements:    none   
Allows   the   character   to   affix   one   additional   
character   enhancement,   up   to   a   maximum   of   10.   

Heightened   Senses   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   a   character   to   see   other   characters   who   are   
traveling   while   hidden   or   invisible   in   some   way.   
These   hidden   characters   are   denoted   with   a   white   
headband    and    a   yellow   sash.     

Improved   Bandaging   I   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5     
Requirements:    none   
Increases   the   amount   healed   by    bandaging    to   5.     

Improved   Bandaging   II   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5     
Requirements:    improved   bandaging   I   
Increases   the   amount   healed   by    bandaging    to   10.    
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   

Enhancement   Training   

5,   +   5   per   
additional   
purchase   (5,   10,   
15,   etc.)   

Use   additional   enhancements   

Innate   Heightened   Senses     2   See   invisible   characters   

Innate   Improved   Bandaging   I   5   Heal   5   when   bandaging   

Innate   Improved   Bandaging   II   5   Heal   10   when   bandaging   

Innate   Two   Weapon   Training   I   3   Use   two   short   weapons   

Innate   Two   Weapon   Training   II   3   Use   a   short   weapon   and   a   long   weapon   

Innate   Two   Weapon   Training   III   5   Use   two   long   weapons   

Innate   Unarmed   Combat   5   Fight   without   a   weapon   



Two   Weapon   Training   I   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Allows   the   character   to   use   two   short   weapons,   or   a   
short   weapon   and   a   shield   at   the   same   time.     

Two   Weapon   Training   II   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    two   weapon   training   I   
Allows   the   character   to   use   a   short   weapon   and   a   
long   weapon,   or   a   short   weapon   and   a   bow,   shield,   
spear,   or   staff,   simultaneously,   with   one   in   each   
hand.     

Two   Weapon   Training   III   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    two   weapon   training   II   
Allows   the   character   to   use   two   long   weapons,   or   a   
long   weapon   and   a   bow,   spear,   simultaneously,   
with   one   weapon   in   each   hand.     

Unarmed   Combat   
passive,   innate,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Allows   the   character   to   fight   without   the   use   of   a   
weapon,   instead   the   character   uses   all   red   “claw”   
phys-reps.   A   character   fighting   with    unarmed   
combat    cannot   have   their   weapon   shattered.   
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Warrior   Skills   
Warriors   make   their   home   in   the   chaos   of   battle,   specializing   in   melee   combat.   Warriors   have   two   focuses,   
bruiser    and    defender .   Put   another   way,   bruisers   can   dish   out   damage.   Defenders   can   take   it.   

Bruiser   Skills   
Bruisers   are   the   master   of   reliable   numeric   damage.   A   lot   of   their   skills   focus   on   dishing   it   out   in   various   ways.     
When   massive   amounts   of   damage   don’t   get   the   job   done   fast   enough,   they   can   go   in   for   the   kill   using  
executes.   Bruisers   are   only   capable   of   generating   normal   and   strike   effects.   They   don’t   have   any   special   
deliveries,   such   as   intent   or   radius.     
  

Bruiser   can   also   apply   a   very   limited   number   of   status   effects,   these   effects   are   often   weapon   dependent,   
limited   to   specific   stun   effects,   or   weakening   effects   that   directly   impact   the   target’s   ability   to   do   damage.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Weapons   Training   
10   +   5   per   
additional   
purchase   

+1   weapon   damage   

Basic   Basic   Mighty   Blow   3   +10   to   weapon   attack   

Basic   Clean   Cut   2   Add   potent   effect   to   attack   

Basic   Disarm   3   Strike   stun   left/right   arm   5   

Basic   Outmaneuver   3   Regular   weapon   attack   as   strike   

Basic   Thurst   3   Spear:   add   pierce   effect   to   attack   

Novice   Break   Armor   3   Hammer:   strike   shatter   armor   

Novice   Cleave   4   Two   Handed:   add   strike   &   potent   to   attack  

Novice   Disregard   2   Add   strike   qualifier   to   any   attack   

Novice   No   Quarter   4   Normal   stun   defense   15   

Novice   Novice   Mighty   Blow   4   +20   to   weapon   attack   

Apprentice   Apprentice   Mighty   Blow   5   +40   to   weapon   attack   

Apprentice   Executioner   5   Axe:   strike   execute   below   breaking   point   

Apprentice   Shatter   Weapon   3   Strike   shatter   <target>   

Apprentice   Spasm   5   Normal   Stun   mind   15   

Apprentice   Second   Chance   3   Make   weapon   attack   again   if   defended   

Expert   Batter   5   Mace:   Strike   execute   to   breaking   point   

Expert   Expert   Mighty   Blow   6   +80   to   weapon   attack   

Expert   Rising   Slash   5   Sword:   Normal   weaken   healing   30   

Expert   Lay   Low   5   Normal   stun   arms   15   

Expert   Weapon   Mastery   5   Ignore   weapon   requirements   



  

Weapons   Training   
passive,   innate,   passive   damage   cap   
EXP   Cost:    10   +   5   per   additional      purchase.   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Each  purchase  allows  the  character  to  be  more          
effective  with  a  weapon.  Adding  +1  damage  per          
purchase  to  any  weapon  attack  they  make.  Can  be           
purchased   up   to   5   times.   Cost   increases   by   5.     

Basic   Mighty   Blow   
basic,   per   use,     mighty   blow   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  unleashes  a  powerful  attack  adding         
+10  damage  to  a  weapon  attack.  This  may  be           
combined  with  other  skills  but  not  other   mighty          
blows.   

Clean   Cut   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  makes  a  weapon  attack  against  an          
opponent  that  cuts  through  opponent’s  resistances.        
The  bruiser  makes  a  single  weapon  attack  with  the           
potent  effect.  This  may  be  combined  with  other          
skills.   
“<Damage   Numeric>   Normal   Potent”   

Disarm   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  delivers  a  precision  blow  stunning         
the   target's   left   or   right   arm.     
“Strike  Stun  Left  Arm  5”  or  “Strike  Stun  Right           
Arm   5”   

Outmaneuver   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  makes  a  single  regular  weapon         
attack  as  a  strike.  Using  a  two  handed  melee           
weapon  allows  a  second  strike  immediately.  This         
may   not   be   combined   with   any   other   per   use   skills.   

Thrust   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    spear     
The  character’s  spear  is  able  to  find  the  weak  spots            
in  their  opponents  armor  letting  them  ignore  it.  They           
may  make  a  single  weapon  attack  with  the   pierce           
effect.   This   may   be   combined   with   other   skills.   
“<Damage   Numeric>   Normal   Pierce”     
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Master   Dance   of   Dissection   10   ½   damage   as   strike   

Master   No   Contest   8   2   executes   in   rapid   succession   

Master   Outmatch   Opponent   6   Strike   stun   mind   60   

Master   Sever   8   Strike   weaken   to   breaking   point   60   

Master   Wound   5   Strike   weaken   body   Encounter   



Break   Armor   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    hammer     
The  bruiser’s  sturdy  hammer  blow  destroys  the         
target's   armor.   
“Strike   Shatter   Armor”   

Cleave   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    two   handed   melee     
The  character  makes  a  powerful  weapon  attack         
that  overcomes  enemy  defenses  and  resistances.        
The  character  makes  a  single  weapon  attack         
adding  the   strike   and   potent effects.  This  may  be           
combined   with   other   skills.   

Disregard   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon     
The  character  can  change  any  weapon  attack’s         
qualifier   to    strike .   

No   Quarter   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character’s  aggressive  advances  leaves  their        
target   unable   to   defend   themselves   for   a   short   time.   
“Normal   Stun   Defense   15”     

Novice   Mighty   Blow   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  unleashes  a  powerful  attack  adding         
+20  damage  to  a  weapon  attack.  This  may  be           
combined  with  other  skills  but  not  other   mighty          
blows.   

Apprentice   Mighty   Blow   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  unleashes  a  powerful  attack  adding         
+40  damage  to  a  weapon  attack.  This  may  be           
combined  with  other  skills  but  not  other   mighty          
blows.   

Executioner   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    axe     
With  an  axe  towards  the  head,  the  character  ends           
the  fight.  If  the  target  is  at  or  below  breaking  point,             
their   HP  is  reduced  to  0.  If  a  target  is  above  their              
breaking   point,   there   is   no   effect.   
“Strike   Execute   Below   Breaking   Point”   

  

Spasm   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:   weapon   
The   character   hits   their   opponent   in   such   a   way   
that   it   causes   their   mind   to   go   hazy   for   a   short   time   
“Normal   Stun   Mind   15”   
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Shatter   Weapon   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A  strike  against  the  flat  of  an  opponent's  blade           
snaps  it  in  half  shattering  it.  Characters  with  this           
skill   may   only   target   an   opponent’s   hand-held   item.     
“Strike   Shatter   <Target>”   

Second   Chance   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon     
Quick  reflexes  allow  a  character  to  redirect  their          
weapon  in  response  to  their  opponent's  defense.         
When  an  attack  is  negated  entirely  by  a   reaction   or            
by  blocking,  the  character  can   immediately  make         
the  same  weapon  attack  again  using  the  same          
exact   attack   call.     

Batter   
expert,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    mace     
The  character’s  heavy  blow  puts  their  target  at  their           
breaking   point,   if   they   are   not   already   at   it.   
“Strike   Execute   To   Breaking   Point”   

Expert   Mighty   Blow   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  unleashes  a  powerful  attack  adding         
+80  damage  to  a  weapon  attack.  This  may  be           
combined  with  other  skills  but  not  other   mighty          
blows.   

Rising   Slash   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage :   sword     
The  character  delivers  a  slash  that  makes  injuries          
hard   to   heal.     
“Normal   Weaken   Healing   30”   

Lay   Low   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage :   weapon     
With  the  flick  of  a  wrist,  the  character’s  precise           
attack  to  both  arms  leaves  their  target  unable  to           
use   them.   
“Normal   Stun   Arms   15”   

Weapon   Mastery   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  ignores  a  non-racial  skill’s  weapon         
requirement   for   one   use   of   a    per   use    skill.   

Dance   of   Dissection   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  is  a  tornado  of  destruction.  The          
bruiser  may  make  regular  passive  weapon  attacks         
with  the   strike  qualifier  at  half  damage  (rounded          
down)  their  passive  damage,  to  a  maximum  of  5.           
This  skill  cannot  be  combined  with  any  other   per           
use  skill.  Using  this  skill  will  end  any  other   lasting            
skills.  Once  activated,  this  ability  lasts  for  the  rest  of            
the  encounter.  Anything  that  removes  positive        
effects   will   end   this   skill.     
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No   Contest   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  makes  a  decisive  flurry  to  end  the           
battle  instantly,  swinging  two   executes ,  once  to         
breaking   point,   and   then   once   below   breaking   point.   
“Normal  Execute  to  Breaking  Point”  then        
“Normal   Execute   Below   Breaking   Point”     

Outmatch   Opponents   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character’s  attack  leaves  opponents  struggling        
to  keep  up  and  unable  to  respond  with  complex           
maneuvers.  The  bruiser  makes  two  immediate        
strike   stun   defense   60    attacks.   
“Strike  Stun  Defense  60”  “Strike  Stun  Defense         
60”   

Sever   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  character  makes  an  attack  that  mangles  the          
character   leaving   them   broken.     
“Strike   Weaken   to   Breaking   Point   60”   

Wound  
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  bruiser  leaves  its  target  with  a  grievous  wound           
leaving   them   exposed   to   additional   damage.     
“Strike   Weaken   Body   Encounter”   
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Defender   Skills   
True   to   their   name,   defenders   are   the   masters   of   defense   in   melee   combat.   Almost   all   of   the   defender's   skills   
focus   on   mitigating,   modifying   incoming   attacks.   Additionally,   they   have   the   ability   to   take   attacks   for   other   
characters,   or   turn   enemies   attacks   against   them.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Armored   1   Wear   more   armor   by   1   

Innate   Just   a   Scrape   2   1x   avoid   damage   under   5   

Innate   Strong   Bodied   1,   2,   3,   4,   5.   etc.  +2   hp   

Basic   Endurance   3   Reduced   half   damage   

Basic   Grit   2   Avoid   if   over   breaking   point,   but   go   to   1   HP   

Basic   Improved   Scraping   I   2   Increase   just   a   scrape   damage   to   6   

Basic   Intercept   2   Take   an   attack   instead   of   another   

Basic   Stunning   Deflection  4   
Convert   avoid/guard   to   Reflect   Normal   Stun   mind   
10,   must   have   shield   

Basic   Upkeep   Armor   3   Normal   imbue   guard   normal   on   refit   

Novice   Bounce   2   Convert   avoid/guard   to   Reflect   Normal   Repel   20   

Novice   Burnish   Armor   3   Normal   imbue   guard   strike   on   refit   

Novice   Divert   5   Add   reflect   command   attack   me   10   to   intercept   

Novice   Improved   Scraping   II   4   Increase   just   a   scrape   damage   to   7   

Novice   Lots   of   Scrapes   I   4   Increase   just   a   scrape   per   use   to   5   

Novice   Parry   4   Avoid   Normal/Strike   

Novice   Resilience   2   Reduced   Half   Time   

Apprentice   Improved   Scraping   III   6   Increase   just   a   scrape   damage   to   8   

Apprentice   Lots   of   Scrapes   II   6   Increase   just   a   scrape   per   use   to   10   

Apprentice   Perfect   Fit   4   Normal   Imbue   20   Armor   on   refit   

Apprentice   Poison   Resistance   2   Avoid   Poison   

Apprentice   Shield   Bash   5   Strike   Stun   Offense   10,   must   have   shield   

Apprentice   Taunt   7   Normal   command   attack   me   10   

Apprentice   Tough   Skin   4   Avoid   All   for   10   HP   damage   



  

  

Armored   
innate,   passive   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Each   purchase   of    armored    increases   the   amount   of   
phys-repped   armor   a   character   can   wear   by   1   
armor   point.   

Just   a   Scrape   
innate,   per   use,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A   practiced   defender   is   capable   of   ignoring   small   
wounds   outright.    Just   a   scrape    allows   the   character   
to    avoid    any   attack   that   deals   5   or   less   damage.     
“Avoid!”   

Strong   Bodied  
innate,   passive   
EXP   Cost:    1,   +   1   per   additional      purchase   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   +   2   HP   permanently.   

Endurance   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Shrugging   off   a   strong   attack   is   no   problem   for   
defenders   who   have   undergone   endurance   training.   
The   character   can   take   half   damage   from   a   single   
attack.     
“Reduced,   half!”     
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Expert   Bodyguard   6   
Intercept   at   will   for   a   chosen   target   for   an   
encounter   

Expert   Improved   Scraping   IV   8   Increase   just   a   scrape   damage   to   9   

Expert   Lots   of   Scrapes   III   8   Increase   just   a   scrape   per   use   to   15   

Expert   Marvelous   Upkeep   3   Imbue   guard   poison/magic   on   refit   

Expert   Medusa’s   Bane   3   convert   avoid/guard   to   reflect   

Expert   Pain   is   Pleasure   3   Heal   from   damage   

Expert   Perseverance   2   Avoid   shatter   or   remove   

Expert   Strong   Soul   10   +6   HP   and   +6   armor   

Master   Headstrong   8   End   a   timed   effect   

Master   Improved   Scraping   V   10   Increase   just   a   scrape   damage   to   10   

Master   Inner   Strength   15   Stop   dying   and   heal   to   1   

Master   Lots   of   Scrapes   IV   10   Increase   just   a   scrape   per   use   to   20   

Master   Strength   of   Body   10   Reduced   half   damage   for   encounter   

Master   Strength   of   Mind   10   Reduced   half   duration   for   encounter   

Master   Wave   Bounce   5   Radius   normal   repel   20   



Grit   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When   prepared   the   defender   can   survive   any   kind   
of   attack.   While   above   their   breaking   point   the   
character   can    avoid   <all>    but   doing   so   will   bring   
them   to   1   hp   and   0   armor.   
“Reduced,   1   hit   point”     

Improved   Scraping   I   
basic,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:   just   a   scrape   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   damage    just   a   scape    can   avoid   to   6   
or   less .     

Intercept   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:   none   
Usage:    weapon   
A   quick   dash   allows   the   defender   to   put   themselves   
in   harm's   way   instead   of   another   character.   The   
character   may   call    intercept    to   any   attack   within   
their   weapon’s   reach,   taking   the   effect   instead   of   
the   intended   target.     
“Intercept”     

Stunning   Deflection   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:   none   
Usage:    shield   
A   precise   deflection   allows   the   defender   to   throw   
their   opponent   off   balancing,   leaving   them   unable   
to   respond   with   coherent   attacks.   When   using   an   
appropriate    avoid    or    guard    to   negate   an   attack,   the   
character   may   instead   respond   with    reflect   normal   
stun   mind   10.    This   consumes   both   the   reaction   and   
stunning   deflection .   
“Reflect,   normal   stun   mind   10”     

Upkeep   Armor   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touchcast   
When   refitting   a   suit   of   armor,   the   defender   adds   an   
“normal   imbue   guard   normal”   via    touch   effect    on   
whoever   is   wearing   the   suit.     
“Normal   imbue   guard,   normal”   

Bounce   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A   counter   to   an   incoming   attack   allows   the   
defender   to   force   their   opponent   back.   When   using   
an   appropriate    avoid    or    guard    to   negate   an   attack,   
the   character   may   instead   respond   with    reflect   
normal   repel   20.    This   consumes   both   the   reaction   
and    bounce .   
“Reflect,   normal   repel,   20   steps”   

Burnish   Armor   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touchcast   
After   finishing   refitting   a   suit   of   armor,   the   character   
immediately   adds   an   “normal   imbue   guard   strike”   
via    touch   effect    on   whoever   is   wearing   the   suit.     
“Normal   imbue   guard,   strike”   

Divert   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The   defender   knocks   away   an   incoming   attack   on   
an   ally,   throwing   their   opponent   off   balance.   When   
using   an   intercept   the   character   responds   with,   
reflect   normal   command   attack   me   10.    This   
consumes   both   the    intercept    and    divert .   
“Intercept,   reflect   normal   stun   mind   10”   
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Improved   Scraping   II   
novice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:   i mproved   scraping   I   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   damage    just   a   scape    can   avoid   to   7   
or   less .     

Lots   of   Scrapes   I   
novice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:   just   a   scrape   
Usage:    self   
Expands   the   number   of   times   the    just   a   scrape   
innate   skill   can   be   used   to   5.     

Parry   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A   skilled   defender   is   capable   of   nullifying   any   kind   
of   martial   attack.   The   character   may   call   an    avoid    to   
any   attack   with   the    normal    or    strike    qualifier .   
“Avoid”   

Resilience   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A   defender’s   constitution   allows   them   to   shake   
effects   with   durations   by   half.   
“Reduced,   half   time”   

Improved   Scraping   III   
apprentice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    improved   scraping   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   damage    just   a   scape    can   avoid   to   8   
or   less .     

Lots   of   Scrapes   II   
apprentice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    lots   of   scrapes   I   
Usage:    self   
Expands   the   number   of   times   the    just   a   scrape   
innate   skill   can   be   used   to   10   

Perfect   Fit   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touchcast   
A   defender   knows   armor,   and   how   to   temporarily   
increase   its   efficiency.   After   finishing   refitting   a   suit   
of   armor,   the   character   immediately   adds   a   “normal   
20   imbue   armor”   via    touch   effect    on   whoever   is   
wearing   the   suit.     
“20   normal   imbue   armor”   

  

Poison   Resistance   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   exposure   to   many   poisonous   
attacks   grants   them   an    avoid   <poison>.   
“Avoid”   
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Shield   Bash   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    shield   
Using   their   shield   in   combination   with   the   weapon   
in   their   other   hand,   the   defender   can   get   a   quick   
bash   in.   The   character   makes   an   attack   for   “Strike   
Stun   Offense   20”   with   their   weapon.   The   player   
should   not   actually   bash   their   opponent   with   their   
shield.   
“Strike,   stun   offense   20”   

Taunt   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    7   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A   frustrating   attack   forces   the   defender’s   opponent   
to   attack   them   instead.     
“Normal   command,   attack   me   10”   

Tough   Skin   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
An   innate   toughness   lets   the   defender   avoid   most   
types   of   attack   at   a   cost.   The   character   can   avoid   a   
normal,   strike,   poison,   or   magic   attack   at   the   cost   of   
10    HP .   The   character   may   not   use   this   reaction   if   
they   have   less   than   10    HP.   
“Alter   effect”   

Bodyguard   
expert,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    intercept   
Usage:    self   
The   defender   chooses   a   target.   The   character   may   
call   intercept   for   this   target   whenever   they’re   in   
range   for   the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Using   this   skill   
will   end   any   other    lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   
ability   lasts   for   the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   
that   removes   positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.     

  

Improved   Scraping   IV   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    improved   scraping   III   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   damage    just   a   scape    can   avoid   to   9   
or   less .     

Lots   of   Scrapes   III   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    lots   of   scrapes   II  
Usage:    self   
Expands   the   number   of   times   the    just   a   scrape   
innate   skill   can   be   used   to   15.     

Marvelous   Upkeep   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Usage:    none   
The   character   is   an   expert   at   armor   maintenance   
and   field   repairs,   allowing   them   to   focus   when   
refitting   armor   and   make   the   wearer   resistant   to   
magic   or   poison.    After   finishing   refitting   a   suit   of   
armor,   the   character   immediately   adds   a   “normal   
imbue   avoid   <magic/poison>”   via    touch   effect    on   
whoever   is   wearing   the   suit.     
“Normal   imbue   avoid   <magic/poison>”   
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Medusa’s   Bane   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   a   vast   understanding   of   how   to   
use   their   defenses   to   redirect   attacks   against   those   
who   would   harm   them,   allowing   them   to   convert   a   
guard   or   avoid   reaction   into   a    reflect    reaction   at   the   
moment   of   use.   
“Reflect”   

Pain   is   Pleasure   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   is   delighted   by   the   wounds   of   battle.   
They   may   use   this   ability   to   be   healed   by   any   attack   
that   would   cause   them   damage   in   the   amount   of   
the   numeric   of   that   attack.   
“Healed”   

Strong   Soul     
expert,   passive,   single   purchase     
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:   self     
The   character   gains   +   4   HP   and   +4   armor   
permanently.   

Perseverance   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   defender   is   prepared   for   attacks   that   would   
cause   them   to   lose   their   abilities,   armor,   or   
weapons.   Granting   them   an   avoid   <shatter>   or   an   
avoid   <remove>.     
“Avoid”   

Headstrong     
master,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self     
The   character   instantly   shakes   off   any   timed   effect   
ending   it.   

Improved   Scraping   V  
master,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    improved   scraping   IV   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   damage    just   a   scape    can   avoid   to   10   
or   less .   

Inner   Strength   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   15   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When   near   death,   the   defender   taps   their   deepest   
resources   to   bring   themselves   back   to   protect   those   
in   need.   The   character   can   use   this   ability   at   any   
time   during   a   bleedout,   use   of   this   ability   can   be   an   
in-game   or   out-of-game   choice.   This   ability   is   self   
only,   with   the   effect   call   being   made   at   the   time   of   
use.     
“1   normal   healing”   

Lots   of   Scrapes   IV   
master,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    lots   of   scrapes   III   
Usage:    self   
Expands   the   number   of   times   the    just   a   scrape   
innate   skill   can   be   used   to   20.     
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Strength   of   Body   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Rigorous   training   allows   the   defender   to   focus   for   a   
time,   rendering   incoming    damage    based   attacks   
less   effective.   Using   this   skill   will   end   any   other   
lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   ability   lasts   for   
the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   that   removes   
positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.     
“Reduced   half”   

Strength   of   Mind   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10     
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Rigorous   training   allows   the   defender   to   focus   for   a   
time,   rendering   incoming   duration   based   status   
attacks   less   effective.   Using   this   skill   will   end   any   
other    lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   ability   lasts   
for   the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   that   removes   
positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.     
“Reduced   half   duration”   

Wave   Bounce   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    radius   
The   defender   acts   quickly   to   gain   some   breathing   
room   in   combat,   pushing   everyone   away   from   
themselves.   The   character   does   not   take   effect   
from   this   radius.   
“Radius   normal   repel   20   steps”   
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Rogue   Skills   
Rouges   specialize   in   situational   combat   often   from   at   range   or   by   sneaking   behind   an   enemy.   These   are   
reflected   in   their   two   focuses:    the   shade ,   at   home   sneaking   behind   enemy   lines   and   unsuspecting   foes,   and   
the   ranger ,   hunting   targets   with   ranged   combat   and   melee   skills.   A   rogue   will   mix   these   two   to   maximize   their   
advantage   in   combat.   

Shade   Skills   
Shades   focus   on   stealth   and   assassination.   Many   shade   skills   require   them   to   be   behind   their   target,   while   
some   of   their   skills   are   designated   as    tactical .   Tactical   skills   work   from   all   sides,   but   have   an   improved   effect   
when   used   by   a   character   that   attacks   their   target   from   behind,   often   either   damage   or   duration   of   effects.   To   
make   use   of   the   improved   tactical   effect,   the   character   using   the   skill   must   be   able   to   clearly   see   their   target’s   
back.   Defensively,   a   shade’s   reactions   focus   on   getting   out   of   tight   situations.   Finally,   shades   can   also   be   ideal   
information   gathers.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Assassinate   5   10   damage   from   behind   /   5   damage   with   ranged  

Basic   Agile   Defense   2   Avoid   normal   

Basic   Shank   3   Add   Eagle   eye   back   damage   to   a   passive   attack   

Basic   Sharpened   Assassination   I   2   Assassinate   damage   is   20/10   

Basic   Syphon   3   Move   enhancement   charges   

Basic   Venomous   Touch   3   Passive   damage   as   poison   

Basic   Weakening   Attack   5   Poison   weaken   damage   5/20   

Novice   Escalate   Assassination   I   4   Use   assassinate   2   times   

Novice   Mithridatism   3   Avoid   poison   

Novice   Ranged   Assassination   4   Use   full   assassinate   damage   at   range.     

Novice   Sharpened   Assassination   II   4   Assassinate   damage   is   30/15   

Novice   Spot   Weakness   4   Poison   weaken   body   5/20   

Novice   Track   /   Counter   Track   5   Track   a   creature,   or   obscure   your   tracks   

Novice   Venomous   Assasination   3   Add   poison   qualifier   to   assassinate     

Apprentice   Daze   7   Poison   command   confusion   5/20   

Apprentice   Disengage   2   Avoid   all   but,   must   move   away   from   combat   

Apprentice   Escalate   Assaination   II   6   Use   assassinate   3   times   

Apprentice   Exploit   Weakness   3   Add   eagle   eye   back   damage   to   passive   attack   2x   

Apprentice   Magic   Trick   5   Recharge   an   enhancement   

Apprentice   Sharpened   Assassination   III   6   Assassinate   damage   is   40/20   

Apprentice   Venomous   Attack   3   Add   poison   qualifier   to   any   weapon   attack   



  

Assassinate   
innate,   per   use,   single   purchase     
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Assassinate    allows   a   character   with   this   skill   to   
perform   a   weapon   attack   for   10   damage   from   
behind   or   5   damage   with   ranged   weapon.   
“10   normal”    or    “5   normal”   

Agile   Defense   
basic,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The  shade’s  agility  makes  them  hard  to  attack,          
allowing   them   to   use   an    avoid    < normal> .   
“Avoid”   

Shank   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Shank  is  a  dirty  move  that  allows  the  shade  to  inflict             
extra  damage,  adding  their  higher   eagle  eye         
damage  to  one  passive  weapon  attack  from  any          
direction.     

Sharpened   Assassination   I   
basic,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    assassinate   
Usage:    self   
The  shade  refines  their  ability  to  assassinate  their          
target.  When  using   assassinate,   the  damage  is  20          
damage  from  behind  or  10  damage  with  a  ranged           
weapon.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Expert   Create   Weakness   5   Attack   as   if   behind   

Expert   Dexterity   Armor   10   +10   Armor   

Expert   Dodge   6   Avoid   all   

Expert   Escalate   Assaination   III   8   Use   assassinate   4   times   

Expert   Paralysis   5   Stun   body   10/   stun   consciousness   10   

Expert   Sharpened   Assassination   IV  8   Assassinate   damage   is   50/25   

Expert   Stealth   6   Travel   invisible   for   5   minutes   

Expert   Swift   Venom     5   
Remove   poison   qualifier   from   an   attack,   2x   damage   
or   duration   

Master   Escalate   Assaination   IV   10   Use   assassinate   5   times   

Master   Know   thy   Enemy   10   
Become   immune   to   specific   effect   from   a   list   from   a   
singular   foe   for   the   encounter   

Master   Mimic   6   Reflect   all   

Master   Sharpened   Assassination   V   10   Assassinate   damage   is   60/30   

Master   Vanish   8   Avoid   all   and   travel   invisibility   for   5   minutes   

Master   Venomous   Assault   8   
Add   poison   to   all   weapon   attacks   behind   for   
encounter   

Master   Victory   lap   10   Call   rogue   reactions   a   second   time   for   encounter   



Syphon   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:   item   
Using    syphon    allows   the   character   to   drain   the   
charges   from   a   fully   charged    enhancement    to   
immediately   fully   charge   an    enhancement.   

Venomous   Touch   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Using   venomous  touch ,  a  character  instead  uses         
the   poison  qualifier  to  the  end  of  their  passive           
weapon   attack.   
“1   Poison”   

Weakening   Attack   
basic,   per   use,   tactical   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A  character  using   weakening  attack  against  a         
target  reduces  their  strength,  halving  the  affected         
target’s  damage.  If  they  are  attacking  their  target          
from   behind,   the   duration   is   increased.   
“Poison   weaken   damage   5”    or    “poison   weaken   
damage   20”   

Escalate   Assassination   I   
novice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    assassinate   
Usage:    self   
The  shade’s  ability  to  eliminate  multiple  marks         
grows,  granting  them  the  ability  to   assassinate   2          
times.   

Mithridatism   
novice,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Dealing  in  poisons  grants  the  shade  a  natural          
resistance  to  them,  allowing  them  to  use  an avoid           
< poison> .   
“Avoid”   

Ranged   Assassination   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    assassinate   
Usage:    ranged   weapon     
This  skill  allows  a  character  to  use  the  full  damage            
of  their  assassinate,  as  if  they  were  attacking  from           
behind,   from   any   direction   with   a   ranged   weapon.   

Sharpened   Assassination   II   
novice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:   sharpened    assassination   I   
Usage:    self   
The  shade  refines  their  ability  to  assassinate  their          
marks.  When  using   assassinate,   the  damage  is  30          
damage  from  behind  or  15  damage  with  a  ranged           
weapon.   

Spot   Weakness   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A  character  may  use  this  skill  to  weaken  their           
target's  body  with  poison.  When  attacking  the  back          
of  their  target,  the  poison  is  considerably  stronger,          
increasing   the   duration.   
“Poison   weaken   body   5”    or    “Poison   weaken   
body   20”   
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Track   /   Counter   Track   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
To   track  a  target,  a  character  with  this  skill  must            
concentrate  on  a  location  for  1  minute  while          
roleplaying  looking  for  footsteps,  broken  branches        
or  other  signs  of  what  direction  their  target  went.           
Tracking  will  tell  you  the  direction  the  creature          
went.  When   counter  tracking ,  a  character  must         
expend  the  same  amount  of  time  roleplaying,         
obscuring  their  footsteps,  making  fake  tracks,  or         
other  means  of  obscuring  their  path.   Counter  track          
only  obscures  a  single  person’s  footsteps,  to         
obscure  more  than  one,  additional  uses  of   track   /           
counter   track    must   be   expended.     

Venomous   Assassination   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    assassinate   
Usage:    weapon   
Venomous  assassination  allows  a  character  to  add         
the  poison  qualifier  to  their   assasinate  skill.  Both          
their    assassinate    and   this   skill   will   be   expended.   
“10   poison”   

Daze   
apprentice,   per   use,   tactical   
EXP   Cost:    7   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  shade  concocts  a  poison  that  renders  their          
target  confused .   The  target  will  be  poisoned  and          
affected  by   command   confusion.   When  attacking        
the  back  of  their  target,  the  poison  is  considerably           
stronger   increasing   the   duration.   
“Poison   command   confusion   5”   or   “Poison   
command   confusion   20”   

Disengage   
apprentice,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A  shade  can  get  out  of  a  sticky  situation.  They  are             
granted  an   avoid  <all> ,  but  they  must   immediately          
move  away  from  all  combat  and  foes.  They  must           
continue  to  move  away  from  all  combat  for  at  least            
10  seconds.  Nothing  will  remove  this  10  second          
requirement.     
“Avoid”   

Escalate   Assassination   II   
apprentice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:   escalate    assassination   I   
Usage:    self   
The  shade’s  ability  to  eliminate  multiple  marks         
grows,  granting  them  the  ability  to   assassinate   3          
times.     

Exploit   Weakness   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
When  behind  a  mark,  the  shade  is  capable  of           
inflicting  increased  damage.  Their   eagle  eye  back         
damage  counts  for  +4  instead  of  the  normal  +2  for            
a   single   attack.     

Magic   Trick   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touch   
A   character   recharges   any    enhancement    on   an   
item   while   the   character   is   capable   of    resting .   
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Sharpened   Assassination   III   
apprentice,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:   sharpened    assassination   II   
Usage:    self   
The  shade  refines  their  ability  to  assassinate  their          
marks.  When  using   assassinate,   the  damage  is  40          
damage  from  behind  or  20  damage  with  ranged          
weapon.   

Venomous   Attack   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
This  skill  adds  the  poison  qualifier  to  any  weapon           
attack  and  may  be  combined  with  other   per  use           
skills.   
“10   poison   normal”   

Create   Weakness   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Create  Weakness  allows  the  character  to  combine         
this  skill  with  one  that  requires  (or  benefits  from)           
being  behind  a  target.  The  character  can  use  the           
skill,  or  the  improved  version  (e.g.  longer  duration          
or   higher   damage)   from   any   direction.   

Dexterity   Armor   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   leans   on   their   nimbleness   to   avoid   
being   hit,   adding   8   points   to   their   armor   
permanently.     

Dodge   
expert,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   shade   can   easily   avoid   any   kind   of   attack.   
Each   purchase   of    dodge    provides   the   character   
with   an    avoid     <all> .   
“Avoid”   

Escalate   Assassination   III   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:   escalate    assassination   II   
Usage:    self   
The  shade’s  ability  to  eliminate  multiple  marks         
grows,  granting  them  the  ability  to   assassinate   4          
times.   

Paralysis   
expert,   per   use,   tactical   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The   shade’s   poison   renders   its   target   unable   to   
move   for   10   seconds.   When   expended   from   
behind,   the   effect   changes,   knocking   the   target   
unconscious.   
“Poison   stun   body   10”    or    “Poison   stun   
consciousness   10”   

Sharpened   Assassination   IV   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:   sharpened    assassination   III   
Usage:    self   
The  shade  refines  their  ability  to  assassinate  their          
marks.  When  using   assassinate,   the  damage  is  50          
damage  from  behind  or  25  damage  with  ranged          
weapons.   
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Stealth   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The  character  may  move  unobserved  by  many         
other  characters  via  a   travel   effect  for  five  minutes.           
Stealth  is  not  absolute,  it  does  not  grant  any           
protection  from  attacks/effects  and  characters  with        
the   heightened  senses   skill  will  still  be  able  to           
notice  the  character.  Players  using  this  skill  must          
wear  a  yellow  sash  and  white  headband  while          
under  the  effect.  Once  properly  phys-repped,  the         
travel   effect  lasts  five  minutes  or  until  the  player           
interacts  with  any  other  character  (living,  dying,  or          
dead),  uses  a  game  item,  uses  any  skill;  or  uses            
any  reaction  except  for  a   guard.   When  the  effect           
ends   the   player   states,   “I   appear.”   
“1   I   travel,   2   I   travel,   3   I   travel.”   “I   appear”   

Swift   Venom   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
When   swift  venom  is  combined  with  another  skill,  it           
allows  you  to  remove  a  poison  qualifier  from  that           
ability  in  exchange  for  doing  either  double  the          
amount  of  damage  or  doubling  that  skill's  duration.          
For  example,  if  you  combine  this  skill  with   spot           
weakness ,  you  would  make  an  attack  from  behind          
for  “ Normal  weaken  body  40 ”  instead  of  the          
normal  call  for  that  skill.  The  attack  must  use  the            
normal   qualifier,  and  cannot  be  modified  in  any          
other   way.     

Escalate   Assassination   IV   
master,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:   escalate    assassination   III   
Usage:    self   
The  shade’s  ability  to  eliminate  multiple  marks         
grows,  granting  them  the  ability  to   assassinate   5          
times.   

  

Know   thy   Enemy   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
While  using   know  thy  enemy ,   a  character  becomes          
immune  from  a  specific  effect  from  a  singular  foe           
an  entire  encounter.  The  shade  may  select  the          
singular  foe  at  any  time.   Using  this  skill  will  end  any             
other   lasting  skills.  Once  activated,  this  ability  lasts          
for  the  rest  of  the  encounter.  Anything  that  removes           
beneficial  effects  from  the  user  will  end  this  skill.           
The  shade  may  render  themself  immune  to  one  of           
the  following  effects:  stun  right/left  arm,  stun         
right/left  leg,  stun  arms,  stun  legs,  stun  offense,          
stun  defense,  stun  mind,  stun  body,  stun  voice,          
command  attack  everyone,  command  attack  me,        
command  attack  <target>,  command  don’t  attack        
me,  command  don’t  attack  <target>,  command  run         
away,  command  protect  <target>,  command       
confusion,  command  obey  me,  shatter  weapon,        
shatter  armor,  repel,  weaken  damage,  weaken        
healing,   weaken   body   or   weaken   to   breaking   point.   
“No   effect”   
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Mimic   
master,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   shade   can   not   only   outright   avoid   any   attack   
but,   send   it   back   at   it’s   opponent.   
“Reflect”   

Sharpened   Assassination   V   
master,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:   sharpened    assassination   IV   
Usage:    self   
The  shade  refines  their  ability  to  assassinate  their          
marks.  When  using   assassinate,   the  damage  is  60          
damage  from  behind  or  30  damage  with  ranged          
weapon.   

Vanish   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When  struck  by  any  effect,  the  character  can   avoid           
the  effect  and  vanish,  allowing  them  to  escape  from           
a  dangerous  situation.  When  this  skill  is  used,          
players  interacting  with  the  character  using  the  skill          
should  stop  engaging  with  them  immediately.        
Weapon  or  packet  attacks  striking  the  character         
using   vanish  immediately  after  the  skill  is  used  do           
not  affect  the  user  and  should  not  be  counted  as            
expended  by  the  player  using  them.  Players  using          
this  skill  should  put  on  a  yellow  sash  and  white            
headband  as  quickly  as  possible  after  using  the          
effect,  at  which  point  they  are  observable  only  by           
characters  with  the   heightened  senses  skill.  Once         
properly  phys-repped,  the   travel   effect  lasts  five         
minutes  or  until:  the  player  interacts  with  any  other           
player  or  game  item,  uses  any  skill,  or  uses  any            
reaction  except  for  a   guard.   When  the  effect  ends,           
the   player   states,   “I   appear.”   
“Avoid.   I   travel.”   “I   appear”   

Venomous   Assault   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Venomous   Assault    allows   a   character   with   this   skill   
to   add   the    poison    qualifier   to   all   weapon   attacks   
from   behind.   Using   this   skill   will   end   any   other   
lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   ability   lasts   for   
the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   that   removes   
positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.     

Victory   Lap   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   shade   possesses   the   ability   to   move   like   water,   
allowing   them   to   avoid   successive   incoming   attacks   
with   ease.   When   using   a    rogue     reaction    skill   
against   an   attack,   they   may   immediately   call   a   
second   one.   This   does   not   expend   the   skill,   and   
may   be   used   even   if   the   shade   doesn’t   have   an   
available   second   reaction   skill   use.   Using   this   skill   
will   end   any   other    lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   
ability   lasts   for   the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   
that   removes   positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.   
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Ranger   Skills   
Rangers   split   their   focus   between   ranged   damage   and   melee   status   effects.   Rangers   lack   reactions   of   their   
own,   but   do   possess   some   attack   mitigation   powers   and   can   enhance   reactions   from   other   sources.   Rangers   
can   choose   between   skills   that   focus   on   the   bow,   crossbow,   thrown   weapons,   short   weapons,   or   various   other   
fighting   styles.   Rangers   also   have   a   slew   of   status   effect   skills   that   slow   their   enemy   enabling   their   hunt   to   be   
much   easier.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Eagle   Eye   10,   15,   20,   etc.  +1   ranged   damage   /   +   2   damage   from   behind   

Basic   Counter   Fire   2   Turn   a   guard/avoid   into   reflect   passive   damage   

Basic   Slow   Prey   3   Normal   stun   leg   10   

Basic   Quick   Draw   2   Bow:   If   attack   misses   or   is   blocked,   make   again   

Basic   Break   Shield   4   Normal   shatter   shield   

Basic   Vorpal   Blade  4   Short   weapon:   +20   to   assassinate   

Novice   Counter   Advantage   5   Normal   remove   positive   

Novice   Silence   Prey   7   Normal   stun   voice   20   

Novice   Exploit   Opening   4   
Thrown   weapon:   If   target   takes   your   attack,   make   
second   one   for   free   

Novice   Crank   Load   2   Crossbow:   normal   repel   20   steps   

Novice   Combination   Shot   2   
Bow   &   melee   weapon:   Add   passive   bow   damage   to   
a   melee   attack   

Apprentice   Counter   Attack   4   Turn   a   guard/avoid   into   a   reflect   any   skill   

Apprentice   Frighten   Prey   5   Normal   command   fear   15   

Apprentice   Split   Arrows   4   
Bow:   Throw   up   to   6   packets   for   your   passive   
damage   at   once  

Apprentice   Lacerate   3   Normal   execute   unarmored   

Apprentice   Escrima   4   
Two   Weapons:   Make   1   attack   for   half   damage/   
duration   with   each   weapon   

Expert   Counter   Surprise   3   
Turn   a   guard/avoid   into   a   reflect   normal   command   
don’t   attack   me   20   

Expert   Cripple   Prey   2   Normal   stun   legs   30   

Expert   Piercing   Shots   3   Crossbow:   While   focused   attacks   as   pierce   

Expert   
One   Thousand   
Knives   5   Thrown:   Explosion   20   normal     

Expert   Tool   of   the   Hunt   2   
Short   Weapon:   Add   10   duration   to   any   melee   
duration   



  

Eagle   Eye   
innate,   passive,   passive   damage   cap   
EXP   Cost:    10   +   5   per   purchase   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The   ranger’s   keen   eye   allows   them   to   land   hits   at   
weaks   spots   adding   +1   damage   to   all   ranged   
attacks   or   +2   to   attacks   from   behind.    Eagle   eye   
may   be   purchased   up   to   5   times,   the   cost   for   the   
next   purchase   increases   by   5   exp   after   each   time   
the   skill   is   purchased. 

  

Counter   Fire   
basic,   per   use,   reaction,   passive   damage   cap   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    ranged   weapon   
When  using  an  applicable  avoid  or  guard  from          
another  skill  or  imbue,  the  ranger  may  instead          
convert  that  to  a   reflect  damage  using  their  own           
ranged  passive  damage  value .  Both  the  reaction         
and   this   skill   are   consumed.     
“Reflect   1   normal”   

Slow   Prey   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  ranger  hits  their  target  in  just  the  right  spot            
causing  their  leg  to  cramp  and  become  stunned  for           
10   seconds.   
“Normal   stun   leg   10”   

Quick   Draw   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    bow   
When  expending  a  skill  or  skills  as  part  of  a  single             
call  that  is  either  blocked  or  misses  the  target,  the            
character  may  expend  this  skill  to  instead  repeat          
the  call  as  a  second  attack.  This  skill  may  not  be             
used   if   the   attack   lands   and   a   reaction   is   called.     
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Master   True   Shot   8   Intent   normal   stun   legs   30   

Master   Cower   6   Devastating   command   don’t   attack   me   1   minute   

Master   Study   Mark  10   Add   potent   to   melee   attacks   for   encounter   

Master   Wingclip   8   While   concentrating   throw   normal   stun   arms   5   

Master   Hail   storm   8   
Ranged   only:   While   concentrating   throw   normal   
repel   5   



Break   Shield   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
This  skill  allows  the  ranger  to  hit  their  target  in  such             
a  way  that  they  shatter  their  target’s  shield.  If  not            
defended  against,  the  shield  is  destroyed  and         
cannot   be   used   any   longer.   
“Normal   shatter   shield”   

Vorpal   Blade   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    assassinate   
Usage:    short   melee   weapon   
Vorpal  Blade   will  allow  a  character  with  this  skill  to            
add  +20  to  their  assassinate  damage  while  using  a           
short   weapon.   

Counter   Advantage   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A  smart  ranger  can  strip  away  natural  benefits  or           
enhancements  from  their  foe.  Ending  any  positive         
effects   they   currently   have.   
“Normal   remove   positive”   

Silence   Prey   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    7   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  ranger  hits  just  the  right  spot  on  their  target            
which  causes  the  target’s  voice  to  be  silenced  for           
20   seconds.   
“Normal   stun   voice   20”   

Exploit   Opening   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    thrown   weapon   
When  making  an  attack  with  a  thrown  weapon,   if           
the  ranger  lands  a  valid  hit  and  the  target  does  not             
use  a  reaction,  the  ranger  can  immediately  make          
the  same  call  again.  This  skill  is  intended  to  be            
combined   with   other   skills.   

Crank   Load   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    crossbow   
A  ranger  is  good  at  keeping  their  opponents  away.           
When  using  a  crossbow  the  ranger  can  force  their           
opponent   back   20   steps.   
“Normal   repel   20   steps”   

Combination   Shot   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:   bow   &    melee   style   
The  ranger’s  quick  speed  allows  them  to  make  a           
seemingly  impossibly  fast  shot  as  part  of  a  melee           
attack.  While  using  a  bow  and  a  melee  weapon,           
they  can  add  their  passive  bow  damage  to  a  melee            
attack.     

Counter   Attack   
apprentice,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When  using  an  applicable   avoid  or   guard  from          
another  skill  or  imbue,  the  ranger  may  instead          
convert  that  to  a   reflect  and  expend  skills  to  include            
as  part  of  the  reflect.  For  example,  Erith  the  ranger            
is  using  a  crossbow  and  is  attacked,  they  expend           
an   avoid  <normal> ,  a   counter  attack ,  and  a   crank           
load    to   deliver   “reflect   normal   repel   20   steps”.  
“Reflect   <skill   verbal>”   
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Frighten   Prey   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
A   fierce   ranger   can   encourage   their   prey   to   flee   
from   them   for   15   seconds.     
“Normal   command   run   away   15”   

Split   Arrow   
apprentice,   per   use,   passive   damage   cap   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    bow   
The  ranger  can  knock  up  to  6  arrows  at  once.  The             
player  should  throw  up  to  6  packets  at  once  for           
their   passive   damage   number.   

Lacerate   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The   ranger   is   easily   able   to   outright   kill   it’s   mark   if  
it’s   unarmored.   If   the   target   is   not   wearing   armor,   or   
the   target’s   armor   is   reduced   to   0,   the   target   goes   
to   0    HP.   
“Normal   execute   unarmored”   

  

Escrima   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    two   melee   weapon   style   
Ranger’s  are  renowned  for  their  ability  to  fight  with           
two  weapons.  While  making  a  weapon  attack  that          
does  damage  or  that  has  a  duration,  the  character           
can  divide  the  damage  or  duration  in  half  (rounded           
down),   and   make   a   second   attack.     

Counter   Surprise   
expert,   per   use,   reaction   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When  using  an  applicable   avoid  or   guard  from          
another  skill  or  imbue,  the  ranger  may  instead          
convert  that  to  a  “ reflect  normal  command  don’t          
attack   me   20” .   
“Reflect   normal   command   don’t   attack   me   20”   

Cripple   Prey   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Prey  may  try  to  escape  a  ranger,  however  the           
ranger’s  precise  attacks  ensure  the  prey  won't  be          
able   to   take   any   steps   for   30   seconds.    
“Normal   stun   legs   30”   

Piercing   Shots   
expert,   per   use,   passive   damage   cap   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    crossbow   
For  up  to  5  minutes,  a  ranger  may  add  pierce  to  it’s              
passive  damage  attacks.  They  must  maintain        
concentration    during   this   time.   
“2   normal   pierce”   
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One   Thousand   Knives   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    thrown   weapon   
A  single  knife  explodes  into  a  thousands  upon          
finding  its  mark.  Letting  the  ranger  make  an          
explosive   damaging   attack.     
“Explosion   20   normal”   

Tool   of   the   Hunt   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    short   weapon   
A  ranger  specialized  in  short  weapons,  can  make          
it’s  attacks  leave  a  larger  sting.  When  making  a           
weapon  attack  that  has  a  duration,  the  character          
can   add   10   seconds   to   that   duration.     

True   Shot   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   &   ranged   weapon   
As  the  prey  tries  to  flee,  the  ranger  is  capable  of             
making  an  impossible  shot  at  their  target’s  legs.          
Rendering   them   unable   to   move   for   30   seconds.    
“Intent   <target>   normal   stun   legs   30”   

Cower   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The  ranger  is  capable  of  an  attack  of  misdirection,           
letting  them  slip  away,  while  their  target  must  attack           
someone   else   for   30   seconds.   
“Devastating   command   don’t   attack   me   30”   

Study   Mark   
master,   per   use,   lasting   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
The   ranger   always   knows   how   to   take   down   it’s   foe,   
guaranteeing   it   can   hurt   even   the   toughest   
monsters.    The   character   can   add   the    potent    effect   
to   any   weapon   attack.   Using   this   skill   will   end   any   
other    lasting    skills.   Once   activated,   this   ability   lasts   
for   the   rest   of   the   encounter.   Anything   that   removes   
positive   effects   will   end   this   skill.     
“1   normal   potent”   

Wingclip   
master,   per   use,   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
For  up  to  5  minutes,  a  ranger  may  make  a  “normal             
stun  arms  5”  attack.  They  must  maintain         
concentration   during   this   time.   
“Normal   stun   arms   5”   

Hail   Storm   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    ranged   weapon   
For  up  to  5  minutes,  a  ranger  may  make  a  “normal             
repel  5  steps”  ranged  attack.  They  must  maintain          
focus    during   this   time.   
“Normal   repel   5   steps”   
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Mage   Skills   

Specialist   Skills 
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Level   Name   Cost   Description   

Innate   Signature   Spell   <School>   I   5,   10,   20,   30,   40,   50  
Allows   use   of   a   singular   school   of   magic  
and   access   to   a   single   signature   spell.     

Basic   
Expand   Signature   Spell   
<School>   I   3   

Two   uses   of   the   signature   spell   for   the   
selected   school.  

Basic   Retain   Signature   Spell   2   
Get   effect   of   signature   spell   cast   on   
another     

Novice   
Expand   Signature   Spell   
<School>   II   5   

Three   uses   of   the   signature   spell   for   the   
selected   school   

Novice   
Improve   Signature   Spell   
<School>   I   5   

Increase    duration    or    numeric    of   the   
signature   spell   for   the   selected   school   

Novice   Maximize   Signature   Spell   2   
Max   out   a   single   charge   of   a   signature   
spell   

Apprentice   
Alternate   Cast   Signature   
Spell   <School>     5   

Allows   alternate   casting   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the   selected   school   

Apprentice   Cross   Cast   Signature   Spell   4   
Use   a   charge   of   one   signature   spell   to   cast  
another   

Apprentice   
Expand   Signature   Spell   
<School>   III   10   

Four   uses   of   the   signature   spell   for   the   
selected   school   

Apprentice   
Improve   Signature   Spell   
<School>   II   10   

Increase    duration    or    numeric    of   the   
signature   spell   for   the   selected   school   

Apprentice   Signature   Channel   8   
Passively   change   usage   of   any   signature   
spell   to   weapon   

Expert   Devastating   Signature   Spell  5   Cast   a   signature   spell   use   as   devastating   

Expert   
Expand   Signature   Spell   
<School>   IV   15   

Five   uses   of   the   signature   spell   for   the   
selected   school   

Expert   
Improve   Signature   Spell   
<School>   III   15   

Increase    duration    or   numeric   of   the   
signature   spell   for   the   selected   school   

Master   Signature   Storm   10   
Cast   a   signature   spell   unlimitedly   for   5   
minutes   



Signature   Spell:   Conjuration   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   conjuration   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    conjuration    school:    entangle .   
This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of   
conjuration    spells   into   spell   slots.   

Signature   Spell:   Divination   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   divination   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    divination    school:    augury .   
This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of    divination   
spells   into   spell   slots.   

Signature   Spell:   Enchantment   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   enchantment   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    enchantment    school:    futility .   
This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of   
enchantment    spells   into   spell   slots.   

Signature   Spell:   Evocation   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   evocation   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    evocation    school:    elemental   
bolt .   This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of   
evocation    spells   into   spell   slots.   

Signature   Spell:   Healing   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   healing   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    healing    school:    mend   
wounds .   This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of   
healing    spells   into   spell   slots.   

Signature   Spell:   Transmutation   
per   use,   innate,   signature,   transmutation   
EXP   Cost:    5   for   first   school,   10   for   second,   +   10   for   
each   additional   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   cast   a   single   use   of   the   
signature   spell   of   the    transmutation    school:    boost   
armor .   This   skill   also   allows   the   memorization   of   
transmutation    spells   into   spell   slots.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   I   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Usage:    self   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   conjuration   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    conjuration’s    signature   
spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Divination   I   
per   use,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   divination   
Usage:    self   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    divination’s    signature   
spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   I   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   enchantment   
Usage:    self   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    enchantment’s   
signature   spell.   
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Expand   Signature   Spell   Evocation   I   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   evocation   
Usage:    self   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    evocation’s    signature   
spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Healing   I   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   healing   
Usage:    self   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    healing’s    signature   
spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   I   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   transmutation   
Usage:    self   
Grants   an   additional   use   of    transmutation’s   
signature   spell.   

Retain   Signature   Spell   
basic,   per   use,   signature   
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows  a  character  to  duplicate  the  effect  of  a           
signature  spell  cast  on  another  target  as  a   self           
effect.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   II   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   conjuration   I   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   third   use   of    conjuration’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Divination   II   
per   use,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   divination   I   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   third   use   of    divination’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   II   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:     expand   signature   spell   enchantment   I   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   third   use   of    enchantment’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Evocation   II   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   evocation   I   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   third   use   of    evocation’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Healing   II   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   healing   I   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   third   use   of    healing’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   II   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    expand   signature’s   spell   
transmutation   I   
Usage:    self     
Grants   a   third   use   of    transmutation    signature   spell.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   conjuration   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    conjuration's    signature   
spell    entangle    to   10   seconds.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Divination   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   divination     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   number   of   questions   asked   of   
divinations's    signature   spell    augury    to   2.   
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Improve   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   enchantment     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    enchantment's    signature   
spell    futility    to   10   seconds.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Evocation   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   evocation   
Usage:    self     
Increases   the   numeric   of    evocation's    signature   
spell    elemental   bolt    to   10.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Healing   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   healing   
Usage:    self     
Increases   the   numeric   of    healing’s    signature   spell   
mend   wounds    to   10.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   transmutation     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    transmutation's    signature   
spell    boost   armor    to   10.   

Maximize   Signature   Spell   
novice,   per   use,   signature   
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Grants   the   caster   the   ability   to   use   a   charge   of   a   
signature   spell   in   memory   cast   at   its   maximum   
value,   as   if   the   character   had   the   skill    improve   
signature   spell   IV    for   that   signature   spell.   This   
ability   has   no   effect   on   signature   spells   that   are   
already   at   their   max   value   due   to    improve   signature   
spell   IV.   

Cross   Cast   Signature   Spell   
apprentice,   per   use,   signature   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   use   a   per   use   charge   of   one   
signature   spell   to   cast   a   different   signature   spell   
known   to   them.   The   signature   spell   casting   
operates   in   every   way   like   a   regular   charge   of   the   
cast   signature   spell   in   terms   of   power   and   alternate   
casting   ability.   

Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   conjuration   
II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    conjuration    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   

Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Divination   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   divination   II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    divination    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   

Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   
enchantment   II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    enchantment    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   
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Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Evocation   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   evocation   II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    evocation    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   

Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Healing   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   healing   II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    healing    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   

Alternate   Cast   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    improve   signature   spell:   
transmutation   II   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   choose   to   use   the   alternate   
casting   effect   listed   with   the    transmutation    school’s   
signature   spell.   This   choice   is   made   at   casting   time.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   III   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   conjuration   II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    conjuration’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Divination   III   
per   use,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   divination   II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    divination’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   III   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   enchantment  
II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    enchantment’s    signature   
spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Evocation   III   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   evocation   II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    evocation’s    signature   spell.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Healing   III   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   healing   II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    healing’s    signature   spell.  

Expand   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   III   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   
transmutation   II   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   fourth   use   of    transmutation’s    signature   
spell.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   conjuration   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    conjuration's    signature   
spell    entangle    to15   seconds.   
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Improve   Signature   Spell   Divination   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   divination     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the    numeric    or    duration    of   the   selected   
divination’s    signature   spell   per   the   progression   
listed   in   the   specific   signature   spell’s   description.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   enchantment     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    enchantment's    signature   
spell    futility    to   20   seconds.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Evocation   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   evocation     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    evocation's    signature   
spell    elemental   bolt    to   20.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Healing   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   healing     
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    healing’s    signature   spell   
mend   wounds    to   20.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    signature   spell:   transmutation   
Usage:    self     
Increases   the   numeric   of    transmutation's    signature   
spell    boost   armor    to   20.   

Signature   Channel   
apprentice,   passive,   signature   
EXP   Cost:   8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Allows   the   character   to   channel   any    signature   
spells    they   can   cast   through   their   weapons.   Instead   
of   incanting   the   caster   may   instead   just   make   the   
call   and   attack   with   a   weapon.   Example:   Lillith   
wishes   to   channel   an    elemental   bolt    spell.   Instead   
of   indicating    “I   evoke   an   elemental   bolt,   3   magic   
ice, ”   Lillith   may   simply   say    “3   magic   ice ”   and   
attack   with   their   weapon.   

Devastating   Signature   Spell   
expert,   per   use ,    signature   
EXP   Cost:   5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   change   the   qualifier   of   a   single   
use   of   an   instant   cast   signature   spell   from    magic    to   
devastating .   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   conjuration   
III   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    conjuration's    signature   
spell    entangle    to   20   seconds.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Divination   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   divination   III   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an   extra   use   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the    divination    school.   This   skill   in   no   way   
affects   memorized   spells   of   the   selected   school.   
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Expand   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   enchantment  
III   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an   extra   use   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the    enchantment    school.   This   skill   in   no   
way   affects   memorized   spells   of   the   selected   
school.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Evocation   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   evocation   III   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an   extra   use   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the    evocation    school.   This   skill   in   no   way   
affects   memorized   spells   of   the   selected   school.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Healing   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   healing   III   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an   extra   use   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the    healing    school.   This   skill   in   no   way   
affects   memorized   spells   of   the   selected   school.   

Expand   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   IV   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   
transmutation   III   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   an   extra   use   of   the   signature   
spell   for   the    transmutation    school.   This   skill   in   no   
way   affects   memorized   spells   of   the   selected   
school.   

  

Improve   Signature   Spell   Conjuration   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   conjuration   
II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the    numeric    or    duration    of   the    conjuration   
school’s   signature   spell   per   the   progression   listed   in   
the   specific   signature   spell’s   description.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Divination   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Usage:    self   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   divination   II   
Increases   the   number   of   questions   asked   of   
divinations's    signature   spell    augury    to   3.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Enchantment   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   
enchantment   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   duration   of    enchantment's    signature   
spell    futility    to   30   seconds.   
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Improve   Signature   Spell   Evocation   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   evocation   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    evocation's    signature   
spell    elemental   bolt    to   30.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Healing   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   healing   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    healing’s    signature   spell   
mend   wounds    to   30.   

Improve   Signature   Spell   Transmutation   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    enhance   signature   spell   
transmutation   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   numeric   of    transmutation's    signature   
spell    boost   armor    to   30.   

Signature   Storm   
master,   per   use,   focus,   signature   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    expand   signature   spell   IV   
Usage:    packet   
A  mage  may  use  a  charge  of  an  instant  cast            
signature  spell  and,  for  up  to  5  minutes,  throw  their            
signature   spell   effect   an   unlimited   number   of   times.     

● They  must  maintain  concentration  for  this        
time.     

● Use  of  this  skill  changes  the  usage  of  the           
signature   spell   to    packet.     

● The  signature  spell  effect  is  made  at  the          
power  level  provided  by  all  purchases  of         
improve   signature   spell .   

● No  further  modifications,  including  alternate       
cast,  can  be  made  to  the  effect  of  the          
signature   spell.   
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Wizard   Skills   
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Level   Name   Cost   Description   

Basic   Basic   Spell   3   Grants   use   of   a   basic   spell   for   any   purchased   school.   

Basic   Crystalize   Spell   2   
Change   the   qualifier   of   a   spell   produced   effect   from   magic   
to   strike   

Basic   Extrude   Protective   3   Caster   gains   a   reduced   to   effect   when   casting   protectives  

Basic   Memorize   Down   8   Use   higher   level   spell   slots   to   memorize   lower   level   spells   

Basic   Mystic   Blow   3   Change   passive   damage   qualifier   from   normal   to   magic   

Basic   Overcast   1   Re-throw   the   effect   of   a   spell   that   physically   missed   

Basic   Quicken   Ritual   2   Speeds   up   ritual   casting   

Basic   Staff   Attunement   6   Allows   touch   casting   through   a   staff   

Novice   Bore   3   Cast   again   after   spell   is   defended   against   

Novice   Channel   3   Use   a   weapon   to   deliver   spells   instead   of   a   packet   

Novice   Contingency   4   Set   a   spell   effect   to   trigger   automatically   

Novice   Novice   Spell   4   Grants   use   of   a   novice   spell   for   any   purchased   school.   

Novice   Personal   Echo   4   X2   numeric   to   a   touch   cast   spell   

Novice   Staff   Mitigation   3   Intercept   magic   with   reduction   to   effect   

Novice   Still   Cast   3   Use   a   spell   with   no   free   hands   and   no   incant   

Novice   Transference   3   Transfer   an   effect   from   one   target   to   another   

Apprentice  Apprentice   Spell   5   
Grants   use   of   an   apprentice   spell   for   any   purchased   
school.   

Apprentice  Bombardment   8   
Doubles   <numeric/duration>   when   thrown   in   an   arc   at   
least   x2   the   height   of   any   target.   

Apprentice  Counterspell   2   Use   a   memorized   spell   as   an   avoid   magic   

Apprentice  Duplicate   3   
Doubles   the   number   of   packets   the   caster   throws   for   any   
instant   cast   spell   

Apprentice  Empower   Ritual   3   
Doubles   the   numeric   of   any   ritual   cast   spell   and   increases   
the   power   of   rituals   without   numerics   

Apprentice  Spell   Parry   2   
Allows   any   reaction   call   to   have   its   qualifier   changed   to   
Magic   

Apprentice  Storm   Channel   4   Allows   staff   wielders   to   channel   storm   rituals   



  

  

Basic   Spell   
per   use,   basic   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    signature   spell   (any   school)   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   memorize   a    basic    spell   from   any   
school   the   character   can   cast   signature   spells   from.   

Crystalize   Spell   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows  the  spell  caster  to  change  the  qualifier  of  a            
spell   from    magic    to    strike .   

Extrude   Protective   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows  the  caster  to  follow  up  any  effect  that           
imbues  a   guard  <effect>  or   avoid  <effect>  with  an           
imbue   reduced   <effect>    for   the   same   effect.   

Memorize   Down   
passive,   basic,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   use   higher   level   spells   to   
memorize   lower   level   spells.   Example:   Blue   has   a   
single   purchase   of    novice   spell:   general    and   wishes   
to   memorize    restore ,   a    basic    spell   in    healing .   With   
this   skill   they   could   use   either    basic   or   novice   spells   
to   do   that.     

Mystic   Blow   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Allows  a  character  to  change  the  qualifier  of  a           
single  passive  weapon  attack  from   normal  to         
magic.   
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Level   Name   Cost   Description   

Expert   Arcane   Fortitude   10   +10   HP   

Expert   Expert   Spell   6   Grants   use   of   an   expert   spell   for   any   purchased   school.   

Expert   Fork   4   Multi-packet   cast   any   instant   cast   spell   

Expert   Iron   Will   2   Gives   guard   all   to   while   casting   ritual   

Expert   Magic   Manifold   10   Radius   a   spell   with   usage   of   touchcast   

Expert   Retribution   5   
Change   any   triggered   defense   call   to   reflect   <spell   effect   
from   memory>   

Master   Arcane   Archery   10   
Use   a   staff   like   a   bow,   all   passive   bow   packets   have   the   
magic   qualifier   

Master   Enlightenment   10   Cast   intent   on   a   selected   target   for   an   encounter   

Master   Master   Spell   8   Grants   use   of   a   master   spell   for   any   purchased   school.   

Master   Memorize   Up   8   Use   lower   level   spell   slots   to   memorize   higher   level   spells   



Overcast   
per   use,   basic   
EXP   Cost:    1   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    packet   
Allows   the   character   to   immediately   re-throw   the   
spell   effect   if   the   spell   physically   misses.   

Quicken   Ritual   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows  a  character  to  reduce  the  time  it  takes  to            
cast  a  ritual  by  one  casting  time  level.  Casting  time            
levels  are:  30  seconds,  1  minute,  5  minutes,  10           
minutes.  All  physical  actions  required  by  the  ritual          
must   still   occur   within   the   new   casting   time.   

Staff   Attunement     
basic,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:   6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    staff   
Allows  a  character  to  use  a  staff  to  touchcast           
spells.  Casting  spells  in  this  way  must  follow  all  the            
rules   of   touch   casting.   

Bore   
per   use,   novice   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   throw   the   spell   effect   again   
immediately   after   a   reaction   call   that   defends   
against   a   spell.   

Channel   
per   use,   novice   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    weapon   
Allows   the   character   to   channel   their   non-ritual   
spells   through   their   weapons.   Instead   of   incanting   
the   caster   may   instead   just   make   the   call   and   
attack   with   a   weapon.   Example:   Trellis   wishes   to   
channel   an    elemental   bolt    spell.   Instead   of   
incanting   “I   evoke   an   elemental   bolt,   3   magic   ice”,   
Trellis   may   simply   say   “3   magic   ice”   and   make   their   
weapon   attack.     

Contingency   
novice,   per   use ,    lasting   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   lock   a   memorized   instant   
cast   spell   into   a   specifically   keyed   trigger   after   one   
minute   of   concentration,   during   which   the   spell   and   
triggering   condition   must   be   specified.   Locking   a  
spell   into   a   contingency   removes   the   possibility   of   
using   the   spell   for   anything   else   until   the   
contingency   and   spell   are   renewed.   A   contingency   
is   removed   by   the   effect    remove   positive .   The   
usage   of   any   spell   locked   into   a   contingency   
becomes    self .   When   the   triggering   condition   occurs   
the   spell   effect   must   be   clearly   stated,   and   taken,   
by   the   caster.   Valid   reactions   can   be   called   to   a   
triggered   spell.   The   triggered   condition   must   be   
selected   from   the   following:    0   body,   guard   
<effect/qualifier>   triggered,   affected   by   <effect   
group>,   armor   at   0 .   

Novice   Spell   
per   use,   novice   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    basic   spell   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   memorize   a    novice    spell   from   
any   school   the   character   can   cast   signature   spells   
from.   
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Personal   Echo   
per   use,   novice   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   take   twice   the    numeric    from   
a   spell   they   have   cast   on   themself.   

Staff   Mitigation   
novice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    staff   
Grants   the   staff   wielder   the   ability   to   use   the   
reaction    intercept   <magic>,    they   may   provide   a   
secondary   reaction   otherwise   the   effect   is    reduced .   

Still   Casting   
per   use,   novice   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   cast   any   spell   without   stating   the   
incant   and/or   having   a   free   hand.   This   allows   a   
caster   to   target   themselves   with   self   and   touchcast   
usage   spells   without   a   packet   in   hand.   Spells   cast   
in   this   way   bypass   the   effects    stun:   voice ,    stun   
arms ,     and    stun:   body.    A   mage   still   must   have   a   
free,   usable,   hand   and   a   packet   if   they   wish   to   use   
this   skill   to   throw   a   packet   at   a   target.   

Transference   
novice,   per   use,   concentration     
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touchcast   
Using    transference    allows   the   character   to   drain   an   
effect   from   one   target   and   apply   it   immediately   to   
another   target   after   a   minute   of   concentration.   If   the   
new   target   of   the    transference    is   already   affected   
by   the   transferred   effect,   or   is   immune   to   the   
transferred   effect   the    transference    fails   and   is   
considered   used.   

Apprentice   Spell   
per   use,   apprentice   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    novice   spell   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   memorize   an   apprentice   spell   
from   any   school   the   character   can   cast   signature   
spells   from.   

Bombardment   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   double   the    numeric    or    duration   
of   any    negative    spell   when   thrown   in   an   arc   that   
peaks   at   least   twice   the   height   of   the   target.   When   
using   bombardment   the   spell   may   not   be   modified   
in   any   way.   This   includes   using   skills   like    overcast   
to   cast   again.     

Counter   Spell   
apprentice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   expend   a   memorized   spell   from   
any   level   to   call   an    avoid   magic.   

Duplicate   
apprentice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   double   the   number   of   effects   
produced   by   any   instant   cast   spell   that   does   not   
have   the   usage    self .   This   extra   effect   must   be   used   
immediately   after   the   effect   produced   by   the   spell.   
Only   one   incantation   is   called.   
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Empower   Ritual   
apprentice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   double   the    numeric    of   any   ritual   
spell,   chosen   at   the   time   of   casting.   This   skill   may   
also   be   used   on   rituals   without   numerics   to   achieve   
more   potent   effects   at   the   will   of   the   plot   team.   

Spell   Parry   
per   use,   apprentice   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   change   any    qualifier    or    effect   
type   of   a   reaction   call   to    magic.    This   is   chosen   at   
the   time   of   the   reaction   call.   

Storm   Channel   
apprentice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    staff   
Allows   the   caster   to   change   the   usage   of   a   ritual   
from    packet    to    staff.    This   skill   is   chosen   and   
considered   used   at   the   start   of   the   ritual.   The   caster   
can   block   with   the   staff,   but   two   hands   must   be   on   
the   staff   to   deliver   the   ritual   effect.   

Arcane   Fortitude   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Provides   +8   HP   to   the   character   permanently.   

Expert   Spell   
per   use,   expert   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    apprentice   spell   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   memorize   an    expert    spell   from   
any   school   the   character   can   cast   signature   spells   
from.   

Fork   
expert,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows  the  caster  to  throw  three  packets  for  a  single            
effect  call  that  is  generated  by  a  spell  with  the            
usage   packet .  A  target  hit  by  any  of  these  packets            
would  take  the  effect  per  normal,  a  single  target  hit            
by  more  than  one  of  these  packets  would  still  only            
take   the   effect   one   time.     

Iron   Will   
expert,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Grants   the   caster   a    guard    < all>    for   each   purchase.   
These    guards    are   only   triggered   when   the   caster   is   
actively   engaged   in   casting   a   ritual.   

Magic   Manifold     
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   modify   any   spell   with   the   usage   
touchcast    to   a    radius    special   delivery   type.   This   
delivery   should   be   done   in   a   conversational   tone   
that   is   audible   at   approximately   5   feet   away.  

Retribution   
per   use,   expert   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   caster   to   turn   any   triggered   defense   call   
into   a    reflect    <non-ritual   spell   from   memory>,   using   
the   memorized   spell   in   the   process.   
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Arcane   Archery   
master,   per   use ,    lasting   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    staff,   bow   
The  mage  transforms  their  staff  into  a  ranged          
weapon  or  enchant  their  bow,  allowing  them  to          
throw  packets  for  a  base  damage  of  “1  magic”.           
Other  skills  may  augment  this  damage  however,  to          
a   maximum   of   5.   

Enlightenment   
master,   per   use ,    lasting   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touchcast   
The  mage  chooses  a  target.  The  mage  may  cast           
any  spell  in  their  memory  with  the  usage   touchcast           
as   intent  for  this  target  whenever  they’re  in  line  of            
sight  for  the  rest  of  the  encounter.  Using  this  skill            
will  end  any  other   lasting  skills.  Once  activated,  this           
ability  lasts  for  the  rest  of  the  encounter.  Anything           
that  removes  positive  effects  from  the  caster  will          
end   this   skill.   

Master   Spell   
per   use,   master   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    expert   spell   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   memorize   a    master    spell   from   
any   school   the   character   can   cast   signature   spells   
from.   

Memorize   Up   
master,   passive     
EXP   Cost:   8   
Requirements:    master   spell   
Usage:    self   
Allows   the   character   to   use   lower   level   spell   slots   to   
memorize   higher   level   spells   at   a   ratio   of   two   lower   
level   to   one   upper   level.   Example:   Blue   has   a   two   
purchases   of    novice   spell    and   wishes   to   memorize   
the    spell   healing   pool ,   an   apprentice   spell   in   
healing .   With   this   skill   they   could   use   the   two   
novice   spells   slots   to   memorize   a   single   use   of   the  
apprentice   spell.   
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Envoy   Skills   

Bard   Skills   
Bards   are   artists   at   the   top   of   their   game,   so   good   at   deploying   their   work   that   they   can   recharge   weary   minds,   
inspire   new   ideas,   and   talk   themselves   out   of   bad   situations   (or   bar   tabs).   Bard   skills   focused   on   improving   
resting   and   renewal,   increasing   the   benefit   of   other   skills,   and    charm    effects.     
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Entertaining   5   Allows   better   resting   of   everyone   in   the   room.   

Innate   Gaming   5   Allows   better   resting   of   everyone   playing   a   game.     

Innate   One   on   One   7   Allows   better   resting   of   a   single   person.     

Basic   Encore   7   After   finishing   a   performance,   provide   a   renew.  

Basic   Insult   4   Command   Attack   Me   30   

Basic   My   own   tricks   3   Avoid   <Social>   

Basic   Slip   it   by   them   2   Social   Charisma   Trust   Me   30   

Basic   Toast   5   After   a   toast,   radius   social   strengthen   resting   15   minutes.     

Novice   Bedtime   Story   5   Allows   a   performance   during   sleep.   

Novice   Enhance   Resting   I   10   Allows   performances   to   rest   to   recover   novice   skills.   

Novice   Lasting   Encounter   5   Strengthen   resting   45   after   conclusion   of   performance   

Novice   Leave   me   be!   5   Social   Command   Don’t   Attack   Me   180   

Novice   
Remember   what   I’ve   
said   5   Imbue   Guard   Social   

Novice   
Whistle   while   you   
work   5   Reduce   the   number   of   basic   materials   needed   for   crafting.   

Apprentice   Better   with   Friends!   2   Provides   continual   strengthen   resting   while   performing   

Apprentice   Enhance   Resting   II   10   Allows   performances   to   rest   to   recover   apprentice   skills.   

Apprentice   
Much   Needed   
Respite   3   Provides   a   full   heal   during   performance   to   everyone   

Apprentice   Quick   Tongue   4   
Reduces   any   60   second   conversation   requirement   to   30   
seconds.   

Apprentice   Talk   in   Riddles   10   Social   Charisma   Confusion   60   

Apprentice   Thanks   for   the   tip!   5   After   receiving   a   tip   “Social   Strengthen   resting   1   hour”   



  

  

Entertaining   
innate,   passive,   resting,   performance,   single   
purchase   
EXP   Cost:   5     
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
Allows   the   character   to   enhance   the   recovery   of   
characters   resting   in   the   room.   Characters   resting   
can   recover   basic   and   below   skills   while   resting.   
See   the   resting   sections   for   specific   details   about   
how   resting   works.    When   using   this   skill   the   player   
should   wear   a   pin   with   the   letter   “B”   on   it.   
Entertaining   can   include   instrument   playing,   
singing,   story   telling,   jokes,   etc,   and   must   last   15   
minutes.   A   character   may   only   perform   under   
circumstances   where   other   characters   could   be   
resting.   Performing   requires   concentration.   

  

Gaming   
innate,   passive,   resting,   performance,   single   
purchase   
EXP   Cost:   5     
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
Allows   the   character   to   enhance   the   recovery   of   
characters   participating   in   the   game.   Characters   
resting   can   recover   basic   and   below   skills   while   
resting.   See   the   resting   sections   for   specific   details   
about   how   resting   works.    When   using   this   skill   the   
player   should   wear   a   pin   with   the   letter   “B”   on   it.   
Gaming   can   include   cards,   skill   games,   strategy   
games,   and   other   forms   of   contest,   and   must   last   
15   minutes.   May   only   be   used   under   circumstances   
where   other   characters   could   be    resting .   Gaming   
requires   concentration.  
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Expert   Embolden   15   
Social   renew   4   skills   up   to    apprentice    level   to   the   named   
target.   

Expert   Enhance   Resting   III   10   Allows    performances    to   rest   to   recover    expert    skills.   

Expert   Perfect   Smile   10   Social   Charisma   Help   Me   5   minutes   on   them.  

Expert   Powerful   Talk   4   Imbue   an   avoid   instead   of   a   guard   

Expert   Talk   Back   4   Reflect   <Social>   

Expert   War   Drums   4     Provides   renewal   outside   of   a   safe   place.   

Master   
Dedicated   
Performance   15   Social   renew   all   

Master   Enhance   Resting   IV   10   Allows    performances    to   rest   to   recover    master    skills.   

Master   Everyone   calm   down  10   Radius   Social   Charisma   Calm   120   

Master   Orate   10   Radius   an   imbue   

Master   Silver   Tongue   6   
Reduce   any   60   second    conversation    requirement   to   10   
seconds   

Master   
Teach   them   to   talk   
back   8   Imbue   a   reflect   instead   of   a   guard   



  

One   on   One   
innate,   passive,   resting,   performance,   single   
purchase   
EXP   Cost:   7     
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
Allows   the   character   to   enhance   the   recovery   of   a   
character   who   they   are   directly   interacting   with.   
Characters   resting   can   recover   basic   and   below   
skills   while   resting   (see   the   resting   sections   for   
specific   details   about   how   resting   works).   When   
using   this   skill   the   player   should   wear   a   pin   with   the   
letter   “B”   on   it.   A   character   may   only   perform   under   
circumstances   where   other   characters   could   be   
resting.    One   on   one    requires   concentration.   
  

Encore   
basic,   per   use,   performance   
EXP   Cost:    7   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    intent   
After   performing,   the   character   renews   one   of   
another   character’s   skills.   The   renew   effect   can   be   
for   any   skill   level   as   long   as   they   have   continuously   
performed   for   half   the   time   it   would   take   to    rest    and   
recover   that   skill.   Additionally,   the   renew   effect   
generated   may   only   be   as   high   level   as   they   are   
capable   of   granting   from    performance .   If   the   
character   has   no   purchases   of    enhanced   resting   
then   they   may   only   renew    innate    and    basic.    If   they   
have    enhanced   resting   I ,   they   may   renew   up   to   
novice    and   so   on.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew,   apprentice”   

Insult   
basic,   per   use,   conversation,   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   insulting   conversation,   the   
character   convinces   their   target   to   attack   them.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   command,   attack   me   30”   

My   own   tricks   
basic,   per   use,   defensive,   smart   
EXP   Cost:   3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Grants   a   single    avoid   <social>    per   purchase.   
“Avoid”   

Slip   it   by   them   
basic,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:   2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   calm   conversation   and   
concentration,   the   character   convinces   their   target   
to   trust   them   for   a   short   time.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma,   trust   me   30”   
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Toast   
basic,   per   use,   performance   
EXP   Cost:    7   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    radius   
During   a   meal,   a   character   may   give   at   least   a   1   
minute   toast.   After   the   toast,   they   increase   the   
speed   at   which   characters   rest   by   15   minutes.     
This   radius   does   not   affect   the   character   delivering   
it.   
“Radius   social   strengthen   resting   15   minutes”   

Bedtime   Story   
novice,   per   use,   performance,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:   5   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    location   
After   using    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one    for   
15   minutes   prior   to   bed,   everyone   in   the   room   may   
rest   as   though   the   character   was   performing   
continuously   during   that   time.   The   character   must   
affix   their   pin,   or   a   piece   of   paper   denoting   the   skill   
level   being   renewed   to   the   door.   If   the   character   
who   used   the   skill   leaves,   this   effect   ends.   They   
should   denote   the   approximate   time   they   have   left   
so   others   who   are   asleep   can   adjust.   Bedtime   story   
is   only   usable   during   actual   sleep   in   the   bard’s   
sleeping   location.   Taverns   are   never   an   eligible   
place   to   use   this,   and   the   bard   may   not   use   any   
other   skills   during   its   duration.    

Enhance   Resting   I   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase,   performance,   
modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    location   
When   using    entertaining,   gaming,    or    one   on   one,   
the   character   will   allow   other   characters   to   recover   
up   to    novice    level   skills.   The   character   should   
display   a   pin   with   the   letter   “N”   while   performing   so   
that   players   understand   they   can   renew   up   to   
novice    level   skills.     

Lasting   Encounter     
novice,   per   use,   performance,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    intent   
After   a   character   has   finished   a   performance   of   at   
least   15   minutes   and   is   no   longer   performing,   they   
leave   a   lasting   impression.   The   character   can   
strengthen    another   character's   resting   rate   for   45   
minutes.     
“Intent   Halfdan   Social   Strengthen   Resting   45   
minutes”   

Leave   Me   Be!   
novice,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:   5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   pleading   with   someone   and   
concentration,   the   character   may   convince   another   
character   not   to   attack   them.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   command,   don’t   attack   
me   180”   

Remember   What   I’ve   Said     
novice,   per   use,   conversation,   defensive,   dumb,   
imbue   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   advice   and   concentration,   the   
character   may   imbue   another   with   a    guard   
<social>.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <Social>”   

Whistle   while   you   work   
novice,   per   use,   performance,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    intent   
While   using   a    performance    on   a   character   making   
an   item   using    action   crafting ,   the   character   may   
reduce   the   number   of    quality-1   materials    needed   to   
make   an   item   by   half,   items   will   always   require   at   
least   1x    quality-1   material .     
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Better   with   Friends!   
apprentice,   per   use,   performance,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    radius   
While   assisting   someone   else   with   a   performance,  
the   character   may   provide   enhanced   benefit   
instead   of   performing   themselves.   Every   15  
minutes   of    performance    and   concentration   they   
spend   assisting,   they   may    strengthen    the   
character's    resting.   They   can   continue   to   do   this   as   
long   as   they   are   continually   performing   with   the   
character   and   use   no   other   skills.   This   radius   does   
not   affect   the   character   delivering   it.   
“Radius   social   strengthen   resting   15   minutes”   

Enhance   Resting   II   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase,   performance,   
modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    enhance   resting   I   
Usage:    location   
When   using    entertaining,   gaming,    or    one   on   one,   
the   character   will   allow   other   characters   to   recover   
up   to    apprentice    level   skills.   The   character   should   
display   a   pin   with   the   letter   “A”   while   performing   so   
that   players   understand   they   can   renew   up   to   
apprentice    level   skills.     

Much   Needed   Respite   
apprentice,   per   use,   performance,   healing,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one   
Usage:    radius   
After   using    entertaining,   gaming,   or   one   on   one    for   
15   minutes,   the   bard's   soothing   performance   heals   
everyone.     
“Radius   social   heal,   full”   

Quick   Tongue   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   can   reduce   any    conversation    skill’s   
time   from   60   seconds   to   30   seconds.     

Talk   in   Riddles   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   concentration   while   talking   
nonsense   or   intentionally   trying   to   confuse   them,   
the   character   confuses   their   target.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   command,   confusion   
60”   

Thanks   For   The   Tip!   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:   5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
When   tipped   for   their   services   related   to   a   
performance,    a   character   may   strengthen   that   
character's   resting   rate   for   the   next   hour.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   strengthen   resting   1   
hour”   

Embolden   
expert,   per   use,   renew   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   telling   a   story   of   heroics   about   someone   who   
the   character   is   currently   with   for   over   5   minutes,   
they   may    immediately    renew   4   skills   up   to   
apprentice    level.   The   bard   must   maintain   
concentration    during   this   time.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   apprentice”   
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   apprentice”  
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   apprentice”  
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   apprentice”  
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Enhance   Resting   III   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase,   performance,   
modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    enhance   resting   II   
Usage:    location   
When   using    entertaining,   gaming,    or    one   on   one,   
the   character   will   allow   other   characters   to   recover   
up   to    expert    level   skills.   The   character   should   
display   a   pin   with   the   letter   “E”   while   performing   so   
that   players   understand   they   can   renew   up   to   
expert    level   skills.     

Perfect   Smile   
expert,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   conversation   and   smiles,   the   
character   convinces   their   target   to   provide   help.   
The   bard   must   maintain    concentration    during   this   
time.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma,   help   me   5   
minutes”   

  

Powerful   Talk   
expert,   per   use,   imbue,   modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When   using   an   envoy   skill   that   imbues   a   guard   
such   as    remember   what   i’ve   said ,   the   character   
may   imbue   it   as   an   avoid   instead.     

Talk   Back   
expert,   per   use,   defensive,   smart,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:   4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A   character's   quick   talk   allows   them   to   turn   words   
against   others   reflecting   effects   with   the    social   
qualifier    back.   
“Reflect”   

War   Drums   
expert,   per   use,   renew   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    entertaining   
Usage:    radius   
While   continuously   beating   a   drum   during   combat,   
marching,   or   some   other   endeavour   that   has   taken   
the   character   away   from   a   place   to   rest.   The   
character   may   provide   renewal   to   all   so   long   as   
they   have   continued   to   perform.   They   may   not   use   
other   skills   while   using   war   drums.   After   counting   
the   interval   it   would   normally   take   to   recover   a   skill   
from   resting,   the   character   may   instead   deliver   a   
renew   via   their   voice.   The   renew   effect   generated   
may   only   be   as   high   a   level   as   the   character   is   
capable   of   granting   from   performance.   If   they   have   
no    enhanced   resting    then   they   may   only   renew   
innate    and    basic.    If   they   have    enhanced   resting   I ,   
they   may   renew   up   to    novice    and   so   on.   Players   
should   speak   with   a   marshall   if   they   have   other   
ideas   beyond   drums,   such   as   marching   songs,   
some   instruments,   as   there   are   likely   other   
alternatives.   This   radius   does   not   affect   the   
character   delivering   it.     
“Radius   social   renew   innate”    or    “Radius   social   
renew   basic”    or    “Radius   social   renew   novice”    or   
“Radius   social   renew   apprentice”    or    “Radius   
social   renew   expert”    or    “Radius   social   renew   
master.”   
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Dedicated   Performance   
master,   per   use,   renew,   performance,   per   event   
EXP   Cost:   15   
Requirements:    At   least   one   of   Entertaining,   
Gaming,   One-on-One   
Usage:    intent   
After   giving   a    performance    of   at   least   5   minutes,   the   
character   may   dedicate   it   to   someone.   That   person   
renews   all   their   applicable   skills.   The   bard   must   
maintain   concentration   during   the   5   minutes.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   all”   

Enhance   Resting   IV   
passive,   master,   single   purchase,   performance,   
modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    enhance   resting   III   
Usage:    location   
When   using    entertaining,   gaming,    or    one   on   one,   
the   character   will   allow   others   to   recover   up   to   
master    level   skills.   The   character   should   display   a   
pin   with   the   letter   “M”   while   performing   so   that   
players   understand   they   can   renew   up   to    master   
level   skills.    

Everyone   Calm   Down   
master,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    radius   
After   60   seconds   of   calming   conversation   towards   a   
group,   the   character   can   stop   impending   violence.     
The   bard   must   maintain   concentration   during   the   60   
seconds.   
“Radius   Social   Charisma   Calm   120”   

Orate   
master,   per   use,   defensive,   modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:   10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    radius   
When   using   an   envoy   skill   that   imbues   or   
strengthens   such   as    heroic   talk ,   the   skilled   user   
changes   the   delivery   to   radius.   If   the   skill   has   a   
conversation   requirement,   such   as    heroic   talk ,   it   
must   still   be   met.     

Silver   Tongue   
master,   per   use,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:   6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
A   character   may   reduce   the   time   of   any   envoy   skill   
that   takes   60   seconds   to   10   seconds.    

Teach   Them   To   Talk   Back   
master,   per   use,   imbue,   modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:   8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
When   using   an   envoy   skill   that   imbues   a   guard   
such   as    remember   what   I’ve   said ,   the   character   
may   instead   imbue   it   as   a    reflect .     
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Emissary   Skills   
Emissaries   are   inspiring   leaders,   silver-tongued   politicians,   motivators,   even   gang   leaders   and   con   artists.   
Emissary   skills   focused   on   charisma   interactions,   improving   other   characters   in   combat.   Skills   will   generally   
affect   a   specific   target   or   number   of   targets.   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Heroic   Talk   5   
2   Social   Strengthen   Health   or   2   Social   
Strengthen   Armor   

Basic   Calming   Voice   4   Social   charisma   calm   120   

Basic   Get   them   patched   up!  2   Social   imbue   hasten   bandaging   encounter   

Basic   Lick   Wounds   5   Social   strengthen   resting   15   minutes.   

Basic   Preparation   3   
Social   imbue   guard   <normal   or   strike   or   magic   
or   poison>   

Basic   Raise   Voice   4   Imbue    or    strengthen    affects   a   second   target   

Novice   Backup   Plan   7   
Second    heroic   talk    imbue/strengthen   
immediately.   

Novice   Battle   Planning   4   S ocial   renew   basic .   

Novice   Direct   Fire   4   Renew   4   innate   skills.     

Novice   Fortifying   Talk   5   Increases    heroic   talk   to   4     strengthen   hp .   

Novice   Imperative   Attack   4   Imbue   a    guard   all .   

Novice   Steel   Yourselves   5   Increases    heroic   talk    to   4    strengthen   armor .   

Novice   Subterfuge   4   Social   imbue   poison   weapon   

Apprentice   Brag   5   Social   renew   novice.   

Apprentice   Find   your   strength   5   Imbue   a   weaken   guard.   

Apprentice   Fortifying   Talk   II   10   Increases    heroic   talk   to   6     strengthen   hp .   

Apprentice   Hold   the   line!   5   Imbue   a   command   guard.   

Apprentice   Know   the   plan!   2   
Touch   apply   any    conversation    skill   in   10   
seconds.   

Apprentice   
Leave   them   
speechless   2   Social   stun   voice   120   

Apprentice   Steel   Yourselves   II   10   Increases    heroic   talk    to   6    strengthen   armor .   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Expert   Bribe   6   Command   attack   <target>   encounter   

Expert   Decisive   Attack   2   Imperative   Attack,   becomes   imbue   avoid<all>   

Expert   Fortifying   Talk   III   15   Increases    heroic   talk   to   8     strengthen   hp .   

Expert   Last   Stand   3   Intent   allies,   1   social   heal   

Expert   
Let’s   forget   this   
happened!   6   10   social   charisma   Forget   

Expert   Marching   Orders   10   +4   HP,   +6   Armor   

Expert   Rallying   Cry   10   Intent   allies,    social   renew   basic .  

Expert   Steel   Yourselves   III   15   Increases    heroic   talk    to   8    strengthen   armor .   

Expert   To   Arms!   15   Allows    heroic   talk    to   1    strengthen   damage .   

Master   All   is   not   lost   10   
Use    heroic   talk    at   max   and    imbue   guard   <all>   
encounter   

Master   Fortifying   Talk   IV   20   Increases    heroic   talk   to   10     strengthen   hp .   

Master   Interrogate   8   S ocial   charisma   trust   me/be   honest   encounter   

Master   Intimidate   5   
After   60   seconds   of   talking    social   charisma   
leave   5   minutes   

Master   No   matter   what!   15   Intent   social   heal   to   full     

Master   Steel   Yourselves   IV   20   Increases    heroic   talk    to   10    strengthen   armor .   

Master   To   Arms!   II   25   Increases    heroic   talk    to   2    strengthen   damage   

Master   We   fight   til   dawn!   10   Heroic   talk’s    duration   is   sunrise/sunset   



Heroic   Talk   
passive,   innate,   conversation,   strengthen,   single  
purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   preparation   or   positive   
conversation,   they   increase   the   target's   drive   
towards   victory.   A   character   may   grant   2    strengthen   
hp ,   2    strengthen     armor    to   a   single   character.   Each   
use   of    heroic   talk    only   applies   a   single   effect   but   a   
target   can   be   strengthened   with   different   effects   if   
the   character   spends   the   additional   time.    Heroic   
talk    may   not   target   the   character   using   it.   The   
envoy   must   maintain    concentration    while   using   this   
skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   2   strengthen   hp   
encounter”   OR   “Intent   <target>,   social   2   
strengthen   armor   encounter”   

Calming   Voice   
basic,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   calming   conversation   towards   
an   individual,   they   can   stop   impending   violence.   
The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration    while   using   
this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma   calm,   120”   

Get   them   patched   up!   
basic,   per   use,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
A   character’s   quick   orders   can   speed   up   someones   
bandaging   for   the   encounter.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   hasten   
bandaging,   encounter”   

Lick   Wounds   
novice,   per   use,   conversation,   renew   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   discussion   around   a   failed   
aspect   of   an   encounter   the   party   just   ended   the   
character   can   help   get   a   person   back   into   fighting   
spirit   by   granting   a   social    strengthen   resting    15   
minutes.   The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration   
while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   strengthen   resting,   15   
minutes”   

Preparation   
basic,   per   use,   imbue,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    intent   
As   they   prepare   for   battle,   they   make   extra   
preparations.   A   character   may   imbue   a    guard   
<normal,   strike,   magic,   or   poison>    when   using   
heroic   talk    in   addition   to   the   normal   imbue.   This   can   
only   be   done   while   preparing   for   a   mod   or   town   
encounter.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <normal>”   
or    “Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <strike>”   
or    “Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   
<magic>”    or    “Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   
guard   <poison>”   

Raise   Voice   
basic,   per   use,   imbue,   strengthen,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Raising   their   voice   allows   an   envoy   to    imbue    or   
strengthen    skill   to   affect   a   second   target.   After   
imbuing   the   first,   the   skill   user   may   immediately   
imbue   a   different   target.     
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Backup   Plan   
novice,   per   use,   conversation,   strengthen,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    self   
After   using    heroic   talk ,   the   envoy   may   immediately   
skip   the   next   60   seconds   of   conversation   to   apply   a   
second    strengthen    effect   to   the   same   target.     

Battle   Planning     
novice,   per   use,   renew,   modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
Prior   to   preparing   for   an   encounter,   when   using   
heroic   talk ,   the   skill   user   may   instead   give   the   
target   a   renew   of   a   single   basic   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   basic”   

Direct   Fire   
novice,   per   use,   conversation,   strengthen   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   discussion   around   focus   firing   a   
target,   giving   their   skills   a   bit   of   an   edge   renewing   
their    innate    skills.   The   character   touch   delivers   
renew   innate   four   times.    The   envoy   must   maintain   
concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent    <target>,    social   renew   innate”  
“Intent    <target>,    social   renew   innate”  
“Intent    <target>,    social   renew   innate”  
“Intent    <target>,    social   renew   innate”  

Fortifying   Talk   
novice,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen    HP   
to   4.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   4   strengthen   hp   
encounter”   

Imperative   Attack   
novice,   per   use,   imbue,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   discussion   around   a   battlefield   
goal,   such   as   removing   a   target,   or   reaching   a   
point,   they   give   an   individual   a   bit   more   of   an   edge   
in   battle   imbuing   a    guard   <all>.    The   envoy   must   
maintain    concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <all>”   

Steel   Yourselves   
novice,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen   
armor    to   4.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   4   strengthen   armor   
encounter”   

Subterfuge   
novice,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   discussion   around   using   more   
nefarious   means,   their   rogues   are   ready   to   fight,   
giving   them   a   bit   of   encouragement   to   play   dirty.   
Allowing   the   character   to   imbue   a   poisonous   attack.  
The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration    while   using   
this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   poison   weapon”   
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Brag   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   renew   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
At   the   conclusion   of   an   encounter   that   went   well,   
and   after   60   seconds   of   bragging   about   another,   
the   skill   user   may   use   a    social   renew   novice    to   that   
character.   The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration   
while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   renew   novice”   

Find   Your   Strength   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   a   confidence   building   talk,   the   
skill   user   may   help   the   target   fortify   the   target,   
imbuing   a    guard   <weaken> .   The   envoy   must   
maintain    concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <weaken>”   

Fortifying   Talk   II   
apprentice,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    fortifying   talk   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen    HP   
to   6.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   6   strengthen   hp   
encounter”   

Hold   the   Line!   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   confidence   building   talk,   the   
skill   user   may   help   the   target   become   resistant   to   
commands,   imbuing   a    guard   <command>.    The   
envoy   must   maintain    concentration    while   using   this   
skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   
<command>   

Know   the   Plan!   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Quickly   explaining   the   plan,   lets   them   increase   the   
target's   effectiveness.   As   long   as   they   are   applying   
touch,   the   skill   user   may   reduce   the   time   it   takes   for   
any    conversation    or    imbue    Envoy   skill   to   10   
seconds.     

Leave   them   speechless   
apprentice,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   quick   talk,   the   character   leaves   
the   target   speechless.   The   envoy   must   maintain   
concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   stun   voice,   120”   

Steel   Yourselves   II   
apprentice,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    steel   yourselves   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen   
armor    to   6.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   6   strengthen   armor   
encounter”   
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Bribe   
expert,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   conversation   around   switching   
sides   and   taking   a   bribe,   the   character   succeeds   at   
convincing   the   target   to   attack   someone.   Payment   
is   optional.   The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration   
while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   command   attack   
<target>   encounter”   

Decisive   Attack   
expert,   per   use,   imbue,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    2   
Requirements:    imperative   attack   
Usage:    intent   
When   using   an    imperative   attack ,   the   skill   user   may   
instead   imbue   an    avoid   <all> .   
“Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   avoid   <all>”   

Fortifying   Talk   III   
expert,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    fortifying   talk   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen    HP   
to   8.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   8   strengthen   hp   
encounter”   

Last   Stand   
expert,   per   use,   conversation,   heal   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   encouragement   to   the   group,   
allows   them   to   help   them   ignore   their   wounds   and   
get   back   up   and   fight.   Healing   everyone   who   can   
hear   their   voice.   The   envoy   must   maintain   
concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   Allies   1   social   heal ”   

Let’s   forget   this   happened!   
expert,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   conversation   around   forgetting   
about   a   situation   at   hand,   the   target   takes   their   
advice   and   forgets   the   last   10   minutes.   The   envoy   
must   maintain    concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   10   social   charisma   forget”   

Marching   Orders   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   gains   +6   HP   and   +2    armor   
permanently.     
  

Rallying   Cry   
expert,   per   use,   conversation,   renew  
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   encouragement   to   the   group,   
allows   them   to   raise   spirits   and   lets   them   fight   on.   
Granting   a    renew   basic    for   everyone   that   can   hear   
the   skill   user.   The   envoy   must   maintain   
concentration    while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   allies   social   renew   basic”   
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Steel   Yourselves   III   
expert,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    steel   yourselves   II   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen   
armor    to   8.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   8   strengthen   armor   
encounter”   

To   Arms!   
expert,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:   1 5   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    self   
Adds   an   additional   option   to    heroic   talk,   allowing   it   
to   1     strengthen   damage .   
“Intent   <target>,   social   1   strengthen   damage   
encounter”   

All   is   not   lost   
master,   per   use,   conversation,   imbue,   strengthen,   
modifies   concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    intent   
When   using    heroic   talk ,   the   character   can   use   it   as   
if   they   have   purchased   the   maximum   ranks   of   
fortifying   talk,   steel   yourselves    or    to   arms! .   As   well   
as   immediately   imbue   a    guard   <all>    for   the   on   the   
target.   
“Intent   <target>,   10   social   strengthen   health”    or   
“Intent   <target>,   10   social   strengthen   armor”    or   
“Intent   <target>,   2   social   strengthen   damage”   
and    “Intent   <target>,   social   imbue   guard   <all>”   

Fortifying   Talk   IV   
master,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    fortifying   talk   III   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen    HP   
to   10.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   10   strengthen   hp   
encounter”   

Interrogate   
master,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   trust   building   conversation,   the   
character   convinces   a   prisoner   to   trust   them   or   to   
be   honest.   The   envoy   must   maintain    concentration   
while   using   this   skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma   trust   me   
encounter”    or   
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma   be   honest   
encounter”   
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Intimidate   
master,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
After   60   seconds   of   conversation   of   threats   or   
suggestions   for   the   target's   health.   The   character   
convinces   the   target   to   leave   them   alone.   The   
envoy   must   maintain    concentration    while   using   this   
skill.     
“Intent   <target>,   social   charisma   leave   5   
minutes”   

No   matter   what!   
master,   per   use,   heal   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
When   preparing   for   an   upcoming   encounter,   the   
character   with   this   skill   can   explain   the   necessity   of   
reaching   a   goal   to   a   specific   target.   During   the   
encounter,   their   words   will   keep   allies   fighting   no   
matter   what,   even   bringing   them   back   from   the   
brink   of   death.   This   skill   is   expended   prior   to   the   
encounter,   and   is   expended   even   if   the   effect   goes   
unused.    Unlike   most   social   skills,   it   requires   no   
talking   time   during   the   encounter,   and   can   be   used   
immediately   and   at   great   distance.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   heal   full”   

Steel   Yourselves   IV   
expert,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    steel   yourselves   III   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of   heroic   talk’s   strengthen   
armor    to   10.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   10   strengthen   armor   
encounter”   

To   Arms!   II   
master,   passive,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:   25   
Requirements:    to   arms!   
Usage:    self   
Increases   the   value   of    heroic   talk’s     strengthen   
damage    to   2.   
“Intent   <target>,   social   2   strengthen   damage   
encounter”   

We   fight   ‘til   dawn!   
master,   per   use,   conversation,   modifies   
concentration   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    heroic   talk   
Usage:    self   
The   character's   inspiring   words   stay   with   people   
longer.   The   duration   of    heroic   talk    may   be   changed   
from   encounter   to   sunrise   or   sunset,   whichever   is   
closer   for   a   single   use.   When   using   “We   fight   ‘til   
dawn!”   you   may   not   combine   it   with   any   other    per   
use    skill.   
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Artisan   Skills   
Crafting  is  divided  into  two  schools,  the  smiths,  who  make  physical  items,  and  the  thaumaturges,  who  make                   
items   of   an   arcane   nature.   The   skills   of   both   overlap   when   making   advanced   items   of   greater   power.   

Smith   Skills   
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Skill   Level  Name   Cost   Description   
Innate   Armorsmith   5+5   per   other   

creation   skill   
known   

Make   armor   

Innate   Tinker   Make   bombs   and   gadgets   

Innate   Weaponsmith   Make   weapons   

Basic   Life   of   Labor   3   Gain    imbued    HP   

Basic   Repair   Work   3   Fix   shattered   items   outside   of   combat   

Basic   Resourcing   5   J/S/V-1   materials   for   In-Between   event   crafting    

Basic   Strong   Armed   3   Add   5   to   damage   for   an   attack   

Basic   Swords   to   Plowshares   4   Break   down    in-game   items    into    materials   

Novice   Forged   3   Guard   fire   

Novice   Jury   Rigging   4   Reduce   the    materials    for   crafting   challenges   

Novice   Novice   Smithing   8   Make    novice    smithing    in-game   items     

Novice   Scavenge   8   Gather    quality   1   materials    from    resource   nodes .  

Novice   Tanner   3   Guard   poison   

Apprentice   Apprentice   Smithing   8   Make    apprentice    smithing    in-game   items     

Apprentice   Gadgeteer   6   Normal    remove    <effect>   by   touch   on   3   count   

Apprentice   Practical   Experience   5   Normal   shatter   <item>   via   weapon   

Apprentice   Salvage   8   Gather    quality   2   materials    from    resource   nodes.  

Apprentice   Smithcraft   15   Improved    enhancements    that   last   an   event   

Expert   Added   Protection   6   Normal   imbue   avoid   normal   

Expert   Correct   Aim   6   Normal   Imbue   pierce   weapon   x3   

Expert   Expert   Smithing   8   Add   enhancement   slots   to   smithing    items   

Expert   Patch   Job   6   10   normal   heal   HP   and   10   normal   heal   armor   

Expert   Rapid   Refit   4   Refit   armor   in   15   seconds   

Expert   Refine   materials   10   Consolidate    materials    into   larger   quantities   

Master   Artisan’s   Touch   5   Affix   an   extra    enhancement    to   an   item     

Master   Buttressing   Aegis   8   40   strengthen   armor   encounter   

Master   Emergency   Defense   Field   8   Reflect   <normal/strike/poison>   repel   20   

Master   Reforge   5   Extend   the   durability   of   a    in-game   item   

Master   Tectonic   Rebuke   8   Explosion   strike   shatter   <weapon/armor>   



  

Armorsmith   
innate,   passive,   creation,   smithing,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   knows   how   to   craft   basic   physical   
armor,   glyphs,   patches,   and   other    enhancements .   
The   character   can   produce   5   items   during   the   
action   crafting   period.   

Tinker   
innate,   passive,   creation,   smithing,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   knows   how   to   craft   basic   
ammunition,   bombs   and   gadget   enhancements.   
The   character   can   produce   5   items   during   the   
action   crafting   period.   

Weaponsmith   
innate,   passive,   creation,   smithing,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   knows   how   to   craft   basic   weapons   
and   enhancements.   The   character   can   produce   5   
items   during   the   action   crafting   period   

Life   of   Labor   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Usage:    self   
A   life   spent   engaged   in   manual   labor   grants   the   
character   reserves   of   endurance.   Each   purchase   of   
life   of   labor    allows   a   character   to   temporarily   
increase   their   HP   by   2,   these   additional   HP   count   
as   imbued   HP   and   cannot   be   healed.   The   character   
can   expend   multiple   uses   of    life   of   labor ,   up   to   their   
maximum,   for   greater   effect.   

Repair   Work   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    in-game   item   
The   character   can   repair   weapons,   foci,   tools,   and   
banners   that   have   been   affected   by   the    shatter   
effect .    Repairing   an   item   requires   1   minute   of   
concentration,    plus   an   additional   30   seconds   of   
concentration   for   each   enhancement   slot   on   the   
item.   While    concentrating    the   character   must   
remain   within   arm’s   reach   of   item   and   role-play   
working   on   the   repair.   
Material   Cost:   3x   quality   1    materials ,   plus   1   
quality    1    material    for   each    enhancement   slot    on   
the   item.      

Resourcing   
basic,   per   event,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    location   
The   craftsperson   knows   how   to   acquire   raw   
materials   in   order   to   ensure   they’re   able   to   practice   
their   craft.   For   each   level   of    resourcing    the   
character   may   acquire   5   of    quality-1   bonding,   
structural,    or    viscera    materials,   to   use   during   the   
between   event   crafting    period   of   each   event   the   
character   attends.   These   materials   exist   only   to   
produce   items   during   the   between   event   crafting  
period   for   a   given   event   and   any   unused   materials   
are   lost.   

Strong   Armed   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Usage:    self   
Days   working   at   the   forge   grant   the   character   with   
surprising   strength.   For   each   purchase   of    strong   
armed    the   character   adds   +5   damage   to   a   weapon   
attack   once   a   day.   This   may   be   combined   with   
other   skills   by   not   other   uses   of    strong   armed .   
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Swords   to   Plowshares   
basic,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    in-game   item   
Often   the   best   source   for   supplies   are   unused   
items.   For   each   purchase   of    swords   to   plowshares   
the   character   can   break   down   an   existing    in-game   
item    into   50%   of   the   number   of    materials    needed   to   
make   the   item.   All   of   the    materials    returned   are   
quality   1     materials.   

Forged   
novice,   per   use,   defensive   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Usage:    self   
Requirements:    armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Long   days   working   in   the   super-heated   
environment   of   the   smithy   builds   tolerance.   Each   
purchase   of    forged    grants   the   character   a    guard   
fire .   
“Guard”   

Jury   Rigging   
novice,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
The   character   may   use   their   skill   to   overcome   
crafting   challenges    without   expending   as   many   
materials .   Each   use   of    jury   rigging    reduces   the   
materials    needed   to   overcome   a    crafting   challenge   
by   1   to   a   maximum   reduction   of   half   the   required   
materials.   Jury   rigging    can   be   combined   with   
efficiency    to   further   reduce   costs .     

Novice   Smithing   
passive,   novice,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Usage:    self   
Training   in   crafts   brings   increased   skill.   The   
character   knows   how   to   craft   novice   items   using   
their    smithing    skills.   

Scavenge   
novice,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    location   
Being   able   to   locate   raw   materials   in   the   world   
gives   a   craftsperson   an   edge   when   making   items.   A   
character   with    Scavenge    may    concentrate    at   a   
resource   node    for   1   minute   to   collect   5    quality   1   
materials    from   the   node.   While    concentrating    the   
character   must   role-play   gathering   materials   from   
the   node.     Resource   nodes    will   be   part   of   every   
module/encounter   and   may   be   located   in   other   
places   in-game.   

Tanner   
novice,   per   use,   defensive   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    armorsmith   
Usage:    self   
Experience   with   the   materials   used   to   tan   leather   
trains   gives   insight   into   avoiding   their   dangers.   
Each   purchase   of   Tanner   grants   the   character   a   
guard   poison .   
“Guard”   

Apprentice   Smithing   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase,   smithing   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    novice   smithing   
Usage:    self   
With   experience   comes   even   greater   skill.   The   
character   knows   how   to   craft   apprentice   items   
using   their    smithing    skills.   

Gadgeteer     
apprentice,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    tinker   
Usage:    touch   
Tinkers   carry   an   assortment   of   half   completed   
gadgets   which   must   be   good   for   something.   
Gadgeteer    will    remove    a   single   effect,   by   touch,   on  
a   3-Count.   
“Normal   Remove   <Effect>   1,   2,   3”   
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Practical   Experience   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    weaponsmith   
Usage:    weapon   
The   character's   experience   making   weapons   
translates   into   a   measure   of   skill   using   them.   The   
character   may   shatter   items   using   any   weapon   they   
have   the   skill   to   use.   
“Normal   shatter   <target>”   

Salvage   
apprentice,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:   armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Usage:    location   
Locating   higher   caliber   materials   within   a   find   is   a   
skill   in   its   own   right.   A   character   with    Salvage    may   
concentrate    at   a    resource   node    for   1   minute   to   
collect   1    quality-2   materials    from   the   node.   While   
concentrating    the   character   must   role-play   
gathering   materials   from   the   node.     Resource   
nodes    will   be   part   of   every   module/encounter   and   
may   be   located   in   other   places   in-game.   

Smithcraft   
apprentice,   per   event,   enhancement   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    armorsmith,   tinker,   or   weaponsmith   
Usage:    touch   
The   apprentice   artisan   begins   to   learn   the   secrets   
of   their   craft,   allowing   them   to   craft   advanced   
versions   of   common    enhancements    at   a   reduced   
cost.   Each   use   of    smithing   techniques    allows   the   
character   to   affix   an    enhancement    with   one   of   the   
following   effects:   

Weapon   -   add   1    base   damage     
Armor   -   increase   armor   protection   by   5   
Character   -   divided   bomb   damage   in   half   and   
throw   two   bombs   

Each   enhancement   lasts   for   an   event.   
Material   Cost:   3   quality-2    bonding,   structural    or   
viscera   materials   

Added   Protection   
expert,   per   use,   imbue,   refit   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    armorsmith   
Usage:    touch   
Time   spent   crafting   gives   the   artisan   a   keen   eye   for   
spotting   ill-fitting   armor   and   the   skill   to   correct   the   
weakness.    After   spending   60   seconds   of   
concentration   during   which   the   character   adjusts   a   
worn   suit   of   armor,   the   character   grants   the   wearer   
an   avoid   against   a   normal   attack,   this   concentration   
can   occur   while   refitting   armor   and   the   time   
required   is   reduced   if    rapid   refit    is   used. .   
“Intent   Drago   social   Imbue   Avoid   Normal”   

Correct   Aim   
expert,   per   use,   imbue,   conversation  
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    weaponsmith   
Usage:    intent   
Knowing   how   to   use   their   wares   is   key   to   producing   
the   best   product,   this   knowledge   makes   
weaponsmiths   excellent   teachers.   After   spending   
60   seconds   providing   direction   to   up   to   3   other   
characters,   the   character   imbues   each   of   their   
targets   with   an    imbue   pierce .   
“Intent   Drago   social   imbue   Pierce;   Intent   Vader   
social   Imbue   Pierce;   Intent   Kale   social   Imbue   
Pierce” 
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Expert   Smithing   
expert,   passive,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    apprentice   smithing   
Usage:    in-game   item   
Years   of   study   and   practical   experience   results   in   
the   ability   to   modify   known   recipes.   When   creating  
Items   during   the    between   event   crafting    period   the   
character   may   improve   the   quality   of   items,   
increasing    the   number   of   enhancement   slots   up   to   
item's   maximum   number   of    enhancement   slots ,   
which   also   increases   the   item’s   durability   by   2   for   
each   additional    enhancement   slot .   
  

Material   Cost:    The   first   additional    enhancement   
slot    costs   1    material    of   the   highest    quality    needed   
to   make   the   items,    Each   additional     enhancement   
slot    requires     1   more    material    than   the   previous   
enhancement   slot .   

Patch   Job   
expert,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    tinker   
Usage:    touch   
It   is   amazing   how   certain   adhesives   are   equally   
effective   at   sealing   holes   in   flesh   and   holes   armor.   
Each   use   of    patch   job    allows   the   character   to   heal   
10   HP   and   heal   10   armor   on   the   same   target.   
“10   Normal   Heal”   and   “10   Normal   Heal   armor”   

Rapid   Refit   
expert,   per   use,   refit   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    touch   
Artisans   deftly   work   with   their   hands   to   create   
magnificent   works,   this   skill   translates   to   other   
aspects   of   their   lives,   allowing   them   to   quickly   
handle   tasks.    Rapid   refit    allows   the   character   to   
refit   any   type   of   armor   in   fifteen   seconds.   While   
using    rapid   refit,    characters   can   simultaneously   use   
any    refit    skill.     

Refine   Materials   
expert,   passive     
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character’s   experience   in   crafting   has   given   
them   an   eye   for   quality   materials   and   for   making   it   
easier   to   transport   their   goods.   The   character   may   
turn   5    units    of    materials    into   a    bundle,    10   units   into   
a    cluster ,   or   25   units   into   a    pallet .   The   character   
can   also   break   down   these   large   denominations   
into   their   component   parts.   When   using    refine   
materials    characters   must   exchange    materials   
phys-reps   with   plot.   

Artisan’s   Touch   
master,   per   use,     
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    in-game   item   
The   character   can   affix   an   additional    enhancement   
to   an    in-game   item    over   the   item’s   maximum   
enhancement   slots .   Each    in-game   item    may   only   
be   affected   by   one   instance   of    artisan’s   touch    at   a   
given   time.   An   item   cannot   be   affected   by   both   
artisan’s   touch    and    craft   heirloom.   

Buttressing   Aegis   
master,   per   use,   refit   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    armorsmith   
Usage:    touch   
The   armorsmith   is   able   to   temporarily   enhance   the   
defensive   ability   of   a   suit   of   armor,   making   the   
thinnest   armor   like   a   suit   of   plate   mail   and   turning   a   
fully   armored   warrior   into   a   defensive   juggernaut.   
Each   use   of    buttressing   aegis    allows   the   character   
to    strengthen    armor   to   provide   added   protection,   
after    concentrating    on   the   target   for   1   minute.   
During   this   concentration   the   character   makes   
adjustments   to   the   target’s   armor.     
“30   normal   strengthen   armor   encounter”   
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Emergency   Defense   Field   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    tinker   
Usage:    self   
The   culmination   of   the   tinkering   process   is   a   
defensive   contraption   which   drives   an   attacker   far   
from   the   artisan,   providing   the   opportunity   for   
escape.   When   attacked   the   character   can   expend   
an    emergency   defense   field    to    repel    the   attacker.   
“Reflect   <Normal/Strike/Poison>   Normal   Repel   
20”   

Reforge   
master,   per   use     
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    in-game   item   
Reforge   allows   the   character   to   extend   the   
durability   of   an    in-game   item    nearing   the   end   of   its   
useful   life   by   50%   of   the   item’s   original   durability.   
An    in-game   item    can   be   affected   by   r eforge    multiple   
times,   but   the   cost   is   always   based   on   the   original   
cost   to   craft   the   item,   but   the   added   durability   is   
halved.    Reforge    can   only   be   used   on   items   with   2   
or   less    durability .   
Material   Cost:   ¼   of   the    materials    needed   to   
make   the    in-game   item ,   which   must   include   the   
highest   quality   of   materials   needed   to   make   the   
in-game   item .     

Tectonic   Rebuke   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    weaponsmith   
Usage:    packet   
The   character’s   skill   in   crafting   has   reached   the   
point   where   they   can   destroy   as   easily   as   create.   
Each   use   of    tectonic   rebuke    allows   the   character   to   
unleash   a   destructive   force   on   their   opponents,   
shattering   weapons   or   armor   in   an   area   of   effect.   
“Explosion   strike   shatter   <armor/weapon>”   
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Thaumaturgy   Skills   
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Skill   Level  Skill   Cost   Description   

Innate   Infuser   5+5   per   other   
creation   skill   

known   

Make   potions   and   foci   

Innate   Inscriber   Make   scrolls   and   tools   

Innate   Runesmith   Make   runes   and   banners   

Basic   Acquisition   5   C/N/T-1    materials   for    In-Between   event   crafting   

Basic   Alchemy   3   Transform    materials    into   other    materials   

Basic   Arcane   Assistant   3   Craft   a   doction/librus   that   does   not   require   charging  

Basic   Efficiency   4   2x   effect   of   a    material    used   in   a   crafting   challenge   

Novice   Gathering   6   Find   specific    quality-1   materials    as   treasure     

Novice   Novice   Thaumaturgy   8   Make    novice    thaumaturgy     in-game   items     

Novice   Recharge   Enhancement    4   Recharge   an   enhancement   affixed   to   an   item   

Novice   Self   Improvement   3   Guard   <Normal/Strike>   

Novice   Unstable   Concoction   3   Guard   <Magic>   

Apprentice   Apprentice   Thaumaturgy  8   Make    apprentice   in-game   items     

Apprentice   Arcanocraft   15   Improved    enhancements    that   last   an   event   

Apprentice   Conversion   6   Reduce   <Effect>   5   Seconds   

Apprentice   Esoteric   Study     6   Self   Normal   Renew   Novice   

Apprentice   Harvesting   6   Find   specific    quality-2   materials    as   treasure   

Expert   Double   Dosage   4   Normal   Imbue   double   effect   from   heal   

Expert   Expert   Thaumaturgy   8   Add   enhancement   slots   to   a   thaumaturgy    items   

Expert   Lingering   Energy   6   Normal   Imbue   avoid   magic   

Expert   Monogram   6   Imbue    basic   character   enhancement    without   cost   

Expert   Sell   It   4   Social   Charisma   trust   me   

Expert   Supply   Lines   5   Create   5   additional    in-game   items    during    action   
crafting   

Expert   Tricks   of   the   Trade   10   +2   HP   +6   armor   

Master   Commonplace   6   The   character   and   up   to   2   others    travel    unnoticed   

Master   Craft   Heirloom   6   Affix   an    enhancement    that   does   not   need   to   
recharged   

Master   Rune   of   Memory   8   Grant   3x    renew   apprentice   encounter   

Master   Spindrift   8   Administer   potion   by   voice   

Master   Warp   Energy   8   Intercept   <Magic>   and   Reflect   



Infuser   
innate,   passive,   creation,   single   purchase,   
thaumaturgy     
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per   each   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   the   skill   to   infuse   liquids   with   
magic   to   produce   potions;   doctions,   which   store   
more   advanced   spells   in   liquid   form;   
enhancements;   and   foci   to   enhance   mage’s   spells.   
The   character   can   produce   5   items   during   the   
action   crafting   period.   

Inscriber   
innate,   passive,   creation,   thaumaturgy   
EXP   Cost:    5   +5   per   each   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   the   skill   to   craft   magic   scrolls;   
librus,   which   store   more   advanced   spells;   
enhancements;   and   artisan’s   tools.   The   character   
can   produce   5   items   during   the   action   crafting   
period.   

Runesmith   
innate,   passive,   creation,   single   purchase,   
thaumaturgy   
EXP   Cost:    5   +   5   per   each   other   creation   skill   known   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
The   character   has   the   skill   to   produce   a   wide   
variety   of   runes   which   primarily   enhance   
characters   directly   and   banners   used   by   envoys   to   
enhance   their   skills.   The   character   can   produce   5   
items   during   the   action   crafting   period.   

Acquisition   
basic,   per   event,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Ready   access   to    materials    allows   the   artisan   to   
prepared   many   items   in   advance   For   each   level   of   
acquisition    the   character   may   acquire   5   of   quality    1   
natural,   thaumatic,   or   calligraphic   materials ,   to   use   
during   the    between   event   crafting    period   of   each   
event   the   player   attends.   These   materials   exist   only   
to   produce   items   during   the    between   event   crafting   
period   for   a   given   event   and   any   unused   materials   
are   lost.   

Alchemy   
basic,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    infuser,   inscriber,   or   runesmith   
Usage:    self   
The   mysterious   art   of   converting   materials   at   hand  
to   those   a   character   actually   needs.   The   character   
can   convert    materials    into   other    materials    in   the   
following   ratio:   

2x    q-1   materials = 1x    q-1   material     
4x    q-1   materials = 1x    q-2   materials   
1x    q-2   material = 1x    q-1   material   
2x    q-2   materials = 1x    q-2   materials   
3x    q-2   materials = 1x    q-3   materials   
1 x   q-3   material = 2x    q-1   material   
1x    q-3   material = 1x    q-2   materials   
2x    q-3   materials = 1x    q-3   material   

Arcane   Assistant   
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    infuser   or   inscriber   
Usage:    self   
Even   artisans   without   the   ability   to   cast   spells   can   
learn   to   empower   their   crafted   items   with   arcane   
energy.   The   character   may   craft   a   charged    doction   
or    librus    using   an   apprentice   level   spell   as   though   
the   spell   were   cast   at   the   time   of   creation.    Arcane   
assistant    may   be   used   during   the    between   event   
crafting    and   the    action   crafting    periods.     
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Efficiency     
basic,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
Some   people   are   just   better   at   making   resources   
last.   Each   use   of    efficiency    allows   the   character   to   
double   the   value   of   a    material    used   to   overcome   a   
crafting   challenge,   effectively   reducing   the   cost   by   
½.    Efficiency    can   be   combined   with    jury   rigging    for   
further   cost   reduction .   

Gathering   
novice,   per   use,   materials   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    location   
Knowledge   of   the    materials    needed   for   their   craft   
allows   artisans   to   be   more   selective   as   they   search   
through   treasure,   finding   those    materials    they   really   
need   most.    Gathering    allows   a   character   to   
substitute   a   specific    quality-1   material    for   another   
material    received   as   treasure .    This   is   done   at   the   
end   of   an   encounter/module   by   speaking   with   a   plot   
marshal.   For   each   use   of    gathering    the   player   may   
exchange   1    material    received   as   treasure   for   a   
quality-1   material    of   the   player’s   choice.   

Novice   Thaumaturgy   
passive,    novice ,   single   purchase,   thaumaturgy   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    infuser,   inscriber,   or   runesmith   
Usage:    self   
Training   in   crafts   brings   increased   skill.   The   
character   knows   how   to   craft   novice   items   using   
their    thaumaturgy    skills.   

Recharge   Enhancement   
novice,   per   use,   enhancement   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:   none   
Usage:    in-game   item   
Once   a   character   learns   how   to   craft   lasting   
enhancements    it   is   an   easy   thing   to   learn   how   to   
recharge   them.   Each   use   of    recharge   enhancement  
recharges   a   single   affixed    enhancement.   

Self   Improvement   
novice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    runesmith   
Usage:    self   
The   study   of   runes   requires   a   strong   constitution   to   
bind   energy   to   the   runes,   this   gives   the   runesmith   
resistance   to   effects   that   need   only   make   contact   to   
have   affect.   Each   use   of    self-improvement    grants   a   
guard     strike .   
“Guard”   

Unstable   Concoction     
novice,   per   use,   defensive   
EXP   Cost:    3   
Requirements:    infuser   
Usage:    self   
Creating   potions   requires   testing   and   testing   builds   
resistance   to   mistakes.   Each   purchase   of    unstable   
concoction    lets   the   character   call   a    guard    against   
any    magic    effect.   
“Guard”   

Apprentice   Thaumaturgy   
passive,   apprentice,   single   purchase,   thaumaturgy   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    novice   thaumaturgy   
Usage:    self   
With   experience   comes   even   greater   skill.   The   
character   knows   how   to   craft   apprentice   items   
using   their    thaumaturgy    skills   
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Arcanocraft   
apprentice,   per   event,   enhancement   
EXP   Cost:    15   
Requirements:    infuser,   inscriber,   or   runesmith   
Usage:    touch   
The  apprentice  artisan  begins  to  learn  the  secrets          
of  their  craft,  allowing  them  to  craft  advanced          
versions  of  common   enhancements   at  a  reduced         
cost.  Each  use  of   arcanocraft   allows  the  character          
to  affix  an   enhancement   with  one  of  the  following           
effects:   

Arcane  Reservoir  -  Allows  the  affected        
character  to  store  a  potion  or  doction  on  a           
3-count  while  resting  and  then  use  that  effect          
without   needing   to   phys-rep   drinking   a   potion.   .     
Magic  Tattoo  -  Allows  the  affected  character  to          
store  a  scroll  or  librus  on  a  3-count  while  resting            
and  then  use  that  effect  without  needing  to  have           
a   scroll   in   hand.     
Reinforce  Enhancement  -  Each  times  ever        
enhancement   on  an  affected  foci,  tool,  or         
banner   receives   10   charges .   

Each    enhancement    lasts   for   an   event.   
Material   Cost:   3   quality-2    thaumatic,   natural,   or   
calligraphic   materials   

Conversion   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    inscriber   
Usage:    self   
The   character   may   use   lingering   energy   from   
crafting   to   convert   incoming   magical   status   
affecting   effects,   reducing   their   potency.   Each   use   
of    conversion    allows   the   character   to   shake   off   
magical   effects   in   a   short   time.     
“Reduced   5   Seconds”   

Esoteric   Study   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    runesmith   
Usage:    self   
A   runesmith’s   knowledge   of   their   art   has   unlocked   
the   ability   to   rapidly   renew   their   other   skills.   A   
character   expends    esoteric   study    to    renew    a    novice   

skill   after   spending   five   minutes   of   concentration   
studying.   
“Normal   Renew   Novice”   

Harvesting   
apprentice,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    location   
Lengthy  study  of   materials   allows  artisans  to  find          
exactly  what  they  need  as  they  search  through          
treasure,   harvesting   allows  a  character  to  substitute         
a  specific   quality-2  material   for  2x   quality-1  or  1x           
quality-2  materials   received  as  treasure .   This  is         
done  at  the  end  of  an  encounter/module  by          
speaking  with  a  plot  marshal.  For  each  use  of           
harvesting   the  player  may  exchange   materials        
received  as  treasure  for  a   quality-2  material   of  the           
player’s   choice.     

Double   Dosage   
expert,   per   use,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    infuser   
Usage:    touch   
Experience   creating   potions   gives   infusers   
knowledge   of   how   the   body   works,   allowing   them   to   
extend   the   efficacy   of   their   crafted   work.   Each   use   
of    double   dosage    allows   the   character   to   imbue   the   
target   with   an   effect   which   will   double   the   next   
healing   effect   received.     
“Magic   Imbue   Double   Healing”   
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Expert   Thaumaturgy   
passive,   expert   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    apprentice   thaumaturgy   
Usage:    self   
When   creating    in-game   items    during   the    between   
event   crafting    period   the   character   may   improve   the   
quality   of   items,   increasing   the   number   of   
enhancement   slots    up   to   double   the   item’s   base   
number   of    enhancement   slots,    which   als   increases   
the   item’s   durability.   
Material   Cost:    The   first   additional    enhancement   
slot    costs   1    material    of   the   highest    quality    needed   
to   make   the   items,    Each   additional     enhancement   
slot    requires     1   more    material    than   the   previous   
enhancement   slot .     

Lingering   Energy   
expert,   per   use,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    inscriber   
Usage:    intent   
The   lingering   energy   from   binding   magic   into   items   
can   have   benefits   of   its   own.   For   each   use   of  
lingering   energy,    the   character   can   grant   protection   
from   magic..   
“Intent   Agnus   Normal   Imbue   Avoid   <Magic>”   

Monogram   
expert,   per   use,   imbue   
EXP   Cost:   6   
Requirements:    runesmith   
Usage:    touch   
Not   every   use   of   runesmithing   is   an   exact   process,   
skilled   runesmiths   have   a   handful   of   runes   they   can   
craft   as   easily   as   initially   a   document.   The   
character   may   spontaneously   affix   a   character   with   
any    basic    level    runesmith   character   enhancement .   
The    enhancement    is   created   instantly   and   without   
material    cost.   The   created    enhancement    occupies   
a    character   enhancement   slot  

Sell   It   
expert,   per   use,   conversation   
EXP   Cost:    4   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    intent   
The   character   has   a   gift   for   words   and   can   turn   
situations   to   his   advantage   just   by   talking   to   people.   
After   speaking   with   a   target   for   two   minutes   the   
character   can   earn   the   target’s   trust.   
“Intent   Drago   charisma   Trust   Me   60”   

Supply   Lines   
expert,   per   event   
EXP   Cost:    5   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    self   
Skilled   artisans   can   produce   items   more   quickly,   
have   ready   access   to   resources,   or   even   have   an   
out   of   town   warehouse.   For   each   purchase,   a   
character   can   produce   5   additional    in-game   items   
during   the    action   crafting   period .     

Tricks   of   the   Trade   
passive,   expert,   single   purchase   
EXP   Cost:    10   
Requirements:    none     
Usage:    self   
Long   days   working   at   a   trade   and   being   an   expert  
at   upkeep   of   their   tools   grants   the   character   +2HP  
and   +6    armor.   

Commonplace   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:    none   
Usage:    touch   
The  character  and  up  to  two  others  within  arms’           
reach  may   travel   unnoticed,  except  by  those  with          
heightened  senses.   All  the  Players  affected  by  this          
skill  must  wear  a  yellow  sash  and  white  headband           
while  under  the  effect.  Once  properly  phys-repped,         
the   travel   effect  lasts  five  minutes  or  until  the  player            
interacts  with  any  other  character  (living,  dying,  or          
dead),  uses  a  game  item,  uses  any  skill;  or  uses            
any  reaction  except  for  a   guard.  Beginning  or          
ending   the   effect   requires   a   5   count.     
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Craft   Heirloom   
master,   per   event   
EXP   Cost:    6   
Requirements:   e xpert   thaumaturgy   or   expert   
smithing     
Usage:    self   
When   producing   an   expert    in-game    item   the   
character   may   include   one    enhancement    which   
functions   without   the   need   to   be   recharged,   
however   this    enhancement    uses   two    enhancement   
slots    on   the   item.    Craft   heirloom    may   only   be   used   
on   an   item   which   already   has   the   maximum   number   
of    enhancement   slots.   
Material   Cost:    Multi-type   Quality-4   material   (i.e.   
Emerald   Ore   N/T-4)    in   addition   to   other   crafting   
materials   required   to   make   the    enhancement   to   be   
affixed.     

Rune   of   Memory   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    runesmith   
Usage:    touch   
The  secrets  of  the  runes  allow  those  who  master           
their  knowledge  to  quickly  grant  a  burst  of  renewed           
insight  to  one  or  more  people.  With  one  minute  of            
concentration ,   during  which  the  character  places        
simple  runes  on  the  targeted  character(s)  the         
character  can  renew  an  apprentice  skill  used  during          
the  encounter.  The  skill  has  three  charges  which          
can   be   used   on   one   or   more   characters.     
“Magic   renew   apprentice”  

Spindrift   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    infuser   
Usage:    radius   
Extensive   experience   creating   potions   attunes   the   
infuser   to   their   works,   allowing   them   to   manipulate   
the   materials   in   ways   others   cannot.   The   character   
can   administer   a   potion   by   voice.   
“Radius   <Effect>”   

Warp   Energy   
master,   per   use   
EXP   Cost:    8   
Requirements:    inscriber   
Usage:    self,   weapon   
Long   work   binding   the   energy   of   magic   to   the   page   
gives   inscribers   a   unique   mastery   over   flowing   
magics   each   use   of    warp   energy    allows   an   inscriber   
to    intercept   <magic>    and    reflect   <magic>   
“Intercept,   Reflect”   
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Crafting   
The  weapons,  armor,  equipment,  gear,  jewelry,  and  clothing  a  character  has  are  an  important  part  of  many                   
role-playing  games.  Often  these  items  provide  protection,  improve  skills,  indicate  status,  and  grant  abilities  that                 
enhance  a  character.  This  is  true  of  the  world  of  Convergence  as  well,  where  characters  with  crafting  skills                    
have  the  ability  to  make  a  wide  variety  of  items,  but  it  is  important  to  remember  that  not  everything  worn  or                       
carried   by   a   Convergence   player   is   treated   the   same   way.     

Out   of   Game   Items   
Many   of   the   items   worn   or   carried   by   players   have   
no   direct   effect   on   the   game,   this   includes   most   
clothing,   bags,   pouches,   jewelry,   and   accessories,   
these   items   are   known   as   out   of   game   items.   OOG   
items   cannot   be   stolen   from   their   owners   but   
players   may   choose   to   allow   such   items   to   be   taken   
as   part   of   an   in-game   theft   if   they   choose.    Note:   If   
a   player   allows   their   OOG   items   to   be   taken   
there   is   no   guarantee   that   those   items   will   ever   
be   returned ,   it   is   important   for   players   to   
understand   the   outcome   of   this   decision   before   
agreeing   to   a   particular   interaction.     

In-Game   Items   
Any  item  which  has  the  ability  to  affect  play  in            
Convergence  is  an  in-game  item.  All  in-game  items          
have  a  physical  representation,  the  thing  a  player          
must  be  wearing/carrying  to  gain  the  effect,  and  an           
item  tag,  the  record  which  lists  the  effect  the           
in-game  item  has  on  a  character.  In-game  items          
can  be  created,  bought,  sold,  and  stolen  by          
characters  and  normally  when  that  happens  the         
player  giving  the  item  will  relinquish  both  the          
phys-rep  and  the  item  tag,  the  player  acquiring  the           
in-game  item  must  continue  to  use  the  same          
phys-rep  for  that  item  and  the  phys-rep  remains          
recognizable   as   the   transferred   item.     

In  the  event  that  an  item  is  involuntarily  taken  from            
a  player,  by  another  player  or  the  plot  team  and  the             
player  losing  the  item  does  not  agree  to          
permanently  relinquish  the  phys-rep,  that  player        
may  give  up  the  item  tag  allowing  the  receiving           
player  or  the  plot  team  to  associate  the  item  with            
another  appropriate  similar  phys-rep.  (This  right  to         
keep  a  phys-rep  does  not  apply  if  the  phys-rep  in            
question  was  initially  put  into  game  by  the  plot           
team.)  Once  associated  with  a  new  phys-rep  the          
transferred  in-game  item  is  unidentifiable  as  the         
transferred   item.     

For  example,  Sir  Hector  is  attacked  by  bandits          
and  the  bandits  steal  Sir  Hector’s  armor  but          
Artie,  who  plays  Sir  Hector,  does  not  want  to           
give  the  Plot  Team  his  custom  suit  of  armor.           
Instead  Artie  agrees  to  temporarily  give  up  the          
armor  phys-rep  (so  he  has  a  chance  to  recover           
it  from  the  bandits  during  the  event)  on  the           
condition  that  the  phys-rep  will  be  returned  to          
him   at   the   end   of   the   event.     

Once  Artie  gets  his  phys-rep  back  from  the  Plot           
Team  at  the  end  of  the  event,  there  is  no  way             
for  his  character  to  know  if  the  suit  of  armor            
sold  to  him  the  next  event  by  the  suspicious           
merchant  is  the  same  suit  of  armor  stolen  from           
him,   even   if   that   armor   has   identical   properties.     

Item   Tiers   

Basic   Items   
A   basic   item  has  low  durability  and  in  the  case  of             
enhancements  is  expended  after  only  a  single  use.          
Basic   items  recipes  require  only   quality- 1   materials         
and  often  are  very  flexible  in  what  categories  of           
materials    are   needed   to   make   the   item   
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Novice   Items   
Novice   items  recipes  require  the  use  of  at  least  one            
quality-2  material   (a  single   quality-2  material        
provides  2  units  of  that   material )  from  each          
category  of   materials   required  by  the  recipe.   Novice          
items  have  greater  durability  than   basic   Items  and          
can  be  fitted  with  enhancements  made  by  various          
artisans.   Novice   enhancements  commonly  are       
expended   after   3   uses.   

Apprentice   Items   
Apprentice   item  recipes  require  the  use  of  at  least           
one   quality-3  material   (a  single   quality-3  material         
provides  3  units  of  that   material )  from  each          
category  of   materials   required  by  the  recipe.         
Apprentice   items  have  even  greater  durability  and         
can  be  fitted  with  additional  enhancements.  Many         
Apprentice   enhancements  are  expended  after       
multiple  uses  but  others  last  as  long  as  the  items            
they  are  fitted  to,  but  will  need  to  be  recharged  to             
function   from   event   to   event.   

Expert   Items   
Any  item  created  using  the   expert  thaumaturgy or          
expert  smithing   skills  is  an   expert  item   regardless  of           
the   tier   of   the   underlying   recipe.   

Fabled   Items   
Another  unique  ability  of  highly  skilled   artisans  is          
the  ability  to  create  an  item  which,  in  addition  to  its             
other  properties,  has  one   enhancement   that        
functions  without  the  need  for  it  to  be  recharged.           
This  enhancement  uses  two   enhancement  slots .  In         
addition  to  knowing  the  proper  skill,  making  a          
fabled  item  requires  using  a  multi-category   quality-4         
material.     

Legendary   Items   
Legendary  items  are  not  simply  a  creation  of  an           
artisan,  but  instead  the  result  of  Fate’s  influence  on           
the  world.  The  creation  of  a  legendary  item  comes           
when  an  existing  item  has  a  storied  existence,  is           
involved  in  events  which  have  drawn  Fate’s         
attention,  or  other  similar  unique  circumstances.        
While  the  items  impacted  in  this  way  are  often  truly            
impressive  works  with  vast  potential,  it  is  also          
possible  for  even  the  most  common  of  items  to           
arise   to   this   level   in   the   right   circumstances.     
It  may  also  be  that  an  item’s  legendary  status  is            
limited  or  fleeting,  triggered  by  a  particular  need,          
empowered  by  a  particular  set  of  actions,  tied  to           
protecting  a  particular  location,  or  lost  if  the  item  is            
damaged.  Legendary  items  are  the  creation  of         
Chapter  Plot,  subject  to  the  approval  of  National          
Plot,  and  there  is  no  way  to  guarantee  that  any            
given   item   attains   legendary   status.     

Item   Types   
All    in-game   items    have   an   item   type   which   defines   the   items   required   phys-rep   and   determines   what   
enhancements    can   be   used   to   improve   the   item.     

Banners   
Banners  improve  a  character’s  social  skills.  Banner         
enhancement  slots  can  contain  enhancements  that        
improve  envoy  skills  and  some  defensive  abilities.         
A  banner  must  be  attached  to  or  be  flown  within            
arms  reach  of  a  character  in  order  to  use  any  active             
enhancements   on   the   banner.   
● Description    (Phys-rep’s   appearance)   
● Durability   
● Enhancement    Slots   
● Active   Enhancements   

Foci   
Foci  improves  a  character’s  magical  skills.  Foci         
enhancement  slots  can  contain  enhancements  that        
improve  mage  skill  and  some  defensive  abilities.  A          
focus  must  be  held  by  a  character  in  order  to  use             
any   active   enhancements   on   the   focus.   

● Description   (Phys-rep’s   appearance)   
● Durability   
● Enhancement    Slots   
● Active   Enhancements   
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Weapons     
Weapons  improve  a  character’s  effectiveness  in        
dealing  damage.  Weapon  enhancements  improve       
warrior  and  rogue  skills  as  well  as  provide  offensive           
abilities.  Weapons  must  be  wielded  in  the  correct          
number  of  hands  in  order  for  a  character  to  use  any             
active  enhancements  on  the  weapon.  See  the         
Weapon  Guidelines  for  additional  information  about        
weapon   phys-reps.     
Weapon  Item  Tags  contain  the  following        
information:   
● Description    (Phys-rep’s   appearance   and   

weapon   type)   
● Base   Damage   
● Durability   
● Enhancement   Slots   
● Active   Enhancements   

Armor   
Any  item  that  provides  protection  from  harm  is          
considered  armor,  regardless  of  its  materials.  While         
armor  that  is,  or  at  least  appears  to  be,  made  of             
heavier  materials  provide  more  protection,  even        
normal  clothing  provides  some  protection  and  can         
support  armor  enhancements,  which  improve       
protection  and  grant  various  defensive  abilities.  A         
character  must  be  wearing  at  least  the  min  armor           
value  listed  on  the  armor  item  tag  to  use  any  active             
enhancements  on  the  armor.  See  the  Armor         
Guidelines   for   information   about   armor   phys-reps.     
Armor   Item   Tags   contain   the   following   information:   
● Description    (including   appearance)     
● Armor   Value    (cannot   exceed   the   armor   value   

set   by   a   marshal   for   the   phys-rep)     
● Min   Armor   Value    (¾   of   the   maximum   armor   

value.   Character   must   be   wearing   enough   of   
their   phys-rep   to   use   an    enhancements    on   the   
armor   item   tag   

● Durability   
● Enhancement    Slots   
● Active   Enhancements   

Tools   
Tools  improve  a  character’s  crafting  skills.  Tool         
enhancement  slots  can  contain  enhancements  that        
improve  artisan  skills  and  some  defensive  abilities.         
In  order  to  use  any  active  enhancements  on  a  Tool            
the  character  needs  to  be  carrying  the  tools  or           
within   the   same   room   as   they   are   set   up.   
● Description    (Phys-rep’s   appearance)   
● Durability   
● Enhancement    Slots   
● Active   Enhancements   

Enhancements   
Enhancements  are  in-game  items  that  allow        
characters  to  customize  their  characters  and  other        
crafted  items  to  best  suit  their  needs.  These          
enhancements  may  only  be  affixed  to  an         
appropriate   item.     

Enhancement   Slots  

Apprentice  and  expert  items  are  created  with  a          
minimum  number  of  enhancement  slots.       
Characters  with  the   master  smithing   or master         
thaumaturgy  skills  can  improve  the  number  of         
enhancement   slots   on   an    in-game   item .     
The  first  additional  enhancement  slot  costs  1         
material   of  the  same  quality  as  required  to  make           
the   in-game  item ,  the  cost  to  add  each  additional           
enhancement  slot   increases  the  cost  by  1  material          
(i.e.  the  second   enhancement  slot   costs  2         
materials ,  the  third   enhancement  slot   costs  3         
materials ,   etc.)  
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Types   of   Enhancements:   
Enhancements  come  in  seven  types,  some        
enhancements   may   have   more   than   one   type   
● A   -   Affix   to   armor   or   Shields   
● B   -   Affix   to   Banners   
● C   -   Affix   to   Characters   
● F   -   Affix   to   Foci   
● L   -   Affix   to   Locations   
● T   -   Affix   to   Tools   
● W   -   Affix   to   Weapons     
Location  enhancements  affect  a  given       
location/building,  impacting  how  skills  or  characters        
interact  with  that  space.  Generally  buildings  have  1          
enhancement  slot,  however  the  Plot  Team  may  limit          
what  buildings  can  support  enhancements  or        
increase  the  number  of  enhancement  slots  for         
specific  buildings.  Most  non-building  locations  have        
no  enhancement  slots,  however  the  Plot  Team  may          
designate  distinct  locations  which  have       
enhancement   slots   as   set   by   the   Plot   Team.   
Like  crafted  items,  characters  have  enhancement        
slots  to  represent  their  capacity  to  handle  various          
forms  of  enhancements.  All  characters  start  with  5          
enhancement  slots.  Characters  can  increase  their        
enhancement   slots   through   skills.   

Using   Enhancements   
It  takes  60  seconds  to  affix  an   enhancement   to,  or            
use  a  skill  that  affects  an   enhancement  slot.   Once           
an   enhancement  slot   is  affected  by  an         
enhancement,   that   enhancement   cannot  be       
removed  from  the  associated  character  or   in-game         
item  until  the   enhancement   is  expended  or  the          
duration   elapses.     

Characters  cannot  use   enhancements   they  are        
carrying   that   are   not   affixed   to   an    in-game   item .     

Recharging   Enhancements   

Any  enhancement  that  provides  a  benefit  over  the          
course  of  multiple  events  must  be  recharged  before          
that  benefit  can  be  used,  this  is  true  even  if  the             
enhancement  was  charged  at  a  previous  event  and          
not   used.     
● The   skills,    recharge   enhancements    and    magic   

trick    will   recharge   one    enhancement    per   use.   
● Artisans    with   the    inscriber    skill   can   make   a    skill   

focus    which   recharges   one    enhancement    in   
exchange   for   expending   an    expert    skill.     

● S ources   of   power    located   within   the   world   
which   can   recharge    enhancements ,   these   can   
be   found   throughout   the   lands.    Source   of   power   
or    source    is   a   general   term   which   plot   may   
apply   at   its   discretion.   Each    source    will  
recharge   a   number   of    enhancements    as   
determined   by   plot,   however   the   nature   of   a   
source    may   cause   it   to   have   an   improved   (but   
never   weaker)   effect   when   recharging   an   
enhancement.     

Ritual   Reagents   
The  most  powerful  of  spells  require  specially         
crafted  materials  to  focus  the  mage’s  magic.  These          
reagents   are   expended   in   the   casting   of   rituals   

Item   Properties   

Description   
Every  in-game  item  has  a  description  included  on          
its  item  tag.  This  description  must  be  specific          
enough  to  identify  the  phys-rep  associated  with  the          
item  and  include  the  item’s  type  (i.e.  expert  foci,           
apprentice   short   axe,   novice   armor,   etc.     

Armor   Value   
Armor  item  tags  list  the  maximum  amount  of  armor           
provided  by  the  phys-rep  and  the  minimum  amount          
of  armor  (¾  the  maximum)  the  character  using  the           
armor  item  must  be  wearing  in  order  to  use           
enhancements   on   the   item.     
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Durability   
Durability  determines  the  number  of  events  an  in-          
game  item  lasts  before  becoming  effectively        
worthless.  Any  artisan  can  improve  the  durability  of          
an  item  during  creation  by  expending  half  the  base           
materials  used  to  make  an  item  to  add  50%  to  its             
durability.     

Enhancement   Slots   
The   number   of   enhancements   that   can   be   fitted   to   
an   item   at   any   given   time.   See   the   enhancements   

section   of   the   rulebook   for   additional   information   
about   using   enhancements.     

Active   Enhancements   
The   section   of   the   item   tag   contains   information   
regarding   the   enhancements   affixed   to   the   in-game   
item.   The   in-game   item   must   be   worn,   carried,   or   
wielded   appropriately   in   order   for   a   character   to   
make   use   of   any   active   enhancement.   

Materials   
Materials   in   Convergence   are   the   raw   substances   from   which   characters   make    in-game   items .   In   order   to   use   
any    creation    skill   to   make   an    in-game   item,    characters   must   also   have   access   to   the    materials    required   by   the   
in-game   item’s    recipe.     

Material   Tags   
Materials  are  represented  by  an  item  tag  or          
phys-rep  that  reflects  the  nature  of  the  material.          
Regardless  of  representation  every  material  will        
include  the  following  information  somewhere  on  the         
item:     

Name:    A   description   of   the    material.     
Category:    The   type   of    material     
Quality:    The   relative   value   of   the    material     
Quantity:  The  number  of  units  of  the   material          
represented   by   that   item   

This   information   is   formatted:   
[Name   (Category-Quality)   xQuantity]   

If  a   material   lacks  a  quantity  then  it  represents  only            
a   single   unit   of   that    material   

Name   
Material  names  are  determined  by  the  Chapter  and          
are  for  descriptive  purposes  only.  A  material  with  a           
given  name  may  have  different  properties  in        
different  Chapters  or  on  different  items  within  the          
same  Chapter,  the  information  on  the  material         
determines   its   properties.   

Categories   
There  are  six  broad  categories  of  materials  which          
are   
● Bonding   (B)   -   nails,   ropes,   glues,   etc   
● Natural   (N)   -   leaves,   stems,   water,   dirt,   etc   
● Thaumatic   (T)   -   geodes,   essences,   shards,   etc.   
● Calligraphic    (C)   -   ink,   paper,   velum,   etc   
● Structural   (S)   -   metal,   bone,   stone,   leather,   etc.   
● Viscera   (V)   -   poison   sacks,   bile,   organs,   etc   
Some  material  may  fall  into  more  than  one          
category,  these  rare  materials  can  be  allocated  to  a           
recipe   as   needed.   

Quality   
Within  each  category   materials   have  a  quality         
between  1  and  4.  The  quality  of  a   material   also            
defines  how  many  units  of  that  category  of   material           
it  provides,  so  a  quality  2  material  provides  two           
units   and   a   quality   4   material   provides   four   units.     
Novice   in-game  items  require  only  quality  1         
materials,   apprentice   in-game  items   require  at  least         
one  quality  2   material   from  each  category  of          
materials   in  their  recipe,  and  expert  items  require  at           
least   1   quality   3    material    in   the   same   manner.   
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Examples   of    materials :   
● Ingot   of   Iron   (S-1)     

1   units   of    quality-1   structural;     
● Blink   Spider   Silk   (B-2)     

2   units   of    quality-2   bonding;     
● Green   Dragon   Ichor   (V-4)   

4   units   of    quality-4   viscera   
● Smokey   Geode   (N-1)   x6   

6   units   of    quality-1   natural   
● Preserved   Skin   (C-3)   x3   

9   units   of    quality-3   calligraphic   
● Dragon   Bone   (S/N/V-3)   x2   

6   units   of    quality-3    structure/natural/viscera   
● Last   Promise   of   a   Fallen   Hero   (N/T-4)   

4   units   of    quality-4   natural/thaumatic   

Production   Process   
Crafting   is   divided   into   two   separate   periods   when   characters   can   make   use   of   materials   and   skill   to   make   
Items.     

In   Between   event   crafting   
Before  every  event  a  player  attends  they  may          
participate  in  the   in  between  event   crafting  period.          
During  this  time  the  player  may  use  the  skills  of  the             
character  they  intend  to  play  at  the  event  and  any            
materials  that  character  possesses  (turned  in  at         
Pregame  Logistics  in  exchange  for   item  tags )  to          
make  as  many  crafted  items  as  their  resources          
allow.     
This  period  represents  the  time  the  character  has          
spent  between  events  to  produce  items.  Skilled         
craftspersons  can  produce  vast  amounts  of  items  in          
this  time  even  if  a  normal  person  could  not  do  so,             
perhaps  they  have  superior  tools  or  assistants  to          
help  with  production  but  for  whatever  reason  there          
is  no  limit  as  to  the  number  of  items  produced  in  the              
in   between   event    crafting   period.     
The  in-between  event  crafting  period  ends  when         
the  player  checks-in  for  the  event,  gives  logistics          
the  spent  materials,  and  receives  tags  for  the  Items           
they   created.     

Action   Crafting   
There  are  times  when  a  character  needs  items  they           
don’t  have  on  hand  and  didn’t  craft  in  advance,  but            
making  things  takes  time  so  there  is  a  limit  on  what             
a  character  can  produce  during  an  event.  For  each           
crafting  skill  known  by  the  character  they  can          
produce  five   basic,  novice,  or  apprentice   items         
during  each  event.  This  limit  is  increased  by          
purchasing  the   supply  lines   skill.  Making  an  item          
with   action  crafting   requires  five  minutes  of         
concentration   during  which  the  character  needs  to         
be   role-playing   working   with   tools.     

Recipes     
Each    in-game   item    has   a   recipe   which   lists   the   
materials    needed   to   make   that   particular    in-game   
item .   The   simplest   of   recipes   require   only   a   total   
number   of    materials    from   multiple   categories,   while   
more   advanced   recipes   require   many   more   
materials    and/or   a   specific   combination   of    materials   
from   specific    categories   

See  the  Crafting  Compendium  for  additional  information  about  all  of  the  craftable  items,               
enhancements,   materials,   and   the   crafting   process   
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Magic   

Spell   Memorization   
Consistent   with   all   other   skills   in   Convergence,   
spells   have   six   levels:    innate ,    basic ,    novice ,   
apprentice ,    expert ,   and   master.   

To   use    basic ,    novice ,    apprentice ,    expert ,   or    master   
spells,   a   character   must   purchase   the   spell   skill,   
either   school   specific   or   general,   of   the   appropriate   
level.   Each   purchase   of   these   skills   allows   a   
character   to   “lock   in”   or   “memorize”   spells   of   the   
appropriate   level.   Memorized   spells   act   as   per-use   
skills   for   the   purpose   of   activation.   Spells   can   only   
be   memorized   while    resting    so   leaving   slots   
unspent   before   an   encounter   has   no   value.   

If   a   character   ever   regains   a   skill,   such   as   being   
affected   by   a    renew    or   from   resting,   they   are   free   to   
change   the   memorized   spell   so   long   as   that   
character   is   able   to   rest.   However,   if   a   character   is   
affected   by   a    renew    mid   encounter,   they   do   not   
have   this   option,   instead   the   same   spell   is   returned.     

For   example:   Phanack   has   a   shock   spell   
memorized   for   the   battle   with   the   Kobolds,   he   casts   
it.   Mathis   approaches   Phanack   because   he   needs   
a    burning   weapon    spell   cast.   Mathis   renews   
Phanack’s   spent    basic   spell    skill,   however   because   
Phanack   is   unable   to   rest,   the   skill   returns   as   a   
shock   spell.     

Some   skills   modify   the   use   of   spell   slots,   allowing   
the   memorization   of   lower   level   spells   with   higher   
level   spells   such   as    memorize   down.   

The   only    innate    level   spells   are    signature   spells ,   
which   are   always   the   same   and   do   not   rely   on,   or   
interact   with,   spell   slots   in   any   way,   or   have   any   
need   to   be   memorized.   

Casting   Spells   
All   spells   fall   into   one   of   two   casting   types,    instant   
cast    or    ritual .   Both   spell   types   have   an   incantation   
that   is   spoken   by   the   caster   aloud   to   indicate   the   
spell   is   being   cast.     

Instant   Cast   Spells   
For   instant   cast   spells   the   caster   speaks   the   
incantation,   which   finishes   with   the   effect   that   the   
spell   causes,   then   the   target   is   indicated,   either   via   
touch   effect   rules,   by   throwing   a   spell   packet   at   the   
target,   or   another   delivery   such   as    radius .   If   the   
packet   is   thrown   before   the   incantation   is   finished   
or   the   caster   incorrectly   speaks   the   incantation,   the   
spell   is   “blown”,   the   packet   has   no   effect   on   the   
target   and   the   caster   does   not   lose   the   spell   from   
memory.   

In   order   to   cast   a   spell   the   character   must   have   at   
least   one   hand   free.   Unless   modified   by   another   
skill   a   character   cannot   cast   spells,   even   on   
themselves,   while   holding   objects,   other   than   spell   
packets.   

Ritual   Spells   
Ritual   spells   always   have   an   associated   casting   
time.   To   cast   a   ritual   spell   the   caster   first   must   have   
all   the   required   components,   then   begin   the   casting   
by   stating   the   incantation   “by   <school>   I   begin   this   
ritual”,   where   <school>   is   the   school   the   ritual   spell   
belongs   to.   During   the   casting   time,   the   caster   is   
restricted   to   the   location   in   which   the   ritual   was   
begun,   in   that   area   that   caster   must   perform   any   
procedural   requirements   indicated   in   the   spell   
description.   At   the   end   of   the   casting   time   the   
caster   announces   “ritual   complete”.     
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It   should   be   noted   that   procedures   required   by   any   
given   ritual   are   limited   to   rule   mechanic   needs   (e.g.   
The   ritual    wall   of   force    requires   that   a   properly   
indicated   physical   representation   of   the   wall   be   
placed   in   the   area   covered   by   the   wall),   players   are   
encouraged   to   create   their   own   role   play   for   casting   
rituals;   it   is   not   acceptable   to   merely   stand   in   place   
and   move   one's   hands.  

Rituals   are   limited   in   location   to   approximately   five   
feet   in   any   given   direction   from   where   the   ritual   was   
started,   this   area   should   be   noted,   if   not   marked,   by   
the   caster   in   some   way   before   beginning   the   ritual.   
Marshals   should   be   permissive   about   this   distance   
for   the   sake   of   role   play.   Casters   seeking   to   cast   
rituals   in   combat   situations   should   seek   to   have   the   
entire   ritual   casting   area   protected;   it   is   against   the   
spirit   of   the   rules   to   begin   a   ritual   in   a   tactical   
situation   and   simply   move   back   five   feet   if   defenses   
are   breached.   

If   at   any   time   during   a   ritual   the   caster   is   affected   by   
any   in   game   effect   that   is   not   defended   against   by   a   
guard   type   defense,   the   ritual   fails,   ends   
immediately,   and   is   lost   to   the   caster   until   renewed   
in   some   way.   The   same   is   true   if   the   character   
takes   HP   damage.   Any   components,   or   targets,   
required   for   the   ritual   are   removed   from   the   casting   
area   and   will   also   cause   the   ritual   to   fail   
immediately.   Consumed   components   are   only   lost   
in   the   case   of   a   successful   ritual.   

Schools   
Magic   is   split   into   six   disciplines   called   schools.   
Each   school   specializes   in   a   single   aspect   of   
magic:   

Conjuration:    Creation,   summoning   and   travel   
Divination:    Knowledge   and   skill   renewal   
Enchantment:    Magic   that   bends   the   mind   
Evocation:    Raw   elemental   force   
Healing:    Protection   and   the   healing   of   wounds   
Transmutation :   Matter   and   energy   manipulation   

By   spending   EXP   on   a   spell   school,   a   character   
gains   the   option   to   purchase   specialized   spell   slot   
skills   for   that   school   as   well   as   the   ability   to   use   
general   spell   slot   skills   to   memorize   spells   from   that   
school.   

In   addition   to   being   able   to   memorize   spells   from   
the   school,   each   spell   school   contains   a   signature   
spell   that   is   available   as   a   per   use   skill   with   the   
purchase   of   the   spell   school.   Signature   spells   are   
per   use   spells   that,   as   innate   skills,   are   extremely   
easy   to   renew.   Signature   spells   begin   as   a   single   
dedicated   spell   slot   with   a   single,   minimal,   effect;   
but   have   associated   skills   that   allow   them   to   be   
enhanced   by   granting   extra   uses,   increasing   their   
effect,   and   allowing   access   to   an   alternate   effect.   

Forbidden   Magic   
In   the   realms   of   Convergence,   magic   is   an   energy,   
shaped   carefully   by   the   will   of   the   mage   who   wields   
it   in   the   form   of   a   memorized   spell;   however,   there   
exists   a   simpler,   less   responsible,   way   to   utilize   
magic.   Forbidden   spells   represent   using   raw   
magical   force,   known   as   chaos,   without   proper   
discipline   or   concern   for   safeguards,   causing   
powerful   effects   with   ease.   

Forbidden   spells   are   substantially   more   powerful   
than   other   spells,   and   more   flexible;   a   mage   never   
memorizes   a   forbidden   spell,   instead   any   
memorized   spell   of   equivalent   level   or   greater   can   
be   substituted   within   a   school   to   cast   a   forbidden   
spell.   This   means   an   expert   memorized   spell   in   a   
given   school   can   be   used   to   cast   basic,   novice,   
apprentice   or   expert   forbidden   spells   from   that   
school.   Non-memorized   spell   slots   cannot   be   used   
to   cast   forbidden   magic.   

There   is   a   cost   to   this   power   and   flexibility.   Each   
time   a   forbidden   spell   is   cast   by   a   character   the   
world   becomes   more   polluted   with   raw   magical   
chaos,   resulting   in   many   strange   and   unwanted   
occurrences.   As   a   character   engages   more   and   
more   in   forbidden   magic   within   an   event   weekend,   
they   risk   becoming   polluted   themselves.   

Convergence   makes   no   rules   about   how   local   plot   
teams,   or   characters,   deal   with   the   moral   
implications   of   forbidden   magic.   
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Level   Name   

Casting   
Time   Description   

Innate   Entangle   Instant   Magic   stun   legs/magic   stun   arms   

Basic   Bind   Instant   Magic   stun   body   

Basic   Dark   Needle   Instant   Devastating   damage   (forbidden)   

Basic   Conjure   Weapon   Instant   Creates   a   weapon   for   the   target   

Basic   Create   Light   Instant   Allows   use   of   a   light   source   

Basic   Create   Resources   5   Minutes   Reduces   In   game   crafting   cost   

Basic   Wall   of   Force   1   Minute   Creates   an   impenetrable   wall   

Novice   Ethereal   Armor   Instant   Adds   reparable   armor   

Novice   Grease   Instant   Magic   repel   

Novice   Greater   Conjure   Weapon   5   Minutes   Creates   a   well   crafted   weapon   for   the   target   

Novice   Mass   Entangle   Instant   Explosion   magic   stun   legs   

Novice   Shadow   Door   Instant   Allows   the   caster   to   hide   in   a   shadow   (forbidden)   

Novice   Summon   Swarm   Instant   Magic   stun   mind   

Apprentice   Circle   of   Protection   1   Minute   Absolute   protection   for   an   area   

Apprentice   Confine   Instant   Magic   stun   body   

Apprentice   Harbor   Instant   Absolute   protection   for   the   caster  

Apprentice   Item   Recall   5   Minutes   Allows   an   item   to   be   summoned   back   if   lost   

Apprentice   Summon   Ally   5   Minutes   Summons   a   character   intent   

Apprentice   Summon   Chaos   Artifact   5   Minutes   Summons   a   random   powerful   artifact   (forbidden)   

Expert   Arcane   Armor   Instant   Adds   repairable   armor   

Expert   Cloud   of   Daggers   Instant   Explosion   20   magic   

Expert   Dimension   Door   5   Minutes   Allows   travel   to   a   place   the   caster   has   been   

Expert   Drown   Instant   Magic   execute   death   (forbidden)   

Expert   Summon   Artifact   5   Minutes   Summons   a   specific   artifact   

Expert   Summon   Extraplanar   Creature   5   Minutes   Summons   a   creature   from   off   plane   

Master   Mirror   Cloak   Instant   Allows   the   caster   to   redirect   magical   attacks   

Master   Simulacrum   5   Minutes   Creates   a   duplicate   of   the   caster   

Master   Summon   Comet   Instant   Explosion   magic   execute   breaking   point   (forbidden)  



  

Entangle   
innate,   conjuration,   signature,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Duration   Increase:    10,   15,   20    
Required   Components:    none   
Allows   the   caster   to   summon   magical   vines   that   
rise   from   the   ground   and   hold   the   target’s   legs   in   
place   for   the   duration   of   the   spell.   A   caster   who   has   
the    alternative   casting:   conjuration    skill   can   choose   
to   will   the   vines   to   target   the   arms   instead,   in   this   
case   the   vines   will   simply   wrap   around   the   target,   
holding   their   arms   to   their   sides,   but   allowing   them   
walk,   or   run,   freely.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   legs   
<duration>   
Alternate:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   arms   <½   
duration>   
Example:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   legs   5   

Bind   
basic,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   magical   ropes   that   wrap   the   
target   and   prevent   them   from   moving   for   the   
duration.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   body   5   
Example:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   body   5   

Dark   Needle   
basic,   conjuration,   forbidden   
Usage:   packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    15   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   conjures   a   fragment   of   metal   within   the   
body   of   the   target.     
Incantation:    by   chaos,   <numeric>   devastating   
Example:    by   chaos,   15   devastating   

Conjure   Weapon   
basic,   conjuration,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    a   weapon   with   a   green   
striking   surface   phys-rep   (not   consumed)   
Allows   the   caster   to   create   a   basic   weapon   from   
magical   force   and   bind   it   to   the   target.   The   target   
will   have   exclusive   use   of   the   weapon   and   cannot   
lose   it   in   any   way.   They   may   sheath   the   weapon   or   
otherwise   carry   it   on   their   person.   Weapons   
conjured   in   this   way   will   have   a   base   damage   
equivalent   to   the   base   damage   of   their   type.   All   
conjured   weapons   are   required   to   have   an   entirely   
green   striking   surface.   Weapons   conjured   in   this   
way   will   be   destroyed   permanently   by   a    remove   all   
effect,   but   otherwise   operate   as   any   normal   
weapon   would.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual     
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Create   Light   
basic,   conjuration,   neutral   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    a   light   phys-rep   (not   
consumed)   
Allows   the   caster   to   summon   a   magical   light.   This   
light   is   a   physical   object   that   remains   lit   until   the   
next   sunrise,   and   can   be   given   to   another   or   stolen.   
Any   effect   that   removes   a   conjuration   effect   will   
cause   the   light   to   wink   out   and   disappear.   This   light   
can   be   represented   by   any   diffuse   light   source   that   
produces   the   same   amount   of   light   intensity   of   a   
basic   six   inch   chemical   glow   stick.   Diffused   
flashlights   are   not   allowed.     
Incantation:    by   conjuration  
Example: by   conjuration,   *turns   on   LED   glow   
stick*   

Create   Resources   
basic,   conjuration,   ritual   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   creates   a   number   of   any   basic    materials   
that   can   be   used   by   a   crafter   to   fulfill   a   crafting   cost.   
Items   created   with   these   resources   are   identical   in  
all   respects   to   items   crafted   by   normal   resources.   
Resources   created   this   way   must   be   used   by   the   
crafter   during   the   ritual   or   immediately   after,   any   
resource    materials    leftover   after   crafting   are   lost.   
The   amount   of   resources   created   is   determined   by   
the   numeric.   The   caster   must   touch   the   target   
crafter   with   a   packet   during   this   ritual,   and   the   
target   must   remain   within   reach   of   the   caster   for   the   
entire   casting   time.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Wall   of   Force   
basic,   conjuration,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    rope   with   flag(not   
consumed)   
The   caster   creates   a   boundary   that   cannot   be   
moved   through   by   normal   means.   This   spell   
requires   a   ritual   of   at   least   60   seconds,   during   
which   a   white   rope   must   be   laid   in   the   area   that   
represents   the   wall   with   the   spell   name   clearly   
marked.   The   caster   must   keep   line   of   sight   with   the   
boundary   and   is   responsible   for   marshalling   the   
effect.   The   maximum   size   of   this   wall   is   ten   linear   
feet,   and   must   be   from   one   clear   upright   boundary   
to   another,   the   wall   expands   to   the   height   of   the   
shortest   upright.   Any   effect   that   removes   neutral   
effects   will   destroy   the   wall.   The   spell    passwall    will   
allow   creatures   to   pass   this   wall,   but   will   not   destroy   
it.   Multiple   walls   may   share   an   upright,   but   magical   
barriers   may   not   overlap,   and   cannot   alone   count   
as   an   upright   for   another   wall.     
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Ethereal   Armor   
novice,   conjuration,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   creates   a   suit   of   armor   that   does   not   
need   to   be   physically   represented   by   the   target.   
This   suit   of   armor   is   removed   by   an   effect   that   
removes   positive   effects   but   otherwise   acts   as   a   
normal   suit   of   armor   in   all   ways   for   the   duration.   
The   amount   of   armor   provided   is   10   points.     
Incantation:     by   conjuration,   10   magic   strengthen   
armor   encounter   
Example:    by   conjuration,   10   magic   strengthen   
armor   encounter   
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Grease   
novice,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   steps   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:   none   
The   caster   summons   a   spray   of   grease   that   forces   
the   target   away   from   the   caster.   
Incantation:     by   conjuration,   10   magic   strengthen   
armor,   magic   repel   <duration>   steps   
Example:     by   conjuration,   10   magic   strengthen   
armor,   magic   repel   10   steps   

Greater   Conjure   Weapon   
novice,   conjuration,   ritual,   neutral  
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    a   weapon   with   a   green   
striking   surface   phys-rep   (not   consumed   
The   caster   creates   an   advanced   weapon   from   
magical   force   and   binds   it   to   the   target.   The   target   
will   have   exclusive   use   of   the   weapon   and   cannot   
lose   it   in   any   way;   but   may   sheath   it   or   otherwise   
carry   it   on   their   person.   Weapons   conjured   in   this   
way   will   have   a   base   damage   equivalent   to   the   
base   damage   of   their   type   plus   numeric.   All   
conjured   weapons   are   required   to   have   an   entirely   
green   striking   surface.   Weapons   conjured   in   this   
way   will   be   destroyed   permanently   by   any   spell   that   
removes   all   effects,   but   otherwise   operate   as   any   
normal   weapon   would.   
Incantation:     by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Mass   Entangle   
novice,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    3   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:   none   
The   caster   summons   a   mass   of   vines   that   capture   
the   legs   of   every   creature   in   the   area.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   explosion   magic   
stun   legs   <duration>   
Example:    by   conjuration,   explosion   magic   stun   
legs   3   

Shadow   Door   
novice,   conjuration,   forbidden,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   can   quickly   seek   refuge   in   any   shadow   
large   enough   that   they   are   physically   fully   obscured   
by   it.   While   they   take   shelter   in   the   shadow   they   are   
effectively   out   of   game   and   take   no   effects   from   the   
game   world.   They   cannot   use   any   skills   or   items   
while   in   the   shadow,   but   can   see   and   hear   normally.   
The   caster   must   represent   that   they   are   out   of   
game   with   a   headband   or   hand   on   head   but   they   
can   choose   not   to   remain   physically   out   of   game   in   
the   shadow   they   escaped   with,   but   rather   can   stand   
aside   where   they   can   still   see   the   shadow   clearly.   
Any   effect   that   removes   positive   effects   cast   in   the   
shadow   will   end   this   immediately.   Time   passes   
normally   in   the   shadow   world   and   all   durations   will   
work   as   normal.   
Incantation:    by   chaos,   I   travel   1,   I   travel   2,   I   travel   
3   
Example:    by   chaos,   I   travel   1,   I   travel   2,   I   travel   3   
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Summon   Swarm   
novice,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    30   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   a   swarm   of   insects   that   
harass   the   target   for   the   duration,   making   
concentration   impossible.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   mind   
<duration>   
Example:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   mind   30   

Circle   of   Protection   
apprentice,   conjuration,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    rope   (not   consumed)   
The   Caster   creates   an   invisible   circle   that   cannot   
be   penetrated   by   any   means.   During   the   ritual   a   
rope   must   be   laid   in   the   area   that   represents   the   
circle;   the   rope   must   begin   and   end   at   the   same   
point   and   create   a   circle.   Nothing   may   enter   or   
leave   the   circle   by   any   means,   including   the   spell   
passwall   and   abilities   that   allow   for   travel.   This   
circle   is   destroyed   by   any   effect   that   removes   
neutral   effects.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Confine   
apprentice,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   magical   ropes   that   wrap   the   
target   and   prevent   them   from   moving   for   the   
duration.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   body   
<duration>   
Example:    by   conjuration,   magic   stun   body   10   

Harbor   
apprentice,   conjuration,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   creates   a   protective   bubble   around   
themselves,   making   them   completely   immune   to   all   
effects   for   the   duration,   except    remove   positive    and   
remove   all ,   either   of   which   will   end   the   harbor   
immediately.   The   character   cannot   use   any   other   
skills   or   abilities   while   affected   by   harbor.   While   
affected   by   harbor   a   creature   cannot   move,   or   be   
moved,   in   any   way;   neither   physically   nor   
geographically.   The   caster   may   drop   the   effect   at   
any   time   by   stating   “effect   down”.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration  
Example:    by   conjuration   
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Item   Recall   
apprentice,   conjuration,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    rune   of   travel   (consumed)   
The   caster   attunes   the   target   to   themselves,   
allowing   them   to   summon   the   item   once   ever   within   
the   duration.   This   item   must   be   marked   with   a   
green   mark   chosen   by   the   caster.   This   item   must   
be   in   touch   range   of   the   caster   for   the   entire   length   
of   the   ritual,   the   item   cannot   be   considered   living,   
and   must   be   smaller   than   three   cubic   feet.   The   item   
travels   away   from   wherever   it   is   and   travels   into   the   
caster’s   hand.   Any   effect   that   removes   a   neutral   
effect   will   remove   this   ability   from   the   target;   effects   
that    remove    effects   cast   on   the   caster   while   they   
have   an   item   keyed   in   this   way   will   have   no   effect   
on   this   ability.   Items   recalled   in   this   way   take   as   
long   as   they   must   to   come   to   the   target,   but   
invariably   do;   even   if   the   item   is   delayed   by   real   
world   situations   (actual   unknown   location,   removed   
from   game   by   players   leaving   site,   etc.)   beyond   the   
duration,   as   long   as   the   recall   was   activated   by   the   
caster   prior   to   the   end   of   the   duration,   the   item   will   
find   its   way   back   eventually.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Summon   Ally   
apprentice,   conjuration,   ritual   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    summoning   stone   
(consumed)   
The   caster   summons   another   character.   The   caster   
must   have   met   the   intended   character   directly.   
Characters   summoned   in   this   way   take   as   long   as   
they   must   to   come   to   the   target,   but   invariably   get   
the   option   to;   even   if   the   character   is   delayed   by   
real   world   situations   (actual   unknown   location,   
removed   from   game   by   players   leaving   the   site.   
etc.).   The   summoned   character   will   know   the   
identity   of   the   caster   and   can   always   refuse   the   
summoning,   the   choice   to   be   summoned   can   be   
made   by   the   player   using   in   or   out   of   game   
knowledge   at   their   discretion.   No   effect   can   be   
used   to   compel   a   character   to   agree   to   a   
summoning.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Summon   Chaos   Artifact   
apprentice,   conjuration,   forbidden,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    10   quality-1   viscera   
materials   (consumed)   
The   caster   summons   an   artifact   randomly   from   the   
world   at   large.   Chaos   artifacts   are   powerful   and   
dangerous.   The   caster   should   make   the   plot   team   
aware   of   their   intentions   for   the   use   of   the   
summoned   artifact   before   casting   this   ritual.   
Ultimately   the   caster   has   no   say   in   what   type   of   
artifact   will   come   to   them,   only   that   it   will   be   a   direct   
response   to   their   desires   or   the   challenge   they   
intend   to   face.   The   artifact   takes   as   much   time   as   is   
required   to   travel   to   the   caster   as   is   necessary.   
Incantation:    by   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     by   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Arcane   Armor   
expert,   conjuration,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   creates   a   suit   of   armor   that   does   not   
need   to   be   physically   represented   by   the   target.   
This   suit   of   armor   is   removed   by   an   effect   that   
removes   conjuration   effects   but   otherwise   acts   as   a   
normal   suit   of   armor   in   all   ways   for   the   duration.   
The   amount   of   armor   provided   is   20   points.     
Incantation:     by   conjuration,   20   magic   strengthen   
armor   encounter   
Example: by   conjuration,   20   magic   strengthen   
armor   encounter   

Cloud   of   Daggers   
expert,   conjuration,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   a   cloud   of   magical   daggers   
that   spin   briefly   in   an   area   around   the   target,   
harming   everyone   in   the   area.   The   damage   done   
by   these   daggers   is   always   20.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration,   explosion   20   magic     
Example:    by   conjuration,   explosion   20   magic   

Dimension   Door   
expert,   conjuration,   ritual   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    5   quality-1   thaumatic   
materials(consumed),   1   quality-2   structural   material   
(consumed)     
The   caster   performs   a   ritual   travel   themselves   and   
up   to   the   numeric   of   others   to   a   location   roughly   the   
caster   has   physically   been   before.   All   targets   of   this   
ritual   must   be   touched   by   a   handheld   packet   during   
the   ritual,   and   must   not   leave   arms   reach   for   the   
duration   of   the   ritual.   Once   this   ritual   is   complete,   
the   caster   and   all   targets   will    travel    and   arrive   close   
to   the   location   of   choice   using   the    travel    effect   
mechanic;   this   travel   is   one   way   per   ritual.  
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Drown   
expert,   conjuration,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant  
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   water   into   the   target.   For   
most   living,   breathing,   creatures   this   water   fills   the   
lungs;   in   cases   of   creatures   that   do   not   breath,   
water   displaces   important   organs,   or   dislodges   
internal   components.   Whatever   the   case,   the   spell   
kills   them   instantly.     
Incantation:    by   chaos,   magic   execute   death   
Example:    by   chaos,   magic   execute   death   
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Summon   Artifact   
expert,   conjuration,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    20   quality-1   natural   ,   
thaumatic,   or   calligraphic   materials   (consumed),   5   
quality-2   natural   ,   thaumatic,   or   calligraphic   
materials   (consumed)   
The   caster   performs   a   ritual   to   summon   an   artifact   
known   to   the   caster;   knowledge   of   the   artifact   must   
include   item   type,   and   at   least   one   deed   done   with   
the   item.   The   name   of   the   artifact   must   be   stated   
during   the   ritual.   artifacts   summoned   in   this   way,   
travel    from   their   current   location   to   the   hand   of   the   
caster;   and    travel    to   their   previous   location   at   the   
end   of   the   duration.   If   a   summoned   artifact   was   
possessed   by   another   when   it   was   summoned,   it   
will   return   to   that   party’s   possession.   This   spell   
does   not   provide   any   special   protections   to   the   
summoned   artifact,   but   an   artifact   summoned   in   the   
way   is   immune   to   effects   generated   by   conjuration   
magic   for   the   duration   of   the   summoning.   Some   
artifacts   may   require   a   special   component   to   be   
used   in   the   summoning.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Summon   Extraplanar   Creature   
expert,   conjuration,   ritual   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    summoning   stone   
(consumed),   2   quality-1   calligraphic   materials   
(consumed),   2   quality-1   structural   materials   
(consumed),   1   quality-2   thaumatic   material   
(consumed),   1   quality-2   structural   material   
(consumed)   
The   caster   performs   a   ritual   that   summons   an   
extraplanar   creature.   A   name   of   the   extraplanar   
creature   being   summoned   must   be   known   by   the   
caster,   this   can   be   as   vague   as   the   common   name   
of   an   entire   species   of   creature,   or   as   specific   as   a   
creature’s   true   name;   depending   on   the   specificity   
of   the   name   used,   the   results   of   the   casting   will   be   
more   or   less   specific.   Many   extraplanar   creatures   
can   ignore   a   general   summons.   This   ritual   grants   
no   ability   to   control   the   summoned   creature,   nor   
does   it   contain   the   creature   in   any   way.   Extra   steps   
may   be   taken   within   the   ritual   itself   to   contain   or   
control   the   creature   in   some   way,   these   will   be   
symbolic   gestures   and   will   be   specific   to   the   type   of   
creature   summoned.     
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Mirror   Cloak   
master,   conjuration,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    until   used   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   places   a   protective   spell   over   their   own  
body,   imbuing   themselves   with   a   numeric   of    avoid   
magic    reactions.   When   the   caster   expends   one   of   
these    avoid   magics    they   may   then   duplicate   the   
effect   they   were   struck   with   as   a   new   packet   
delivered   effect.   The   caster   can   use   no   other   skills   
until   they   cast   the   duplicated   effect.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration  
Example:     A   caster   with   an   active   mirror   cloak   is   
struck   with   “20   magic   fire!”   Because   the   defenses   
are   smart,   they   can   choose   to   expend   a   charge   of   
Avoid   (magic).   When   they   do   so,   they   respond   with,   
“Avoid!   20   magic   fire!”   and   throw   a   packet   at   a   
target.   

  

Simulacrum   
master,   conjuration,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    20   quality-1   natural   or   
viscera   materials   (consumed),   20   quality-1   bonding   
or   structural   materials   (consumed),   5   quality   -2   
natural   or   viscera   material   (consumed),   5   quality-2   
bonding   or   structural   material   (consumed)   
The   caster   creates   an   ethereal   duplicate   of   
themselves.   The   duplicate   becomes   a   copy   of   the   
caster   at   their   current   amount   of   skills,   it   also   
duplicates   all   armor   and   items   with   static   effects.   It   
does   not   duplicate   any   consumable   items.   Ethereal   
duplicates   cannot   rest   and   are   immune   to   renew   
effects.   Any   armor,   weapons,   cannot   be   dropped,   
traded,   or   given   away   at   all.   If   this   duplicate   is   
reduced   to   0   body,   or   is   struck   with   an   effect   that   
removes   positive   effects,   the   effect   ends   (“body   
crumbles”)   and   the   real   version   of   the   caster   then   
returns   to   game   as   per   an    intercession    without   the   
cost   to   their   personal    intercessions .   The   caster   has   
all   the   memories   of   their   simulacrum.   The   caster   
has   not   used   any   of   the   skills   their   simulacrum   
used,   they   enter   the   battlefield   with   the   same   skill   
levels   as   when   they   cast   the   ritual.   
Incantation:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    by   conjuration   I   begin   this   ritual   

Summon   Comet   
master,   conjuration,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   energies   to   pull   a   star   down   
on   their   target   and   all   surrounding   them.   
Incantation:    by   chaos,   explosion   magic   execute   
to   breaking   point   
Example:    by   chaos,   explosion   magic   execute   to   
breaking   point   
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Divination 
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Innate   Augury   1   Minute   
Answer   specific   questions   about   an   
upcoming     

Basic   Accuracy   Instant   Magic   imbue   strike   weapon   

Basic   Awaken   Instant   Magic   remove   command   

Basic   Cloud   Mind   Instant   Magic   stun   mind   

Basic   Lore   5   Minutes   Learn   about   the   history   of   an   object   

Basic   Vision   of   Doom   Instant   Magic   weaken   damage   (forbidden)   

Basic   Create   Minor   Paradox   Instant   Devastating   lightning   damage   (forbidden)   

Novice   Lesser   Inspiration   Instant   Magic   renew   basic   

Novice   Muse   5   Minutes   Increases   in   game   crafting   

Novice   Sense   Motive   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   social   

Novice   Sixth   Sense   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   magic   

Apprentice   Bend   Fate   Instant   Magic   renew   all   (forbidden)   

Apprentice   Inspiration   Instant   Magic   renew   novice   

Apprentice   Perfect   Accuracy   Instant   Magic   imbue   devastating   weapon   

Apprentice   Scry   5   Minutes   See   and   hear   through   a   scrying   device   

Apprentice   Vision   5   Minutes   
Learn   about   any   subject   via   a   dream   
trance   

Expert   Bastion   of   Memory   5   Minutes   Prepares   a   building   for   better   resting  

Expert   Change   the   Stars   5   Minutes   Creates   a   contract   

Expert   Clairvoyance   Instant   Magic   imbue   avoid   <magic/strike/poison>   

Expert   Greater   Inspiration   Instant   Magic   renew   apprentice   

Expert   Merge   with   the   Void   5   Minutes   
Ask   questions   directly   from   a   powerful   
dark   entity   (forbidden)   

Master   Counter   Tragedy   5   Minutes   Corrects   a   past   event   (forbidden)   

Master   Stack   the   Deck   of   Fate   5   Minutes   
Allows   two   draws   from   the   deck   of   fate   for   
a   resurrecting   character   

Master   True   Inspiration   Instant   Magic   renew   expert   



Augury   
innate,   divination,   signature,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Numeric   Increase:    2,   3,   4   
The   caster   views   briefly   into   their   future   to   gain   
information   about   an   eminent   encounter.   This   
subject   of   this   ritual   must   be   directly   related   to   a   
plot   sponsored   encounter   in   the   near   future   for   
which   the   caster   will   be   present;   i.e.   this   ritual   
should   be   cast   just   before   leaving   for   a   module,   
then   the   caster   informs   the   plot   team   of   the   casting   
when   the   group   arrives   for   the   module,   where   the   
plot   team   will   resolve   the   casting   and   answer   the   
question.   There   are   five   valid   questions   that   can   be   
asked   by   this   ritual,   the   caster   may   only   access   the   
questions   with   a   numeric   less   than   or   equal   to   their   
own   casting   ability   denoted   by   the   numeric.   The   
numeric   is   improved   normally   by   the    improved   
signature   spell:   divination    skill.   All   questions   are   
answered   from   the   caster’s   perspective.     
  

1:   Are   there   hostile   creatures   at   the   encounter   site?   
2:   Are   there   <creature   type>   at   the   encounter   site?   
3:    How   many   <creature   type>   will   we   face   at   the   
encounter   site?   
4:   Are   there   <specific   crafting>   tactical   advantages   
at   the   encounter   site?     
The   alternate   casting   of   this   ritual   allows   the   caster   
to   cast   augury   in   an   undirected   way   and   receive   
brief   information   regarding   the   whole   of   the   target   
encounter,   but   in   a   more   symbolic   and   vague   way.   
Fate   being   fickle,   the   information   gathered   may   be   
inaccurate   if   the   caster   is   not   present   at   the   
encounter   for   any   reason.   The   identification   of   the   
subject   of   this   ritual   follows   intent   rules.   
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Alternate:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

Accuracy   
basic,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   grant   the   ability   to   
predict   the   future   of   a   weapon   attack   and   ensure   
that   it   cannot   be   easily   blocked   by   an   opponent.     
Incantation:    By   divination,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   strike   weapon   
Example:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   strike   
weapon   

Awaken   
basic,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   an   instantaneous   full   
view   of   themselves   from   their   own   perspective,   
instantly   removing   all   command   effects.     
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   remove   
command   
Example:    By   divination,   magic   remove   
command   

Cloud   Mind   
basic,   divination,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   inflicts   uncontrollable   perception   of   the   
recent   past   on   the   target,   making   concentration   
impossible   for   the   duration.     
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   stun   mind   
<numeric>   
Example:    By   divination,   magic   stun   mind   5   
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Lore   
basic,   divination,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:     2   quality-1   natural,   
thaumatic,   calligraphic,   or   viscera   materials   
(consumed)   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   enter   a   trance   and   
gain   knowledge   on   the   history   of   an   item   or   
creature;   this   spell   may   also   grant   an   
understanding   of   the   purpose   for   which   the   item   
was   created,   if   that   purpose   is   not   clear   to   the   
caster.   The   caster   must   touch   the   target,   with   a   
spell   packet   in   the   case   of   a   creature,   during   the   
casting   of   the   ritual;   the   target   must   be   within   the   
caster’s   reach   for   the   duration   of   this   ritual.     
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

Vision   of   Doom   
basic,   divination,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instan t  
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   briefly   and   violently   forces   a   possible   
vision   of   the   target’s   impending   death   into   their   
mind.   The   victim   of   this   spell   is   wracked   with   
uncertainty   and   until   the   effect   is   removed   or   
dissipates   their   mind   is   weakened   and   all   their   
numerical   damage   is   halved.   The   victim   retains   no  
memory   of   what   they   witnessed.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   damage   
encounter   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   damage   
encounter   

Create   Minor   Paradox   
novice,   divination,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    30   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   creates   a   tiny   but   significant   paradox   that   
the   caster   can   then   hurl   at   any   target.   Upon   the   
paradox   landing   Fate   itself   will   lash   out   with   
lightning   attempting   to   destroy   the   paradox.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   <numeric>   devastating   
lightning   
Example:     By   chaos,   30   devastating   lightning   

Lesser   Inspiration   
novice,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   a   strong   sense   of   
motivation   that   allows   them   to   regain   a    basic    per   
use   skill   during   encounters.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   renew   basic   
Example: By   divination,   magic   renew   basic   

Muse   
novice,   divination,   ritual   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   provides   crafters   with   a   boost   to   
production,   allowing   the   targeted   crafter   to   produce   
a   numeric   of   additional   items   during   in-game   
crafting.   The   caster   must   touch   the   target   with   a   
packet   during   the   ritual   and   must   be   within   reach   of   
the   crafter   for   the   entirety   of   this   ritual.   The   crafter   
must   use   this   ability   before   the   next   sunrise/sunset.   
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Sense   Motive   
novice,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   a   magical   sense   for  
being   manipulated,   clearing   the   mind   of   the   target   if   
they   are   the   target   of   social   abilities.     
Incantation:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   social   
guard   
Example:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   social   
guard   

Sixth   Sense   
novice,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant  
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
Grants   the   target   the   ability   to   sense   a   split   second   
into   the   future   and   anticipate   magical   effects   
directed   at   them   and   react   to   dodge   it.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   guard   magic   
Example:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   guard   
magic   

Bend   Fate   
apprentice,   divination,   forbidden,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   tears   the   weave   of   fate   briefly   changing   
all   the   rules   of   reality   concerning   their   target.   The   
target   instantly   refreshes   all   of   their   skills.    
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   renew   all   
Example:     By   chaos,   magic   renew   all   

Inspiration   
apprentice,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   a   strong   sense   of   
motivation   that   allows   them   to   regain   a    novice    per   
use   skill   during   encounters.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   renew   novice     
Example:    By   divination,   magic   renew   novice   

Perfect   Accuracy   
apprentice,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    until   used   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
Like    accuracy ,   this   spell   allows   the   caster   to   grant   
the   ability   to   predict   the   future   of   a   combat   strike   
and   ensure   that   it   cannot   be   easily   blocked   by   an   
opponent.    Perfect   accuracy    allows   a   more   clarified   
sight   making   avoidance   of   the   attack   more   difficult.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   devastating   weapon   
Example:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   
devastating   weapon   

Scry   
apprentice,   divination,   ritual   
Usage:   self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    10   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    5   quality-1   structural   or  
natural   materials   (consumed)   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   see   and   hear   from   
the   perspective   of   a   keyed   scry   focus.    Scry    foci   are   
in   game   items   and   can   be   recognized   by   
appropriate   means,   such   as   the   spell    lore .   Some   
powerful   creatures   may   be   able   to   sense   that   they   
are   being   scryed   upon.     
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Vision   
apprentice,   divination,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    3   quality-1   calligraphic   
materials   (consumed),   3   quality-1   thaumatic   
materials   (consumed)   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   enter   a   trance   and   
gain   knowledge   on   any   topic.   This   information   is   
granted   through   a   series   of   images   and   sounds   
during   the   trance.    Visions    can   take   many   forms,   
from   direct   sight   of   some   place   at   a   time   in   the   past,   
present   or   future   to   dream-like   metaphors.    Visions   
can   have   any   subject,   but   more   specific   subjects   
tend   to   have   more   specific   results.   The   plot   team   
should   be   contacted   before   starting   the   ritual.   
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

Bastion   of   Memory   
expert,   divination,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    3   
Required   Components:    5   quality-1   structural   
materials   (consumed),   5   quality-1   natural   materials   
(consumed)   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   align   a   room   with   a   
greater   understanding   of   the   universe,   allowing   
characters   in   the   room   to    rest   to   recover   master   
level   skills.    
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

Clairvoyance   
expert,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    until   used   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   grant   the   ability   to   
predict   the   future   with   regards   to   their   own   
protection   from   specific   dangers.     
Incantation:    By   divination,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   avoid   <magic/strike/poison>   
Example:    By   divination,   1   magic   imbue   avoid   
strike   

Change   the   Stars   
expert,   divination,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    contract   ink   (consumed)   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   create   a   contract.   
(coming   soon)   
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

Greater   Inspiration   
expert,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   a   strong   sense   of   
motivation   that   allows   them   to   regain   an    apprentice   
per   use   skill   during   encounters.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   renew   
apprentice     
Example:    By   divination,   magic   renew   apprentice   
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Merge   with   the   Void   
expert,   divination,   forbidden,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    3   quality-1   natural   materials   
(consumed),   3   quality-1   viscera   materials   
(consumed)   
The   caster   performs   a   ritual   seeking   an   audience   
with   an   unknown   force   of   arcane   magic.   A   voice   will   
bargain   with   the   caster   for   powerful   insight   into   
whatever   they   are   seeking   knowledge   on.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos,   I   begin   this   ritual   

Counter   Tragedy     
master,   divination,   forbidden,   ritual   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    5   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    1   quality-2   natural   material   
(consumed),   1   quality-2   thaumatic    material   
(consumed)   
Counter   tragedy    corrects   specific   terrible   moments   
that   have   taken   place   recently   and   removes   them   
from   the   tapestry   of   Fate.    Counter   tragedy    must   be   
cast   within   the   same   event   that   the   tragic   moment   
took   place.   Example   moments   that   can   be   targeted:  
a   character   death,   the   loss   of   a   single   important   
item,   and   so   on.   The   effect   of   this   ritual   must   be   
negotiated   with   the   plot   team,   which   can   only   take   
place   after   a   successful   casting.     
Incantation:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   

Stack   the   Deck   of   Fate   
master,   divination,   ritual   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    5   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    5   quality-1   structural   
materials   (consumed),   5   quality-1   calligraphic   
materials   (consumed),   3   quality-2   natural   materials   
(consumed),   3   quality-2   thaumatic   materials   
(consumed)   
This   spell   enables   the   dead   to   peak   at   the   hand   of   
fate.     
This   is   cast   on   a   character   who   is   currently   dead.   If   
they   are   resurrected,   they   may   draw   an   additional   
card   and   choose   which   card   they   wish   to   keep.   This   
spell   has   no   effect   on   a   target   if   cast   twice.     
Incantation:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   divination   I   begin   this   ritual   

True   Inspiration   
master,   divination,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   grants   the   target   a   strong   sense   of   
motivation   that   allows   them   to   regain   an    expert    per   
use   skill.   
Incantation:    By   divination,   magic   renew   expert    
Example:    By   divination,   magic   renew   expert   
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Innate   Futility   Instant   Magic   stun   offense   5   

Basic   Fear   Instant   Magic   command   don’t   attack   me   5   

Basic   Glibness   1   Hour   
Allow   performers   to   rest   during   
performance   

Basic   Hallucinate   Instant   Magic   stun   mind   10   

Basic   Provocation   Instant   Magic   command   attack   me   5   

Basic   Traitorous   Shield   Instant   
Strike   Defense;   reflect   magic   command   
protect   me   60   (forbidden)   

Novice   Amnesia   Instant   5   magic   command   forget   

Novice   Blackout   Instant   
Rewrites   the   last   hour   of   targets   
memory   (forbidden)   

Novice   Enrage   Instant   Magic   command   attack   everyone   5   

Novice   Lesser   Mind   Spike   Instant   5   devastating   pierce   

Apprentice   Terrify   Instant   Magic   command   run   away   5   

Apprentice   Invoke   Fury   Instant   Magic   command   attack   <target>   10   

Apprentice   Reckless   Challenge   Instant   
Explosion   magic   command   attack   me   10  
(forbidden)   

Apprentice   Restful   Sleep   1   Minute   Strengthen   resting   while   sleeping   

Apprentice   Terrifying   Shout   Instant   Radius   command   run   away   5   

Expert   Dark   Control   Instant   
Magic   command   obey   me   5   minutes   
(forbidden)   

Expert   Mind   Blank   Instant   Magic   command   confusion   10   

Expert   Mind   Spike   Instant   10   magic   devastating   pierce   

Expert   Swap   Alignment   Instant   Magic   command   protect   <target>   30   

Master   Chaotic   Feedback   Instant   
Magic   defense;   reflect   magic   stun   
consciousness   1   minute   (forbidden)   

Master   Memory   Dredge   5   Minutes   View   targets   memory’s   

Master   Sleep   Instant   Magic   stun   consciousness   1   minute   
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Futility   
innate,   enchantment,   signature,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Numeric   Increase:    10,   20,   30   
This   spell   convinces   the   mind   of   the   target   that   they   
are   incapable   of   attacking.   Alternative   casting   
allows   the   caster   to   convince   that   target   that   they   
are   incapable   of   defending   for   half   the   duration   
(rounded   down).   
The   numeric   increases   the   duration.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   offense   
<duration>   
Alternate:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   defense   
<½   duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   offense   5   

Fear   
basic,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   makes   the   caster   appear   to   be   a   terrible   
monster,   that   is   best   avoided,   to   the   target.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
don’t   attack   me   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
don’t   attack   me   5   

Glibness   
basic,   enchantment,   ritual   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    1   hour   
Base   Duration:    none   
Base   Numeric:    2   
Required   Components:    none   
This   ritual   allows   the   caster   to   target   a   number   of   
characters,   based   on   the   numeric,   granting   them   a   
greater   ease   of   using    performance    skills.   As   long   
as   the   caster   continues   the   ritual   the   target   
characters   can   rest   while   using    performance    skills.   
Bards   targeted   with   this   ritual   get   the   full   benefit   of   
their   and   other    performance    effects   in   the   area   in   
which   they   are   performing.   The   caster   must   
touchcast   on   each   target   at   the   beginning   of   this   
ritual,   but   the   targets   only   need   to   remain   within   the   
same   game   room   as   the   caster   for   the   effect   to   
continue.   The   effect   ends   when   the   ritual   ends,   
and,   of   course,   that   caster   of   this   ritual   is   unable   to   
rest   while   casting   the   ritual.     
Incantation:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   

Hallucinate   
basic,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   experience   
hallucinations,   making   them   unable   to   focus.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   mind   
<duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   mind   10   
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Provocation   
basic,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   fills   the   target   with   rage   focused   on   the   
caster,   causing   them   to   do   everything   in   their   power   
to   attack   them.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   me   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   me   5   

Traitorous   Shield   
basic,   enchantment,   forbidden,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   can   be   used   as   an   instant   reflect   defense   
against   a   strike.   The   spell   will   remain   in   effect   until   
the   caster   triggers   it,   or   if   the   caster   is   affected   by   a   
remove   all    or    removal   positive .   The   reflect   effect   is   
a    magic   command   protect   me   1   minute .   
Incantation:     By   chaos   
Example:     By   chaos   

Amnesia   
novice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   wipes   the   memory   of   the   target,   leaving   
an   obvious   gap.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   <numeric>   magic   
command   forget  
Example:    By   enchantment,   5   magic   command   
forget   

Blackout   
novice,   enchantment,   forbidden,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   ritual   wipes   the   target’s   memory   for   the   
preceding   hour,   and   allows   the   caster   to   replace   
that   memory   with   a   10   word   phrase   that   the   target   
uses   to   fill   in   that   hour   with   a   convincing,   realistic   
story   that   they   fully   believe   to   be   true.   The   caster   
must   touch   the   target   with   a   packet   during   the   ritual   
and   the   target   must   remain   in   reach   for   the   duration   
of   the   ritual.   
Incantation:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   

Enrage   
novice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   spell   causes   the   target   to   fly   into   a   blind   rage   
and,   unable   to   determine   friend   from   foe,   attack   
every   creature   in   the   area.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   everyone   <duration>   
Example: By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   everyone   5   

Lesser   Mind   Spike   
novice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   lashes   out   with   a   whip   of   pure   psychic   
energy.   Due   to   the   nature   of   psychic   attacks,   this   is   
difficult   to   defend   against.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   <numeric>   
devastating   peirce   
Example:    By   enchantment,   5   devastating   peirce   
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Terrify   
novice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   become   
overwhelmed   with   fear   and   flee   from   the   caster.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
run   away   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   run   
away   5   

Invoke   Fury   
apprentice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   become   violently   
angry   at   another   character   determined   by   the   
caster,   attempting   to   kill   them.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   <subject>   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
attack   Arai   10   

Reckless   Challenge  
apprentice,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   spell   enchants   the   target   with   raw   hatred,   
drawing   the   ire   of   all   around   them,   causing   
everyone   to   attack   them.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   explosion   magic   
command   attack   me   <duration>   
Example:    By   chaos,   explosion   magic   command   
attack   me   10   

Restful   Sleep   
apprentice,   enchantment,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    special   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   target   to   fall   deeper   into   sleep   
than   they   normally   would,   making   their   sleep   more   
restful.   This   spell   does   not   cause   the   target   to   go   to   
sleep,   nor   does   it   prevent   them   from   waking.   While   
attempting   to   rest   such   as   sleeping,   or   napping   
characters   gain   the   effect    strengthen   resting .   
Anything   that   would   cause   the   target   to   no   longer   
rest   will   make   this   effect   expire   instantly,   such   as   
using   skills.   Otherwise   it   will   last   until   the   resting   
period   has   concluded.     
Incantation:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   
  

Terrifying   Shout   
apprentice,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    radius   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   cry   out   with   a   
magically   empowered   voice   that   infects   all   who   
hear   it   with   terror   causing   them   to   flee   from   the   
caster.   The   caster   is   not   affected   by   this   spell.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   radius   magic   
command   run   away   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   radius   magic   
command   run   away   5   
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Dark   Control   
Expert,   enchantment,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   dominates   the   mind   of   the   target,   
allowing   full   control.    
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   command   obey   me   
<duration>   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   command   obey   me   5   
minutes   

Mind   Blank   
expert,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   wipes   the   mind   of   the   target   for   a   brief   
period   of   time,   making   them   barely   able   to   function.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
confusion   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
confusion   10   

Mind   Spike   
expert,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   lashes   out   with   a   whip   of   pure   psychic   
energy.   Due   to   the   nature   of   psychic   attacks,   this   is   
difficult   to   defend   against.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   <numeric>   magic   
devastating   peirce   
Example:    By   enchantment,   10   magic   devastating   
peirce   

Swap   Alignment   
expert,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    30   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   become   
unreasonably   protective   of   the   subject   and   do   
everything   possible   to   either   protect   them   or   heal   
them   as   the   caster   dictates.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
protect   <target>   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   command   
protect   Banradi   30   

Chaotic   Feedback   
master,   enchantment,   forbidden   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   target   of   this   spell   is   given   a   magic   imbuement   
that   will   reflect   any   spell   back   into   the   mind   of   the   
caster   as   crippling   feedback   and   noise.     
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   imbue   reflect   
magic   stun   consciousness   1   minute   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   imbue   reflect   magic   
stun   consciousness   1   minute   

Memory   Dredge   
master,   enchantment,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    special   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    probing   needle   
The   caster   and   up   to   five   others   perform   a   ritual   on   
a   target   creature.   All   those   involved   in   the   ritual   are   
able   to   view   memories   contained   within   the   mind   of   
that   creature.   All   players   or   NPCs   involved   in   the   
ritual   will   need   to   seek   out   plot   for   the   results.     
Incantation:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   enchantment   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Sleep   
master,   enchantment,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    1   minute   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   forces   the   target   to   sleep.   
Incantation:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   
consciousness   <duration>   
Example:    By   enchantment,   magic   stun   
consciousness   1   minute   
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Innate   Elemental   Bolt   Instant   5   magic   <element>   

Basic   Burning   Weapon   Instant   Magic   imbue   10   magic   fire   weapon     

Basic   Frostbite   Instant   Magic   stun   <limb>   5   

Basic   Stone   Hammer   Instant   10   devastating   stone   

Basic   Thunderclap   Instant   Explosion   magic   stun   body   5   (forbidden)  

Basic   Windgust   Instant   Magic   repel   20   steps   

Novice   Chain   Lightning   Instant   10   packets   of   5   magic   lightning   

Novice   Curse   of   Destruction   Instant   
Magic   weaken   body   encounter   
(forbidden)   

Novice   Exposure   Instant   Magic   execute   under   breaking   point   

Novice   Fire   Shield   Instant   Magic   imbue   reflect   magic   20   magic   fire  

Novice   Fireball   Instant   Explosion   10   magic   fire   

Novice   Smolder   Instant   Imbue   guard   heal   

Novice   Wall   of   Fire   Instant   
Place   a   boundary   that   damages   on   
touch   

Apprentice   Desiccation   Instant   Magic   remove   positive   

Apprentice   Hypothermia   Instant   Magic   execute   to   breaking   point   

Apprentice   Stone   Axe   Instant   25   devastating   stone   

Apprentice   Squall   Instant   5   packets   of   magic   repel   20   steps   

Expert   Avalanche   Instant   40   devastating   stone   

Expert   Cold   Snap   Instant   Magic   stun   body   10  

Expert   Deadly   Shield   Instant   
Magic   imbue   reflect   magic   execute   
death   (forbidden)   

Expert   Immolation   Instant   Explosion   30   magic   fire   

Expert   Lightning   Storm   Instant   5   minutes   of   5   magic   lightning   

Master   Eye   of   the   Storm   Instant   
Consume   spells   for   25   devastating   
potent   (forbidden)   

Master   Magma   Flow   Instant   60   devastating   fire   

Master   Thunderhail   Instant   
Every   60   seconds   explosion   magic   stun   
body   10   



  

Elemental   Bolt   
innate,   evocation,   signature,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:   inst ant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Numeric   Increase:    10,   20,   30   
The   caster   summons   a   bolt   of   elemental   energy   
that   damages   the   target   directly.   The   caster   may   
pick   from   fire,   ice,   lightning,   or   stone   at   the   time   of   
casting.   Alternatively   the   caster   can   split   this   
damage   into   two   individual   attacks   that   utilize   the   
same   type   of   element   for   half   damage   (rounded   
down)   to   each.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   magic   
<element>   
Alternate:    By   evocation,   <½   numeric>   magic   
<element>,   <½   numeric>   magic   <element>   
Example:    By   evocation,   5   magic   ice   

Burning   Weapon   
basic,   evocation,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   binds   the   spirit   of   a   small   fire   elemental   
into   the   target,   allowing   it   to   be   released   during   a   
mighty   attack.   Imbuing   the   target   with   a   single   
weapon   attack   of   magic   fire   which   may   be   used   at   
any   time.     
Incantation:    By   evocation,   imbue   <numeric>   
magic   fire   weapon   
Example:    By   evocation,   imbue   <numeric>   magic   
fire   weapon   

Frostbite   
basic,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   a   focused   cold   to   envelop   the   
target   limb,   freezing   and   making   it   useless   for   a   
short   time.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   stun   <limb>   5   
Example:     By   evocation,   magic   stun   right   arm   5   

Stone   Hammer   
basic,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   channel   the   
elemental   energies   of   stone   to   damage   a   target.   
The   nature   of   elemental   stone   makes   this   damage   
difficult   to   mitigate.  
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   
devastating   stone   
Example:     By   evocation,   10   devastating   stone   

Thunderclap   
basic,   evocation,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   a   thunderous   shockwave   to   
radiate   from   the   target   stunning   the   body   of   anyone   
in   the   area.     
Incantation:     By   chaos,   explosion   magic   stun   
body   <numeric>   
Example:      By   chaos,   explosion   magic   stun   body   
5   
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Windgust   
basic,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    20   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   uses   elemental   energies   to   create   a   
gust   of   wind   that   pushes   the   target   back.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   repel   
<numeric>   steps   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   repel   20   steps   

Chain   Lightning   
novice,   evocation,   ritual,   negative   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   charge   themselves   
with   lightning,   making   them   capable   of   hurling   
elemental   lightning.   The   caster   can   throw   the   
numeric   (10   by   default)   number   of   packets   for   5   
magic   lightning   as   long   as   they   are   not   harmed,   
take   a   negative   effect,   use   another   skill   or   move   
their   feet.   This   ritual   will   end   immediately   upon   the   
last   packet   being   thrown.   If   the   numeric   is   
increased,   this   affects   the   number   of   packets   
thrown.   The   damage   will   always   be   5.     
Incantation:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual.   5   
magic   lightning   .   .   .   5   magic   lightning   (until   the   
numeric   number   of   packets   have   been   thrown)   

Curse   of   Destruction   
novice,   evocation,   forbidden,   negative  
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   focuses   raw   chaos   into   the   target,   
making   them   vulnerable   to   all   damage.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   body   
encounter   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   body   
encounter   

Exposure   
novice,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   inflicts   instantaneous   intense   cold   on   
the   target,   killing   any   target   not   strong   enough   to   
survive.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   execute   under   
breaking   point   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   execute   under   
breaking   point   

Fire   Shield   
novice,   evocation,   positive  
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    20   
Required   Components:    none     
This   spell   surrounds   the   target   in   an   invisible   field   
of   fire   that   reacts   to   the   first   magic   attack   directed   
at   them.   Upon   being   attacked,   this   spell   will   trigger   
causing   the   numeric   in   damage   to   be   reflected   at   
the   attacker.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   imbue   reflect   
magic   <numeric>   magic   fire   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   imbue   reflect   
magic   20   magic   fire   
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Fireball   
novice,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   hurls   a   small   ball   of   fire   at   the   target,   
which   explodes   on   impact.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   explosion   <numeric>   
magic   fire   
Example:    By   evocation,   explosion   10   magic   fire   

  

Smolder   
novice,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   infuses   the   target   with   a   subtle   essence   
of   fire,   preventing   direct   methods   of   healing.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   guard   heal   
Example:    By   evocation,   1   magic   imbue   guard   
heal   

Wall   of   Fire   
novice,   evocation,   ritual,   neutral   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    60   seconds   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    rope   with   flags   (not   
consumed)   
The   caster   creates   a   barrier   that   delivers   a    numeric   
magic   fire   effect .   During   the   casting   of   this   spell   that   
caster   needs   to   layout   a   rope   with   a   barrier   flag   that   
has   the   numeric   and   effect   clearly   visible.   The   
maximum   size   of   this   wall   is   ten   linear   feet,   and   
must   be   from   one   clear   upright   boundary   to   
another,   the   wall   expands   to   the   height   of   the   
shortest   upright.   Any   effect   that   would   remove   a   
neutral   effect   will   destroy   the   wall   immediately.   The   
spell    passwall    will   allow   creatures   to   pass   this   wall,   
but   will   not   destroy   it.   Multiple   walls   may   share   an   
upright,   but   walls   of   fire   may   not   overlap,   and   
cannot   alone   count   as   an   upright   for   another   wall.     
Incantation:    By   evocation   to   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   evocation   to   begin   this   ritual   

Desiccation   
apprentice,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   strips   the   target   of   effects   with   weave   of   
stone   that   closely   resembles   salt,   leaving   behind   
only   negative   effects.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   remove   
positive   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   remove   positive   
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Hypothermia   
apprentice,   evocation   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   inflicts   an   instantaneous   intense   cold   on   
the   target,   taking   the   target   to   their   breaking   point.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   execute   to   
breaking   point   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   execute   to   
breaking   point   

Stone   Axe   
apprentice,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    25   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   channel   the   
elemental   energies   of   stone   to   damage   a   target.   
The   nature   of   elemental   stone   makes   this   damage   
difficult   to   mitigate.  
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   
devastating   stone   
Example:    By   evocation,   25   devastating   stone   

Squall   
apprentice,   evocation,   ritual,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   uses   elemental   energies   to   create   
multiple   gusts   of   wind   that   pushes   targets   back.   
The   caster   can   throw   the   numeric   (5   by   default)   
number   of   packets   for    magic   repel   20   steps    as   long   
as   they   are   not   harmed,   take   a   negative   effect,   use   
another   skill   or   move   their   feet.   This   ritual   will   end   
immediately   upon   the   last   packet   being   thrown.   If   
the   numeric   is   increased,   this   affects   the   number   of   
packets   thrown.   
Incantation:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual.   magic   
repel   20   steps.   .   .   magic   repel   20   steps   (until   the   
numeric   number   of   packets   have   been   thrown)   

Avalanche   
expert,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    40   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   channel   the   
elemental   energies   of   stone   to   damage   a   target.   
The   nature   of   elemental   stone   makes   this   damage   
difficult   to   mitigate.  
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   
devastating   stone   
Example:     By   evocation,   40   devastating   stone   
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Cold   Snap     
expert,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   seconds   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   inflicts   an   instantaneous   intense   cold   on   
the   target,   freezing   them   solid   for   a   short   time   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   magic   stun   body   
<duration>   
Example:    By   evocation,   magic   stun   body   10   

Deadly   Shield   
expert,    evocation,   forbidden,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   surrounds   the   target   in   an   invisible   field   
of   magic   that   reacts   to   defend   against   a   magical   
attack   directed   at   them,   at   the   will   of   the   target.   The   
resulting   defense   lashes   out   with   raw   magic   to   
directly   harm   the   attacker.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   imbue   reflect   
magic   execute   death   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   imbue   reflect   magic   
execute   death   

Immolation   
expert,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    30   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   hurls   a   ball   of   fire   at   the   target,   which   
explodes   on   impact.   
Incantation:    By   evocation,   explosion   <numeric>   
magic   fire   
Example:    By   evocation,   explosion   30   magic   fire   

Lightning   Storm   
expert,   evocation,   ritual,   negative  
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   harness   the   true   
power   of   lightning.   The   caster   can   throw   as   many   
packets   as   they   can   as   long   as   they   are   not   
harmed,   take   a   negative   effect,   use   another   skill   or   
move   their   feet.   Each   packet   is   for    numeric   magic   
lightning    and   may   be   increased   by   applicable   skills.   
Incantation:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual.   5   
magic   lightning.   .   .   5   magic   lightning   (until   5   
minutes   has   gone   by)   

Eye   of   the   Storm   
master,   evocation,   forbidden,   ritual,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    25   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   harnesses   the   void.   The   caster   can   turn   
any   spell   into   a   packet   attack   for    25   devastating   
potent .   This   spell   ends   at   the   conclusion   of   the   
encounter,   if   the   caster   is   affected   by    remove   all    or   
remove   positive,    or   when   the   caster   runs   out   of   
spells.     

Incant:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual.   25   
devastating   potent   

Magma   Flow   
master,   evocation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    60   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   brings   the   combined   might   of   stone   and   
fire   upon   their   opponent.    
Incantation:    By   evocation,   <numeric>   
devastating   fire   
Example:    By   evocation,   60   devastating   fire   
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Thunderhail   
master,   evocation,   ritual,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   summons   a   storm   of   ice   and   lightning   to   
ravage   those   who   oppose   them.   At   the   start   of   the   
ritual   the   caster   may   throw   a   single    explosion   magic   
stun   body   10 .   After   a   minute   passes   they   may   
throw   an   additional.   They   can   repeat   this   until   the   
ritual   ends,   allowing   for   a   total   of   6   packets.     
Incantation:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   evocation   I   begin   this   ritual,   
explosion   magic   stun   body   10   .   .   .   explosion   
magic   stun   body   10   (once   a   minute)   
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Healing 
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Innate   Mend   Wounds   Instant   5   Magic   heal   

Basic   Barricade   1   Minute   
Reduces   damage   to   the   caster   for   a   single   
blow   

Basic   Rapid   Mending   Instant   Allows   the   caster   to   bandage   quickly  

Basic   Refresh   Instant   Magic   remove   stun   

Basic   Restore   Instant   Magic   remove   weakness   

Basic   Steal   Vitality   Instant   
Magic   piercing   damage   that   heals   the   caster   
(forbidden)   

Novice   Critical   Mending   Instant   Devastating   heal   

Novice   Exhaust   Instant   Magic   weaken   breaking   point   (forbidden)   

Novice   Poison   Resistance   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   poison   

Novice   Protect   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   strike   

Apprentice   Bolster   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   <stun,   weakness,   repel>  

Apprentice   Cannibalism   1   Minute   
Allows   the   caster   to   renew   by   consuming   the  
dead   (forbidden)   

Apprentice   Healing   Pool  Instant   
Creates   a   pool   of   touchcast   healing   effects   
for   the   caster   

Apprentice   Increased   Vitality   Instant   Magic   imbue   HP   

Apprentice   Make   Resolute   Instant   Magic   imbue   avoid   radius   

Expert   Greater   Healing   Pool   Instant   
Creates   a   pool   of   touchcast   healing   effects   
for   the   caster   

Expert   Perfect   Vitality   Instant   Magic   strengthen   HP   

Expert   Reclaim   the   Fallen   1   Minute   
Returns   the   subject   of   an   intercession   to   the   
battlefield   (forbidden)   

Expert   Regeneration   5   minutes   
Magic   strengthen   healing   for   multiple   
characters   

Expert   Wave   of   Mending   Instant   Radius   magic   healing   



  

  

Mend   Wounds   
innate,   healing,   signature,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Numeric   Increase:    10,   20,   30     
The   caster   focuses   healing   energies   to   repair   
damage   done   to   a   single   creature.   All    creatures,   
regardless   of   the   type,   are   repaired   by   healing.   
Upon   taking   the   skill    alternate   cast:   healing    the   
caster   may   choose   to   use   the   alternate   casting   of   
this   spell   to   heal   two   creatures   by   splitting   a   single   
casting   into   two   different   packets.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   magic   heal   
Alternate:    By   healing,   <½   numeric>   magic   heal,   
<½   numeric>   magic   heal   
Example:    By   healing,   5   magic   heal   

Barricade   
basic,   healing,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    till   used   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none     
The   caster   places   a   protective   smart   barrier   around   
themselves.   At   any   time   the   target   may   call   
“reduced”   to   an   attack   that   lands   that   would   reduce   
them   past   their   breaking   point   to   their   breaking   
point   instead.   
Incantation:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual.   *struck   
by   damage   that   takes   them   below   breaking   
point   and   chooses   to   use   barricade*   reduced   
breaking   point     
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Master   Apotropaic   Act     Instant   Restores   and   protects   a   character   

Master   Enshrine   1   Minute   Radius   devastating   healing   at   a   hearth   

Master   Repudiate   this   Demise   Instant   
Saves   a   resurrected   character   who   has   
drawn   the    death   card    from   the    deck   of   fate   

Master   Resurrection   5   Minutes   Returns   a   dead   character   to   life   

Master   Sacrifice   Instant   

The   caster   saves   a   character   who   has   
suffered   an   intercession,   at   the   cost   of   one   
of   the   caster’s   intercessions.   

Master   Sphere   of   Peace   5   Minutes   
Temporarily   alleviates   corruption   effects   at   a  
hearth   



Rapid   Mending   
basic,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   the   caster   to   use   their   bandaging   
skill   as   a   three   count   action   immediately   after   the   
casting.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   I   bandage   you   1,   I   
bandage   you   2,   I   bandage   you   3   
Example:     By   healing,   I   bandage   you   1,   I   
bandage   you   2,   I   bandage   you   3   

Refresh   
basic,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:   n one   
This   spell   removes   all   stun   effects   from   the   target  
Incantation:    By   healing,   magic   remove   stun   
Example:     By   healing,   magic   remove   stun   

Restore   
basic,   healing   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none     
This   spell   removes   all   weakness   effects   from   the   
target   
Incantation:    By   healing,   magic   remove   weakness   
Example:     By   healing,   magic   remove   weakness   

Steal   Vitality   
basic,   healing,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    15     
Required   Components:    none     
The   caster   creates   a   piercing   bolt   of   chaos   that   
damages   the   target’s   HP   directly.   Damage   done   by   
this   spell   heals   the   caster’s   HP   directly.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   15   magic   pierce   
Example:    By   chaos,   15   magic   pierce   

Critical   Mending   
novice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   focuses   their   intention   to   heal   a   target   to   
such   a   degree   that   the   spell   becomes   nearly   
unstoppable.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   devastating   
heal   
Example:    By   healing,   10   devastating   heal   

Exhaust   
novice,   healing,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none     
The   caster   lashes   out   with   raw   magic,   exhausting   
the   target   and   restricting   their   HP.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   breaking   
point   encounter   
Example:    By   chaos,   magic   weaken   breaking   
point   encounter   
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Poison   Resistance   
novice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   places   a   protective   guard   on   the   target   
protecting   them   from   poison.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   magic   imbue   
guard   poison   
Example:    By   healing,   1   magic   imbue   guard   
poison   

Protect   
novice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   places   a   protective   guard   on   the   target   
protecting   them   from   physical   harm.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   magic   imbue   
guard   strike   
Example:    By   healing,   1   magic   imbue   guard   
strike   

Bolster   
apprentice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   strengthens   the   very   core   of   the   target   
to   protect   against   a   number   of   threats.   At   the   time   
of   casting   the   spell,   the   caster   may   choose   to   
protect   the   target   with   one   of   the   following    guard :   
Stun,   weakness,    or    repel .     
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   magic   imbue   
guard   <effect>   
Example:    By   healing,   1   magic   imbue   guard   
weakness   

Cannibalism   
apprentice,   healing,   forbidden,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none     
Upon   completion   of   this   ritual   the   caster   gains   a   
passive   ability   to   consume   corpses   in   a   3   count   to   
replenish   themselves.   Each   corpse   consumed   this   
way   provides   the   effect:    normal   renew   apprentice .   
This   ability   will   be   removed   by   any   effect   that   
removes   positive   effects.   
Incantation:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   

Healing   Pool   
apprentice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:   self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    2   quality-1   bonding,   natural,   
or   viscera   materials   (consumed)   
The   caster   fills   themself   with   a   pool   of   healing   
magic,   this   magic   can   then   be   used   to   heal   by   
touch.   This   spell   provides   20,   5   point   healing   
effects.   This   pool   is   lost   if   the   caster   takes   any   
effect   that   would   remove   positive   effects,   or   at   the   
end   of   the   encounter   in   which   it   was   cast.   
Incantation:    By   healing   
Example:    By   healing,   5   magic   heal,   5   magic   heal,   
5   magic   heal   .   .   .   
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Increased   Vitality   
apprentice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    until   used   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none     
The   target   of   this   spell   is   infused   with   healing   
energy   enhancing   their   resistance   to   harm.   The   
target   immediately   gains   20   body.   These   points   are   
the   first   to   be   reduced   by   damage   and   cannot   be   
healed.   Imbued   body   will   restore   a   character   from   
the   dying   state.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   20   magic   imbue   HP   
Example:    By   healing,   20   magic   imbue   HP   

Make   Resolute   
apprentice,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    1   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   reinforces   the   body   of   the   target,   
granting   the   ability   to   ignore   a   number   of    indirect   
attacks   determined   by   the   numeric.     
Incantation:    By   healing,   <numeric>   magic   imbue   
avoid   
Example:    By   healing,   1   magic   imbue   avoid   
radius   

Greater   Healing   Pool  
expert,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    1   quality-2   natural,   bonding,   
or   viscera   material   (consumed)   
The   caster   fills   themself   with   a   pool   of   healing   
magic,   this   magic   can   then   be   used   to   heal   by   
touch.   This   spell   provides   20,   10   point   healing   
effects.   This   pool   is   lost   if   the   caster   takes   any   
effect   that   would   remove   positive   effects,   or   at   the   
end   of   the   encounter   in   which   it   was   cast.   
Incantation:    By   healing   
Example:    By   healing.   10   magic   heal,   10   magic   
heal.   .   .   

Regeneration   
expert,   healing,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    1   advanced   material   
(consumed),   +   1   basic   material   per   target   
(consumed)   
The   caster   and   up   to   a   total   of   five   targets   gain   
enhanced   sensitivity   to   healing   effects   for   the   
duration.   All   the   targets   of   this   ritual   must   be   within   
arms   reach   of   the   caster   for   the   whole   of   the   ritual.   
Each   target   should   have   the   effect   call   touchcast   on   
them   during   the   ritual   
Incantation:    By   healing,   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual.   magic   
strengthen   healing   encounter,   magic   strengthen   
healing   encounter.   .   .   
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Perfect   Vitality   
expert,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   target   of   this   spell   is   infused   with   healing   
energy   enhancing   their   resistance   to   harm.   The   
target   gains   20   body   on   their   total   body   point   cap.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   20   magic   strengthen   HP   
encounter   
Example:    By   healing,   20   magic   strengthen   HP   
encounter   

Wave   of   Mending   
expert,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   unleashes   a   wave   of   healing   energy   that   
mends   the   wounds   of   all   creatures   in   an   area   
Incantation:    By   healing,   radius   10   magic   healing   
Example:    By   healing,   radius   10   magic   healing   

Reclaim   the   Fallen   
expert,   healing,   forbidden,   positive   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none     
Required   Components:    none     
The   caster   forcefully   heals   a   character   that   fate   has   
intercedes   upon   without   cost   to   their   total   number   
of    intercessions .   The   target   is   returned   to   the   
battlefield   with   full   body.   In   addition   the   target   is   
aware   of   being   targeted   by   forbidden   magic   and   
gets   the   choice   to   have   all   their   skills   fully   renewed,   
at   the   cost   of   another   casting   of   forbidden   magic  
applied   to   the   caster.   The   target   should   report   their   
choice   to   plot,   who   should   alert   the   caster   to   the   
outcome.   This   spell   has   no   effect   on   a   target   that   is   
not   in   the   midst   of   an   intercession.   
Incantation:    By   chaos,   intent   <target>   renew   al l   
Example:     By   chaos,   intent   Rodarr   renew   all   

Apotropaic   Act   
master,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
Allows   to   caster   to   return   an   injured   character   to   full   
health   and   protect   them   from   further   debilitating   
danger.   
Incantation:    By   healing,   magic   remove   negative,   
magic   heal   all,   magic   imbue   guard   execute   
Example:    By   healing,   magic   remove   negative,   
magic   heal   all,   magic   imbue   guard   execute   

Enshrine   
master,   healing,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    3   quality-1   thaumatic   
materials   (consumed),   2   quality-1   structural   
materials   (consumed)   
The   caster   performs   a   ritual   within   a   constructed   
structure   such   as   a   house,   barn,   or   tavern.   At   the   
completion   of   this   ritual   they   will   loudly   announce   a   
powerful   radius   healing   effect   so   that   any   within   the   
structure   can   hear   it   and   be   affected   by   it.     
Incantation:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual.   radius   
100   devastating   healing   
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Repudiate   this   Demise   
master,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   may   cast   this   in   response   to   any   
creature   pulling   a   death   card   from   the   deck   of   fate.   
The   caster   instantly   expends   all   intercessions,   and   
pulls   from   the   deck   of   fate   as   if   they   had   just   died.   
The   creature   that   pulled   the   death   card,   ignores   the   
death   card.     
Incantation:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   

Resurrection   
master,   healing,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    aether   netting   (consumed)   
This   spell   will   allow   a   dead   character   to   be   returned   
to   life.   The   process   of   completing   the   spell   depends   
on   the   lands   in   which   it   is   cast   and   so   is   left   up   to   
the   local   plot   team.   At   the   end   of   this   ritual   the   
target   must   draw   from   the    hand   of   fate    and   submit   
to   the   card   drawn.   
Incantation:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   

Sacrifice   
master,   healing,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   makes   the   ultimate   sacrifice,   begging   
fate   to   take   them,   and   spare   their   ally.     
After   someone   uses   an   intercession   near   the  
caster,   prior   to   the   end   of   the   encounter,   they   may   
cast   this   spell   and   follow   them.   An   intercession   is   
marked   off   of   the   caster’s   card,   and   not   theirs.     
Incantation:    By   healing   
Example:    By   healing,   body   dissipates   

Sphere   of   Peace   
master,   healing,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    rope   with   flags   for   each   
doorway   (not   consumed),   isolation   matrix   
(consumed)   
The   caster   pushes   away   all   corruption,   caused   by   
forbidden   magic,   to   the   outside   of   the   building   they   
cast   this   ritual   in.   This   removes   all   corruption   
effects   caused   by   the   casting   in   that   area   for   the   
duration.   This   spell   does   not   reduce   the   corruption   
in   any   way   when   it   returns   once   the   spell   elapses.   
This   spell   only   affects   standing   corruption   effects.   
Sphere   of   peace    has   no   effect   on   an   attack   of   
creatures   or   other   active   events   summoned   by   the   
use   of   forbidden   magics.   The   caster   is   responsible   
for   marking   a    sphere   of   peace    effect   is   in   place   at   
each   doorway,   as   well   as   marshalling   the   effect   for   
players   that   enter   the   building;   and   for   removing   it   
when   it   goes   down.   If   the   caster   leaves   the   building   
once   the    sphere   of   peace    is   in   place   the   effect   will   
end   and   they   must   remove   the   effect   marking.   
Incantation:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   healing   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Transmutation  
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Level   Name   Casting   Time   Description   

Innate   Boost   Armor   Instant   5   magic   imbue   armor   

Basic   Fake   Form   Instant   Repairs   a   shattered   weapon   

Basic   Harden   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   shatter   

Basic   Mend   Armor   Instant   10   magic   heal   armor   

Basic   Raise   Dead   5   Minutes   
Transforms   a   dying   body   to   undead   
(forbidden)   

Basic   Resist   Element   Instant   Magic   imbue   guard   <element>   

Basic   Slow   Instant   Magic   stun   left   leg   10   

Novice   Ghost   Blade   Instant   Magic   imbue   pierce   weapon   

Novice   Transform   Weapon   Instant   Changes   weapon   rep   or   weapon   type   

Novice   Whisper   on   the   Winds   5   Minutes   Send   a   message   across   great   distance   

Novice   Corrosion   Instant   Explosion   magic   shatter   <item>   (forbidden)   

Apprentice   Shatter   Instant   Magic   shatter   <item>   

Apprentice   Greater   Mend   Armor   Instant   Pool   of   20,   5   magic   heal   armors   

Apprentice   Obfuscate   1   Minute   Makes   item   or   person   appear   to   be   “normal”  

Apprentice   Race   Change   5   Minute   Changes   character’s   race   

Apprentice   Dispel   Instant   Magic   remove   all   

Expert   Invisibility   Instant   Stealth   

Expert   Passwall   1   Minute   Move   through   a   wall   

Expert   Spirit   Forge   5   Minutes   Changes   character’s   skills   

Expert   Transform   Flesh   to   Rot   Instant   
Explosion   magic   weaken   healing   encounter   
(forbidden)     

Master   Equivalent   Exchange   5   Minutes   Reassign   HP,   armor   and   breaking   point   

Master   Transform   to   Undead   5   Minutes   Turns   caster   into   undead   

Master   Transmute   the   Odds   Instant   Radius   devastating   remove   negative   



Boost   Armor   
Innate,   transmutation,   signature,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:   inst ant   
Base   Numeric:    5   
Numeric   Increase:    10,   20,   30   
This   spell   changes   the   nature   of   the   air   around   the   
target,   granting   them   protection.   These   points   are   
the   first   points   to   be   lost   when   damage   is   taken.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   <numeric>   magic   
imbue   armor   
Alternate:    By   transmutation,   <½   numeric>   magic   
imbue   armor,   <½   numeric>   magic   imbue   armor   
Example:     By   transmutation,   10   magic   imbue  
armor   

Fake   Form   
basic,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    yellow   ribbon   (not   
consumed)   
This   spell   allows   a   caster   to   fix   a   shattered   weapon   
as   if   it   had   been   repaired   by   smith.   The   repairs   only   
last   until   the   end   of   the   encounter   at   which   time   the   
weapon   reverts   to   its   shattered   state.   The   weapon   
must   be   held   by   the   caster   at   the   time   of   casting,   
and   the   yellow   ribbon   applied   by   the   caster.   Any   
effect   that   removes   a   positive   effect   will   render   the   
weapon   shattered   again.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   
Example:    By   transmutation   

Harden   
basic,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   allows   a   character   to   extend   magic   into   
their   held   items   and   protect   them   from   damage.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   
guard   shatter   
Example:    By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   guard   
shatter   

Mend   Armor   
basic,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   repairs   damage   to   armor.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   <numeric>   magic   
heal   armor   
Example:    By   transmutation,   10   magic   heal   armor   

Raise   Dead   
basic,   transmutation,   ritual,   forbidden,   neutral   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    undead   mask   or   makeup   to   
provide   (not   consumed)   
The   caster   transforms   a   dying   body   into   a   basic   
undead   type   monster.   The   target’s   dying   count   is  
paused   for   the   casting   time   of   this   ritual   as   well   as   
during   the   time   in   which   the   ritual   remains   in   effect.   
They   take   on   several   aspects   of   the   undead.   The   
character   is   still   recognizable   but   must   rep   a   skull   
face   in   makeup   or   a   mask.   The   target’s   card   is   
replaced   with   undead   stats.   The   ritual’s   effect   ends   
immediately   if   the   target   is   reduced   to   0,   or   struck   
with   an   effect   that   removes   neutral   effects.     
Incantation:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Resist   Element   
basic,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   attunes   the   target   to   an   element   
temporarily,   canceling   out   its   opposite   when   hit   with   
it.   The   only   valid   elements   are   fire,   ice,   lightning,   
and   stone.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   
guard   <element>   
Example:    By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   guard   
ice   

Slow   
basic,   transmutation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    10   seconds   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
The   caster   makes   a   tiny   tweak   to   time   around   the   
target,   making   running   impossible.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   magic   stun   
<left/right>   leg   <duration>   
Example:    By   transmutation,   magic   stun   left   leg   
10   

Ghost   Blade   
novice,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:   inst ant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   imbues   the   target   with   transmutational   
energies   that   they   can   use   to   will   their   weapon   
through   armor   for   a   single   attack.   
Incantation:   By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   
pierce   weapon   
Example:   By   transmutation,   magic   imbue   pierce   
weapon   

Transform   Weapon   
novice,   transmutation,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:   1    quality-2   structural   
material   (consumed),   new   physical   representation   
(not   consumed)   
The   caster   changes   the   shape   of   an   item.   This   spell   
allows   any   tagged   item   to   be   changed   into   any   
other   type   of   item;   i.e.   a   longsword   can   be   
transformed   into   a   spear.   All   other   attributes   are   
retained   by   the   object   transformed,   however   any   
attribute   not   supported   by   the   new   form   is   lost   
permanently.   The   object   must   be   touched   during   
this   ritual   and   must   remain   within   reach   of   the   
caster   for   the   duration   of   the   ritual.   The   caster   is   
responsible   for   the   new   physical   representation   and   
without   it,   the   ritual   cannot   be   performed.   After   the   
ritual   has   completed,   the   caster   should   go   to   
logistics   to   be   issued   a   new   tag.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   

Whisper   on   the   Winds   
novice,   transmutation,   ritual   
Usage:    intent   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    10   
Required   Components:    none   
This   ritual   shifts   the   winds   in   such   a   way   that   words   
can   be   carried   across   them   over   great   distances.   
This   ritual   allows   the   caster   to   send   a   short,   one   
way   message   to   a   target   they   have   met   before.   The   
message   can   only   contain   the   number   of   words   in   
the   spell’s   numeric.   The   target   is   told   the   name   of   
the   caster   sending   the   message   and   then   can   
choose   to   accept   or   decline   the   message.    Whisper   
on   the   winds    will   only   communicate   with   targets   on   
the   same   plane   of   existence   as   the   caster,   and   
move   at   walking   speed;   there   is   no   way   to   stop   a   
whisper   on   the   winds    from   reaching   its   target   once   
the   ritual   is   complete.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Corrosion   
novice,   transmutation,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   an   explosion   of   magical   corrosion   
on   it’s   target,   shattering   items   of   a   certain   type   
around   the   target.   
Incantation:     By   chaos,   explosion   magic   shatter   
<weapon/armor/item>   
Example:     By   chaos,   explosion   magic   shatter   
weapon   

Shatter   
apprentice,   transmutation,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:   inst ant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   become   brittle   and   
frail,   taking   a   shatter   effect.   Weapons   affected   by   
this   spell   become   damaged.   Armor   is   dropped   to   0,   
including   all   natural   and   worn;   all   temporary   armor   
points   are   lost.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   magic   shatter   
<item>   
Example:    By   transmutation,   magic   shatter   armor   

Greater   Mend   Armor   
apprentice,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    2   quality-1   structural   or  
bonding   materials   (consumed)   
The   caster   fills   themself   with   a   pool   of   magic,   this   
magic   can   then   be   used   to   mend   armor   by   touch.   
This   spell   provides   20,   5   point   heal   armor   effects.   
This   pool   is   lost   if   the   caster   takes   any   effect   that   
would   remove   positive   effects,   or   at   the   end   of   the   
encounter   in   which   it   was   cast.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   
Example:    By   transmutation.   5   magic   heal   armor,   
5   magic   heal   armor.   .   .   

Obfuscate   
apprentice,   transmutation,   ritual,   forbidden,   neutral   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   ritual   will   make   any   item   or   person   appear   
completely   “normal”   without   any   special   effects.   
This   includes   any   divination   spell   effect   targeted   at   
the   person   or   item.   Using   these   abilities   always   
yields   the   same   result,   that   the   item   is   “normal”   or   
that   the   person   is   “normal”.   
Incantation:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
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Race   Change   
apprentice,   transmutation,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    infusion   of   <race>   
(consumed)   
This   ritual   allows   the   caster   to   change   the   target   to   
another   race.   The   subject    race    that   is   stated   in   the   
incantation   must   be   the   same   as   the   <race>   as   the   
infusion    component’s    race    or   the   ritual   will   fail.   The   
target   will   become   the   subject   race,   all    exp    spent   
on   racial   skills   that   no   longer   apply   must   be   
immediately   used   to   purchase   racial   skills   of   the   
new   race,   any   left   over    exp    spent   in   this   way   is   
retained   as   free.   A   target   may   refuse   this   ritual   
even   if   they   are   incapaciated   or   unconscious,   if   
refused   the   ritual   fails.   The   caster   must   touch   the   
target   with   a   packet   during   the   ritual;   the   target   and   
all   components   must   be   within   reach   of   the   caster   
for   the   duration   of   the   ritual.   Changing   one's   race   is   
a   direct   affront   to   fate,   if   done   more   than   once   a   
year,   the   character   will   lose   an   intercession   for   
each   time   their   race   was   willingly   changed   in   this   
way.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   

Dispel   
apprentice,   transmutation,   neutral   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   speeds   up   time   for   the   target   slightly,   
causing   all   effects   on   them   to   expire.   This   will   
remove   any   and   all   active   effects   on   the   target.   
Defenses   are   applied   first   so   if   there   is   a   defense   
that   would   be   removed   such   as   an   imbued    guard   
<magic> ,   this   it   will   still   trigger   nullifying   this   spell.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   magic   remove   all   
Example:    By   transmutation,   magic   remove   all  

Invisibility   
expert,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    self   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:   5   minutes   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    yellow   sash   and   white   
headband   
The  character  may  move  unobserved  by  many         
other  characters  via  a   travel   effect  for  five  minutes.           
Invisibility  is  not  absolute,  it  does  not  grant  any           
protection  from  attacks/effects  and  characters  with        
the   heightened  senses   skill  will  still  be  able  to           
notice  the  character.  Players  using  this  skill  must          
wear  a  yellow  sash  and  white  headband  while          
under  the  effect.  Once  properly  phys-repped  the         
travel   effect  lasts  five  minutes  or  until  the  player           
interacts  with  any  other  character  (living,  dying,  or          
dead);  uses  any  skill;  or  uses  any  reaction  except           
for  a   guard.   When  the  effect  ends  the  player  states,            
“I   appear.”   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   
Example:    By   transmutation;   I   travel   1,   I   travel   2,   I   
travel   3   
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Passwall   
Expert,   transmutation,   ritual   
Usage:    area   
Casting   Time:    1   minute   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   ritual   allows   the   caster   and   up   to   five   other   
subjects,   move   though   a   target   barrier.   This   barrier   
can   be   physical   in   nature,   or   can   in   some   cases   be   
used   against   magical   barriers   as   well,   i.e.    wall   of   
force .   The   target   barrier   must   be   less   than   ten   feet  
in   width   or   the   ritual   will   fail.   The   target   wall   as   well   
as   the   subjects   must   be   touched   with   a   packet   by   
the   caster   during   the   ritual   and   must   remain   in   
reach   for   the   whole   of   the   ritual.   At   the   end   of   the   
ritual   the   subjects   use   a   three   count   to   step   into   the   
barrier,   move   to   the   other   side   of   the   barrier   and   
use   a   three   count   to   step   out;   this   is   true   even   in   
the   case   of   magical   barriers   that   characters   can   
step   through   out   of   game;   this   movement   can   only   
be   horizontal   and   is   always   directly   in   a   straight   
line.   All   subjects   must   step   through   must   
immediately   at   the   end   of   the   ritual,   or   lose   their   
chance.   No   subject   is   forced   to   make   the   step,   but   
it   is   an   in   game   choice   and   can   be   compelled   or   
done   to   an   unconscious   person.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual.   
We   travel   1,   we   travel   2,   we   travel   3   

Spirit   Forge   
expert,   transmutation,   ritual   
Usage:    touch   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    rune   of   relearning   
This   spell   causes   the   target   to   lose   all   skills   and   
have   all    exp    spent   on   skills   become   free    exp .   The   
target's   mind   is   not   changed   in   any   way,   and   no   
memories   are   lost   or   altered   due   to   this   change.   
The   target   may   re-spend    exp    immediately,   but   all   
per-use   skills   bought   during   an   event   start   as   spent   
and   must   be   renewed   or   recovered.   The   target   
must   be   touched   with   a   packet   by   the   caster   during   
the   ritual,   and   must   remain   in   reach   of   the   caster   for   
the   duration   of   the   ritual.   Forging   one’s   spirit    is   a   
direct   affront   to   fate,   if   done   more   than   once   a   year,   
the   character   will   lose   an   intercession   for   each   time   
their   spirit   was   willingly   forged   in   this   way.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   

Transform   Flesh   to   Rot   
expert,   transmutation,   forbidden,   negative   
Usage:    packet   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
This   spell   speeds   up   time   in   a   localized   area   
causing   everyone   in   the   area’s   flesh   to   begin   to   rot   
and   wither   away.   
Incantation:     By   chaos,   explosion   magic   weaken   
healing   encounter   
Example:    By   chaos,   explosion   magic   weaken   
healing   encounter   
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Equivalent   Exchange   
master,   transmutation,   ritual,   positive   
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    encounter   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    3   quality-1   structural   or  
bonding   materials   (consumed),   3   quality-1   natural   
or   thaumatic   materials   (consumed),   1   quality-2   
structural   or   bonding   materials   (consumed),   1   
quality-2   natural   or   thaumatic   materials   (consumed)   
Allows   the   caster   to   treat   the   total   amount   of   max   
HP   and   all   currently   repairable   armor   (physical,   
natural   and   strengthened)   of   the   target,   as   a   single   
pool   of   points   which   may   then   be   distributed   into  
HP   and   repariable   armor   as   they   see   fit.   The   caster   
then   chooses   the   breaking   point   of   the   target   as   
any   number   between   1   and   the   new   max   HP.   Max   
HP   must   be   at   least   1.   The   values   chosen   will   be   
the   values   used   by   that   character   until   the   ritual   
ends.   If   the   total   amount   of   repairable   armor   
changes   on   the   target   due   to   them   removing   
physical   armor,   that   total   will   be   pulled   from   armor   
first,   but   then   will   be   deducted   from   max   HP.   Any   
effect   that   would   remove   positive   effects   will   end   
this   immediately,   returning   the   target’s   HP   and   
armor   to   their   normal   values.   Missing   HP   are   the   
first   to   be   lost   due   to   the   end   of   this   effect.   
Incantation:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   transmutation   I   begin   this   ritual   

Transform   to   Undead   
master,   transmutation,   ritual,   forbidden,   neutral  
Usage:    touchcast   
Casting   Time:    5   minutes   
Base   Duration:    sunrise/sunset   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    undead   mask   or   makeup   to   
provide   (not   consumed)   
The   caster   transforms   the   target   into   a   full   undead   
creature,   this   adds   additional   abilities   and  
disadvantages   to   their   character   card.   
Incantation:     By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   
Example:    By   chaos   I   begin   this   ritual   

Transmute   the   Odds   
master,   transmutation,   positive   
Usage:    radius   
Casting   Time:    instant   
Base   Duration:    instant   
Base   Numeric:    none   
Required   Components:    none   
That   caster   weaves   magic   around   an   unlucky   
situation   changing   the   odds   in   favor   of   their   allies   
and   releasing   them   from   any   effects.     
Incantation:    By   transmutation,   radius   
devastating   remove   negative   
Example:    By   transmutation,   radius   devastating   
remove   negative   
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Traveling   the   World   

Overland   
Normal   walking,   running,   marching,   etc.   Overland   travel   can   potentially   be   enhanced   with   crafted   items   or   
spells.   

Basic   Travel   effects   
With   rifting   or   any   similar   ability   that   uses   the   Travel   effect   to   cross   distance   without   touching   the   intervening   
space,   characters   in   mid-Travel   cannot   communicate.   

Travel   Gate   
A    travel   gate    is   a   crafted   item   that   allows   for   a   variety   of   Travel   effects   when   used   with   other   crafted   Items.   

Contracts   
By   using   a   collection   of   crafted   items   it   is   possible   for   characters   to   create   a   connection   between   a   remote   
location   and   a   prepared   material   capable   of   being   marked.   Once   created   the   contract   will   transport   all   
characters   who’ve   signed   the   prepared   material   to   the   remote   location.   When   the   designated   material   is   
broken,   all   who   signed   are   returned   to   the   starting   point.   It   is   possible   to   create   a   version   of   the   contract   tied   to   
completing   a   task.   When   the   set   task   is   complete,   the   characters   will   return   to   their   starting   point,   this   version   
of   contract   will   also   disgorge   stored   items   if   the   trigger   task   is   completed.     
  
  

Life,   Death   and   Resurrection   

Root   System   
In   the   fantasy   setting   of   Convergence,   life   and   death   are   not   bound   by   traditional   definitions.   There   are   four   
stages   to   the   process   of   transitioning.   “Bleeding   Out,”   “Death’s   Door,”   “Spirit,”   and   “Resurrection.”   

Bleeding   Out   
When   a   character   is   reduced   to   zero   (0)   HP   they   are   bleeding   out   (or   “in   bleed   out”)   and   will   reach   Death’s   
Door   if   they   do   not   receive   some   form   of   healing   within   five   (5)   minutes   (300   Seconds).   Bleeding   out   characters   
cannot   move   under   their   own   power,   communicate   with   words,   use   any   skill,   or   use   any   item.     

Death’s   Door   
Once   a   character   reaches   Death’s   Door,   they   are   so   badly   wounded   they   are   unable   to   sense   anything,   
communicate,   use   any   skills   or   abilities,   or   recover   without   the   Hand   of   Fate’s   intercession.     

Intercessions   

Each   player   character   starts   with   a   maximum   of   five   (5)   Intercessions.   When   a   character   reaches   Death’s   
Door,   the   Hand   of   Fate   touches   them   and   ensures   their   survival   at   the   cost   of   one   (1)   Intercession.     
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The   character   is   removed   from   the   field,   with   all   of   their   equipment,   items,   etc.   The   player   must   then   inform   a   
member   of   the   plot   team   or   other   designated   staff   member   that   they’ve   used   an    intercession    and   will   be   told   
where   to   return   in-game   at   full   HP.   Fate’s   intercesion   can   take   many   forms,   sometimes   plot   may   choose   to   
provide   players   with   a   description   of   the   intercession   in   the   aftermath   of   its   use,   but   if   not   the   character   is   left   
with   a   vague   sense   that   it   wasn’t   their   time   to   die   and   therefore   something   protected   them.     

Intercessions   can   be   regained   in   two   ways:   
● A   player   can   NPC   for   an   event   which   will   restore   one    intercession    of   one   of   their   characters   
● Each   year,   on   the   summer   solstice,   each   character   regains   one    intercession ,   up   to   half   their   maximum   

(rounded   up).   
  

As   all   characters   interact   with   the   world   their   actions   connect   them   to   others   in   greater   and   greater   ways,   
drawing   additional   attention   from   Fate.   This   additional   attention   causes   characters   to   lose   one   maximum   
intercession    for   every   100   EXP   they   accumulate   to   a   minimum   of   one   after   a   character   has   500   EXP.     

Death   and   Resurrection   
If   a   character   reaches   Death’s   Door   and   is   unable   to   use   an    intercession ,   the   character   dies.   The   player   
announces,   “body   dissipates,”   drops   all   of   their   game   items   to   the   ground   where   their   character   died,   and   goes   
out   of   game.     
  

When   a   character   dies   and   their   body   dissipates,   this   is   not   necessarily   the   end   for   that   character.   The   player   
can   choose   whether   their   character   moves   onto   an    afterlife    or   lingers   in   the   world   as   a    spirit .     

Afterlife   
If   the   player   chooses   for   their   character   to   progress   to   the    afterlife ,   the   player   cannot   change   this   decision.   As   a   
reward   for   permanently   removing   the   character   from   the   game   the   player   receives   either:   

● ½   of   the   dead   character’s   Game   Credits   added   to   a   new   character   
● ¼   of   the   dead   character’s   Game   Credits   added   to   an   existing   character   (this   bonus   cannot   be   applied   

more   than   once   to   a   single   existing   character).   

Spirit   
If   the   player   chooses   for   their   character   to   linger   as   a   spirit   that   does   not   guarantee   that   the   player   will   be   able   
to   play   that   character.   In   order   to   play   the   character   again,   other   characters   must   undertake   an   effort   to   
resurrect   the   character.     
  

Mages   with   access   to   the   healing   school   can   cast   a   ritual   which   will   resurrect   a   character.   Chapters   may   have   
other   plot   controlled   methods   for   a   character   to   resurrect.    

Resurrection   
No   matter   how   a   character   manages   to   be   resurrected,   the   experience   of   being   dead   will   impact   and   change   
the   character.   The   first   time   a   character   is   resurrected:   

● They   begin   to   feel   that   something   is   missing   or   a   sensation   that   they   are   now   being   watched,   neither   of   
these   feelings   has   any   mechanical   in-game   effect.   

● They   return   to   life   with   half   their   pre-death    intercessions    (rounded   up),   but   their   maximum   number   of   
intercessions    remains   the   same.   

If   a   character   is   resurrected   more   than   once,   they   begin   to   taunt   Death   and   there   may   be   serious   
consequences.   Each   time   a   character   is   resurrected   after   the   first:   
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● They   return   with   no    intercessions    and   their   maximum   number   of    intercessions    is   reduced   by   one.   
● They   must   draw   from   the   Hand   of   Fate,   a   tarot   deck   that   may   result   in   serious   consequences.   These   

consequences   include:   
○ The   resurrection   failing   and   the   character   being   permanently   dead   (one   card),     
○ Attracting   the   attention   of   a   particular   Reaper,     
○ Lasting   penalties   to   the   characters,     
○ And   lesser   penalties   which   last   only   one   or   more   events   before   disappearing.     

  
These   negative   consequences   makeup   only   a   portion   of   the   deck.   A   number   of   the   cards   allow   the   character   to   
return   to   life   (somewhat)   unscathed,   and   a   limited   number   of   cards   grant   short-term   or   permanent   boons   to   the   
character.   

  
If   the   consequence   of   resurrection   would   result   in   a   character   having   a   maximum   of   0    intercessions ,   their   spirit   
is   losing   connection   to   the   world   and   it   will   be   the   last   time   they   are   able   to   be   resurrected.   The   character   no   
longer   gains   additional    intercession    or   regains    intercessions .   When   the   character   dies,   they   automatically   
progress   to   the   afterlife.   
  

In   addition   to   resurrections,   returning   characters   to   the   land   of   the   living,   they   draw   the   attention   of   Death   to   the   
area.   Any   event   attended   by   a   character   who   has   been   resurrected   is   likely   to   experience   a   visit   from   a   reaper.   
If   multiple   characters   have   resurrected,   multiple   reapers   may   be   in   the   area.   Reapers   are   psychopomps   of   
Death;   they   will   always   attempt   to   locate   that   which   has   belonged   to   Death,   but   will   also   guide   others   to   
Death’s   realm.   

The   Hand   of   Fate   
When   resurrecting,   characters   are   in   the   hands   of   the   Fates.   They   are   at   their   mercy   on   whether   or   not   they   
may   return   to   the   world   of   the   living.   There   are   22   possible   cards   in   the   hands   of   fate   and   22   possible   
consequences   or   benefits   that   can   happen.   If   a   player   pulls   the   death   card,   their   character   is   permanently   dead   
and   the   character’s   body   will   reform   (permanently   dead)   where   the   spirit   is   tied   to,   at   their   resurrection   point   
(see   resurrection   for   more   details).    
  

The   card   drawn   is   only   seen   by   the   player   resurrecting,   plot   and/or   a   marshal.   This   is   to   avoid   any   unconscious   
metagaming.   Below   are   the   cards   in   the   Hand   of   Fate   deck.   Unless   otherwise   stated   on   a   card,   a   character   
resurrects   with   full   HP.     
  

● The   World   Card-   Any   healing   the   character   receives   in   the   next   hour   is   reduced   by   half,   rounded   up   (at   
a   minimum   of   1).   

● The   Judgement   Card-   3   Reapers   have   caught   the   character’s   scent   and   will   come   from   the   spirit   realm   
to   bring   them   back   (and   anyone   else   they   can   get   their   hands   on).   They   may   come   one   at   a   time   or   as   
a   group.     

● The   Sun   Card-   For   the   next   hour   the   character   is   filled   with   a   sense   of   euphoria   and   happiness.   
● The   Moon   Card-    The   next   playable   night   the   character   becomes   feral   and   enraged.   This   may   not   be   

guarded   against.   Plot   will   tell   the   player   what   time   their   character   is   to   begin   the   spell.   Their   character   is   
unaware   and   should   act   as   though   they   pulled   the   Temperance   Card   until   that   point.   

● The   Star   Card-   The   character’s   race   will   be   changed   and   decided   by   a   dice   roll   with   an   8   sided   die.   1-   
Common   Folk   2-   Elf   3-Stouted   4-Draconic   5-Beastfolk   6-Faeweld   7-Warborne   8-Forged.   The   player   
may   pick   the   specific   type   in   the   race   (for   example:   if   they   roll   a   7,   they   may   pick   if   they   will   become   an   
ogre,   kobold,   goblin   etc).   If   they   land   on   their   character’s   current   race,   they   must   reroll   until   they   land   on   
a   race   that   is   not   their   own.   
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● The   Tower   Card-For   the   next   hour   their   character   is   filled   with   a   sense   of   failure   and   a   broken   sense   of   
pride.     

● The   Oni   (Devil)   Card-   They   gain   the   skill    tough   skin ,   but   lose   3   permanent   HP   until   their   next   death.   
● The   Temperance   Card-   The   character   resurrects   normally   with   no   benefits   or   adverse   effects   upon   their   

spirit.   
● The   Hanged   (Hanged   Man)   Card-   The   character   loses   the   ability   to   speak   for   the   next   hour.   
● The   Justice   Card-   Ther   character   is   resurrected   with   a    shield   of   vengeance    cast   upon   them.   
● The   Wheel   of   Fortune   Card-   Pull   two   additional   cards   and   choose   one   of   them.   
● The   Hermit   Card-   Instead   of   a   typical   resting   period   taking   15   minutes   for   a   character,   it   now   takes   30.     
● The   Strength   Card-   The   character   gains   2   permanent   HP.   This   card   may   only   be   pulled   once   in   a   

character's   life.   If   the   player   pulls   it   again   on   another   resurrection,   they   pull   another   card.   
● The   Chariot   Card-   1   Reaper   has   caught   the   character’s   scent   and   will   come   from   the   spirit   realm   to   

bring   them   back   (and   anyone   else   they   can   get   their   hands   on).   
● The   Challenge   (Lovers)   Card-   The   resurrecting   player   must   defeat   a   challenge   (this   can   be   a   puzzle,   

riddle   or   other   a   physical   challenge).   If   the   player   fails   the   task,    they   lose   2   permanent    intercessions   
instead   of   1.   It   is   up   to   the   plot   if   they   want   the   resurrecting   player    to   perform   the   challenge   before   or   
after   they   resurrect,   but   it   must   be   done   before   the   end   of   the   event.   

● The   Traitor   (Hierophant)   Card-   The   character   loses   2   permanent   HP.   This   card   may   only   be   pulled   once   
in   a   character's   life.   If   the   player   pulls   it   again   on   another   resurrection,   they   must   pull   another   card.   

● The   Reaper’s   Infantry   (Emperor)   Card-   A   group   of   reapers   have   come   for   the   character   and   to   take   
anyone   they   can   with   them.   If   a   Reaper   in   this   group   resurrects   the   player   that   pulled   this   card,   that   
player   must   pull   3   cards   from   their   next   hand   of   fate.   

● The   Nature   (Empress)   Card-   The   character   returns   with   1    intercession    instead   of   0.   
● The   Bard’s   Curse   Card-   The   character   is   unable   to   renew   any   skills   for   an   hour.   
● The   Magician   Card-   The   character   resurrects   with   an    avoid   normal    and    avoid   magic.   
● The   Band   of   Fools   Card-   The   character   forgets   everything   that   happened   in   the   last   24   hours   

permanently.   
● The   Death   Card-   Permanent   death.   The   character's   body   will   reform   where   they   dissipated   with   no   

recognizable   signs   of   life.     
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Weapons,   Armor,   and   Equipment   

Weapon   Rep   Rules   and   Construction   Guidelines   
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Weapon   Type   Details   

Unarmed   Combat   26-36   Inch   Maximum,   must   be   red   

Short   Sword   26-36   Inch   Maximum   

Long   Sword   38-48   Inch   Maximum   

Spear   45-60   Inch   Maximum,   thrusting   only   

Short   Axe   26-36   inch   Maximum,   Requires   head   

Long   Axe   37-48   Inch   Maximum,   requires   head   

Short   Club/Mace   26-36   Inch   Maximum,   requires   nubs   or   head   

Long   Club/Mace   37-48   Inch   Maximum,   requires   nubs   or   head   

Short   Hammer   26-36   Inch   Maximum,   requires   head   

Long   Hammer   37-48   Inch   Maximum,   requires   head   

Bow   30-60   Inch   Maximum,   Ranged,   requires   a   curve   

Crossbow   34-40   Inch   Length,   24   Inch   Width   

Compact   Crossbow   14-33   Inch   Length,   4-8   Inch   Width   

Wrist   Crossbow   6-8   Inch   Length,   6   Inch   Minimum   Width   

Two   Handed   Sword   49-75   inch   Maximum   

Two   Handed   Axe   49-75   Inch   Maximum,   requires   head   

Two   Handed   Hammer   49-75   Inch   Maximum,   requires   head   

Two   Handed   Club/Mace   49-75   Inch   Maximum,   requires   nubs   or   head   

Thrown   Weapons     Minimum   3   inches   long,   all   open   cell   foam   

Staff   75   Inch   Maximum,   requires   center   grip.     

Shield   At   least   one   dimension   20   inch   Minimum     



General   Guidelines   
● Melee   weapons   and   bows   must   have   a   rigid   core   that   won’t   bend   past   20   degrees   when   used.   
● Spiral   wrapping   a   boffer   weapon   with   duct   tape   makes   the   form   too   dense   to   be   used   safely.   
● Any   design   that   intentionally   could   be   used   to   trap   weapons.   
● Weapons   with   cores   shorter   than   25   inches   cannot   be   used   in   combat   (daggers   and   other   short   reps   

can   be   used   for   roleplay   purposes,   magic   item   reps,   and   so   on,   but   cannot   be   used   in   active   combat)   
● One   handed   weapons   &   Two   handed   swords:   Unpadded   Handle/Grip   may   not   exceed   40%   of   the   

overall   length   of   the   weapon   
● Two   handed   Clubs/Maces,   Hammers,   Axes:   Unpadded   Handle/Grip   may   not   exceed   70%   of   the   overall   

length   of   the   weapon   
● Two   handed   weapons   may   be   enhanced   via   crafting   to   be   wielded   one   handed.   The   maximum   length   of   

any   phys-rep   used   in   this   manner   is   65”.     
  

Thrusting   attacks   
All   melee   weapons   can   be   used   for   thrusting   
attacks.   

● In   order   to   thrust   a   weapon   must   have   an   
open   cell   thrusting   tip   and   a   puck   to   prevent   
injury.   

● In   order   to   thrust   with   a   two   handed   weapon   
a   2   inch   puck   and   3   inch   open   cell   foam   tip.   

Swords   
The   entire   length   of   the   blade   may   be   used   as   a   
legal   striking   surface   

● Grips/Crossguards   may   be   constructed   out   
of   alternate   materials   however   Convergence   
marshals   may   not   pass   a   weapon   if   they   
feel   that   it   is   at   all   unsafe.   

Hammers,   Axes   &   Maces   
All   spikes/nubs,   mace,   hammer,   axe   heads   must   be   
constructed   with   open   cell   foam   and   compress   
when   they   strike   a   target.   

● If   the   weapon   is   latex   the   head   must   be   soft   
and   compress   when   it   strikes.   Marshals   will   
make   the   call   when   the   weapon   is   offered   
up   for   a   safety   check.   

● For   a   legal   hit   to   occur   one   must   strike   a   
target   with   the   mace,   hammer,   or   axe   head   
of   the   weapon.   This   can   be   the   entire   length   
of   the   striking   surface   but   the   nubs   etc..   
must   be   repped   over   the   whole   striking   
surface.   

Hammers,   Axes   &   Mace   Heads   
● One   Handed:   At   least   one   dimension   of   the   

head   of   an   Axe   or   Hammer   must   be   at   
minimum   8   inches   in   length.   

● Two   Handed:   At   least   one   dimension   of   the   
head   of   an   Axe   or   Hammer   must   be   at   
minimum   12   inches   in   length.   

● In   the   case   of   latex   weapons   safety   
marshals   can,   on   a   case   by   case   basis,   
waive   this   rule   if   the   weapon   head   is   slightly   
smaller   than   these   guidelines.   

Spears   
● This   weapon   may   only   be   used   to   stab   with   

Bows   
● The   max   length   refers   to   the   overall   length   

of   the   bow   from   tip   to   tip   (not   including   the   
curve   of   the   bow)   

● Bows   must   be   padded   with   closed   cell   
foam.   

● A   bow   can   never   be   used   to   strike,   but   it   
can   be   used   to   block   blows   

● A   string   is   not   required   on   a   bow   rep   
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Crossbows   
● Crossbows   are   constructed   out   of   closed   

cell   foam.   A   pipe   core   is   optional.  
● The   min/max   length   and   width   of   the   

weapon   refer   to   the   crossbow’s   T   shape.   
Length   refers   to   the   overall   length   of   the   
body   of   the   weapon,   and   the   width   refers   to   
the   total   length   of   the   crossbow’s   combined   
limbs.   

● A   crossbow   can   never   be   used   to   block   
attacks,   any   attack   striking   a   crossbow   is   
treated   as   a   valid   hit   against   the   character   
holding   the   crossbow.   

● Crossbow   also   cannot   be   swung   as   a   melee   
weapon   under   any   circumstance.  

● A   compact   crossbow   may   be   enhanced   via   
crafting,   converting   it   into   a   wrist   crossbow.   
A   wrist   crossbow   phys-rep   must   be   attached   
to   the   character’s   forearm.   A   wrist   crossbow   
does   not   effect   the   armor   bonus   of   any   
armor   piece   to   which   it   is   attached.   

Staves   
● A   staff   may   have   an   unpadded   grip   in   the   

center   but   may   not   exceed   30   inches.     
● A   staff   without   an   unpadded   grip   in   the   

center   of   the   weapon,   such   as   a   latex   staff,   
may   still   only   be   used   for   a   legal   strike   when   
gripped   in   the   center   30”   of   the   staff   with   
both   hands.   

● A   staff   can   block   weapons   legally   with   only   
one   hand   on   the   weapon   

Shields   
Shields   may   be   made   of   any   material   but   the   edge   
of   the   shield   must   be   constructed   of,   padded   by   
latex   or   closed   cell   foam.   

● Any   protrusion   more   than   half   an   inch   from   
a   shield   must   be   made   of   closed   or   open   
cell   foam   or   latex   (or   padded   by   the   same).   

● Shields   have   no   minimum   or   maximum   size   
requirements.   

Thrown   Weapons   
● Thrown   weapons   cannot   have   a   core   
● Thrown   weapons   must   be   constructed   

entirely   of   open   cell   foam   and   tape,   or   latex.   

Exotic   weapon   types   
Any   exotic   weapon   constructed   will   be   assigned   a   
weapon   type   listed   above.   Exotic   weapons   must   
conform   to   the   same   rules   that   govern   the   weapon   
type   they   are   assigned.   

● The   weapon   type   makes   the   weapon   
subject   to   in-game   weapon   type   skill   
limitations.   

● An   exotic   weapon   cannot   be   constructed   to   
be   multiple   weapon   types   in-game,   it   will   
receive   only   a   single   weapon   type.   

○ Example:   an   orc   double   axe   staff   
would   have   to   be   qualified   as   a   staff   
type   weapon   and   follow   all   the   rules   
of   staff.   It   would   not   qualify   as   an   
axe   for   the   use   of   axe   specific   skills   

○ Example:   a   long   handled   (to   reach   
min   length)   frying   pan   weapon,   when   
judged   safe   by   marshals,   could   be   
labeled   a   short   mace.   

○ Example:   instead   of   a   compact   
crossbow   a   player   could   create   a   
“wand”   type   weapon   and   seek   
approval   from   marshals.   This   would   
allow   that   character   to   throw   normal   
damage   from   their   wand.     

So   long   as   the   weapon   follows   the   
guidelines   for   a   weapon   type,   and   the   player   
clears   it   with   local   plot/marshals   the   weapon   
construction   can   be   fluid.   
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Armor   
Wearing   an   armor   phys-rep   (and   having   an   item   tag   for   that   phys-rep)   adds   to   a   character’s   armor.   Each   
location   covered   by   an   armor   phys-rep   grants   the   character   up   to   3   points   of   armor.   The   amount   of   armor   
provided   depends   on   the   phys-rep’s   appearance   and   materials   used   to   make   the   phys-rep.   

● Light   armor   provides   1   point   of   armor   per   location   and   includes   heavy   cloth,   a   padded   gambeson,   thin   
leather,   or   some   other   representation   of   lightweight   protection.   

● Medium   armor   provides   2   points   of   armor   per   location   and   includes   heavy   or   boiled   leather,   chain   mail,   
split   mail,   or   some   other   representation   of   midweight   protection   

● Heavy   armor   provides   3   points   of   armor   per   location   and   includes   plate   armor   or   other   heavyweight   
material   protection.   

Each   location   may   have   multiple   layers   of   armor   providing   up   to   a   maximum   of   3   points   of   armor   per   location.   
For   the   thighs,   shins,   shoulders   and   wrist   locations   armor   must   be   paired   with   the   same   light,   medium,   and   
heavy   on   both   for   the   full   bonus.   If   armor   is   only   worn   on   one   of   these   locations   they   suffer   a   -1   armor   point   
value.   Using   two   different   levels   of   armor   at   these   locations   still   incurs   this   penalty   but   the   armor   counts   as   
layered   when   determining   point   value.   

Locations   
Before   wearing   an   armor   phys-rep   in   game,   a   marshall   must   inspect   the   phys-rep   for   safety   and   assign   a   
maximum   armor   value.   During   this   inspection,   the   marshal   will   review   the   material,   look,   and   coverage   
provided   by   the   phys-rep   in   7   locations.   At   least   50%   of   the   location   must   be   protected   by   the   armor   to   count   
towards   protection.   

● Head   -   from   the   center   of   the   forehead,   over   the   skull,   to   the   back   of   the   neck   
● Back   Torso   -   the   entire   back   from   the   base   of   the   neck   to   the   beltline   
● Front   Torso   -   the   entire   chest   from   the   base   of   the   neck   to   the   beltline   
● Thighs   -   from   above   the   knee   to   the   hip   
● Shins   -   from   below   the   knee   to   the   ankle   
● Shoulders   -   from   the   neck   line   to   above   the   elbow   
● Wrists   -   from   the   wrist   to   the   elbow   

In   addition   to   the   armor   value   provided   by   the   types   and   amount   of   armor   in   the   phys-rep,   each   location   can   
provide   1   additional   point   of   armor   when   made   of   real   armor   materials.     

● When   layering   armor   if   any   armor   piece,   per   location,   is   not   real   then   the   additional   real   bonus   is   not   
awarded.   

● Players   can   gain   an   additional   2   points   of   armor   if   their   costume   appears   in   period   without   any   overt   
anachronistic   items   on   display   such   as   modern   logos,   technology,   and   so   on.   
  

Equipment   and   Physical   Representation   
Below   are   other   items   a   player   most   likely   will   need   while   playing   Convergence.     

Packets   
Packets   (for   spells,   arrows   or   other)   are   constructed   out   of   fabric   and   small   round   pellet   bird   seed.   The   
birdseed   may   not   contain   sunflower   seeds   or   anything   else   sharp   on   the   inside.   There   are   no   substitutions   
allowed   for   safety   and   environmental   concerns.     
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For   constructions   of   a   packet:   the   bird   seed   (approximately   1   tablespoon   worth   per   packet)   should   be   placed   at  
the   center   of   a   6x6   square   and   tied   with   a   rubber   band   or   sewn   shut.   The   fabric   may   be   any   colour   but   should   
not   have   any   anachronistic   patterns   on   it   (for   example:   no   trucks   or   sports   logos).   

Potions   &   Doctions   
Potion   phys   reps   must   be   able   to   hold   at   least   ¼   oz/7.4   ml   of   liquid,   doction   phys   reps   must   be   able   to   hold   at   
least   ½   oz/15   ml   of   liquid   (although   it   is   not   required   that   liquid   actually   be   in   the   container).   Each   potion   must   
be   represented   by   a   separate   potion   container   and   the   tag   for   the   potion   must   be   attached   or   inside.   Multiple   
tags   may   not   be   used   with   a   single   rep.     
  

To   use   a   potion:   The   player   must   hold   the   container   to   their   face,   mime   drinking   it   and   announce   on   a   3   count   ‘I   
drink   the   potion   one,   I   drink   the   potion   2,   I   drink   the   potion   3’<name   of   potion>.     
  

To   feed   a   potion   to   another   character,   they   must   also   perform   the   same   action   as   above   except   they   are   
miming   feeding   it   to   the   other   character   instead.   Unless   otherwise   stated,   a   potion   can   not   be   mixed   into   food   
or   drink.   Potions   affect   the   person   drinking   the   potion   only   and   bypass   spell   defenses.   Once   a   potion   is   used,   
the   tag   is   removed   from   the   potion   container   and   the   tag   is   expended.   
  

Scrolls   &   Librus     
A   scroll   must   be   a   minimum   of   fifteen   (15)   square   inches,   librus   must   be   a   minimum   of   thirty   (30   square   inches.   
While   both   are   usually   made   out   of   paper   other   materials   are   acceptable.   The   phys   rep   does   not   have   to   be   a   
square,   as   long   as   it   meets   the   minimum   size   requirements.   The   tag   for   the   item   must   be   attached   to   the   phys   
rep   and   only   one   tag   may   be   attached   to   a   single   phys   rep   (a   character   cannot   have   a   10”x15”   phys   rep   with   
10   tags)   The   tagged   phys   rep   must   also   have   the   correct   wording   of   the   spell   written   on   the   phys   rep   legibly.     
  

To   use   a   scroll   or   librus:   
● The   character   must   have   it   in   front   of   them,     
● be   able   to   read   it,   
● touch   a   spell   packet   to   the   phys   rep,     
● say   the   incant,   
● and   throw   or   touch   cast   the   spell.     

  
The   entire   phys   rep   must   be   visible   at   the   time   of   casting.   If   the   player   is   unable   to   read   the   scroll   (for   example   
because   it   is   dark   and   they   have   no   light),   they   may   not   use   it.   If   the   player   attempts   but   cannot   see   it,   the   
scroll   is   expended.     
  

If   they   have   attached   the   scroll   to   a   weapon,   they   must   not   attack   with   it   while   the   scroll   is   being   read.   Once   a   
scroll   is   used,   the   tag   is   removed   from   the   page   and   the   tag   is   expended.   
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Glossary   
Dumb/Smart   
The   description   of   dumb   means   an   ability   or   item   must   be   used   at   the   first   applicable   chance.   Its   opposite   is   
“smart,”   this   means   an   ability   or   item   can   be   used   whenever   the   player   chooses.    

Encounter   
Effects   with   a   duration   of    encounter    typically   last   until   the   end   of   the   module   or   until   removed.   However,   if   a   
module   has   multiple   distinct   parts,   Plot   may   announce   that   there   is   more   than   one   encounter.   During   
encounters   outside   the   context   of   a   clearly   defined   module   (for   example   monsters   attacking   the   town,   a   feast   
with   the   local   nobles)    encounter    duration   effects   can   be   removed   by   completing   a   15   minute   rest.     

Immediately   
Within   3   seconds   while   making   no   other   actions,   with   the   exception   of   moving   or   blocking.   If   a   skill   grants   the   
character   multiple   uses,   they   must   use   it   within   3   seconds   of   the   last.     

Item   
Anything   in   the   game   that   is   created   under   the   rules   system   

Numeric   
Refers   to   the   amount   of   damage,   healing,   or   total   number   of   things   a   spell   does.     

Passive   Skills   
Skills   that   may   be   used   an   unlimited   number   of   times   per   day.   Passive   skills   never   need   to   be   replenished   by   
renewal.   

Per   Use   Skills   
Skills   that   may   be   used   the   number   of   times   the   Skill   has   been   purchased.   All   per   use   skills   are   replenished   by   
spending   renewal.   The   amount   of   renewal   to   replenish   a   per   use   skill   is   based   on   its   skill   level   

Phys-Rep   
Phys-Rep   is   short   for    physical   representation.    This   is   the   LARP-safe   weapon,   the   armor,   the   pendant,   etc.   that   
has   an   associated   tag   describing   its   in-game   properties.     
  

Plot   
1. The   team   of   people   who   write   the   story   each   weekend.   “Go   ask   Plot.”   
2. The   story   players   experience.   “This   is   a   great   plot!”   
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